Topographic characterization of polymer materials at different length scales and the mechanistic understanding of wetting phenomena
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Abstract

The present study suggests new insights into topographic characterisation of engineering polymer surfaces towards physical-chemical and mechanistic understanding of wetting phenomena on rough surfaces.

Non-contact chromatic confocal imaging was chosen and justified as the optimal measuring method to study and correlate surface topography and surface properties of Sheet Moulding Compounds (SMC) as well as polyester and cotton fabrics. Before topographical characterisation, an adequate selection of optimal sampling conditions (cut-off length and resolution) were done by a systematic procedure proposed for periodic and non-periodic surfaces.

Topographical characterisation of the surfaces was realized by an innovative methodology, separately considering different length scales in dependence on the surface morphologies of the materials.

For SMC materials, the influence of moulding conditions (pressure, moulding time, metallic mold topography, metallic mold form, prepregs placement procedure, glass fibres content and orientation) on resulting macro-, meso- and micro-topography was studied. A model to conceptualize the influence of the most important moulding conditions on topographic characteristics and, as a consequence, on the quality of the resulting surface was presented. To quantify the effect of surface modification, a new parameter (Surface Relative Smooth) was suggested, developed and validated, which can be used for the characterisation of changes due to surface modifications for every solid material.

A very important and innovative part of the present study is the development of new concepts for topographic characterisation of textile materials using different length scales, that makes possible to consider and analyse separately their specific morphologies caused by weave, yarn and filament/fibres, and to investigate the influence of topography on wettability by modification processes, e.g. construction parameters, thermosetting, impregnation with Soil Release Polymers (SRP) and wash-dry cycles.
The present study showed, how construction parameters of polyester textiles, such as fineness of filaments and yarn, warp and weft densities as well as the type of weave, control the surface topography - characterised as meso-porosity (spaces between yarns) and micro-porosity (spaces between filaments) - and as a consequence strongly influence their capillarity. On the basis of experimental results, revealing differences in three basic types of woven fabrics – plain, twill and Panama – in respect to water penetration, the concept of an innovative novel wicking model was developed.

Additionally, the influence of thermosetting and impregnation of polyester fabrics with Soil Release Polymers on topography, wetting and cleanability of three woven plain polyester fabrics, having different wefts, were studied.

To characterise the soiling behaviour, an ‘spot analysis method’ was suggested, allowing wetting dynamics studies of liquids on fabrics with anisotropic surface properties. This method is applicable also to surfaces with anisotropic roughness characteristics and to porous media.

The effect of wash-dry cycles on topography, spreading, wetting and soiling of woven plain and knitted cotton fabrics was in addition investigated.

In all cases studied, the topographical characterisation and interpretation of results on different length scales contributed to a better understanding of wetting phenomena.

A mathematical model for a virtual construction of textile surfaces to predict effects resulting from topographic changes on the behaviour of polymer and textiles surfaces was developed. Woven plain textiles and SMC surfaces were mathematically synthesized by a combination of various harmonic waves, i.e. Fourier synthesis. Topographic and technical construction parameters were taken into account to build their virtual topographies. In the case of textile surfaces, the effect of wash-dry cycles for cotton fabrics and thermosetting of polyester fabrics on their meso- and micro-morphology was investigated on the basis of the real topography of a given textile surface. The model allows to predict changes in the porosity of resulting textile materials, their wettability and soiling behaviour. The method presented provides possibilities to simulate controlled changes in textile construction parameters and to study their effect on the resulting topography.
Die vorliegende Arbeit vermittelt neue Einblicke in die topographische Charakterisierung technisch relevanter Polymeroberflächen mit dem Ziel, die Mechanismen der Benetzungsphasenomenen auf rauen Oberflächen besser zu verstehen.


Die topographische Charakterisierung von Oberflächen wurde methodologisch weiter entwickelt, indem die Oberflächen auf verschiedenen Längenskalen je nach Morphologie untersucht werden können.


Das Hauptaugenmerk bei der Durchführung der Arbeit wurde auf die Entwicklung neuer Konzepte zur topographischen Charakterisierung textiler Materialien gelegt, welche die Nutzung mehrerer Längenskalen in Betracht ziehen. Dies ermöglicht die
spezifische Morphologien textiler Strukturen zu berücksichtigen und jede Struktur, welche durch die Gewebeart, die Art der Fasern und des Garns entstanden ist, gesondert bezüglich ihr Einflusses auf die Benetzerbarkeit infolge der Modifizierung (Konstruktionsparameter, Thermofixierung, Imprägnierung mit Soil-Release-Polymeren, Waschen/Trocknen-Zyklen) zu analysieren.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird gezeigt, wie die Konstruktionsparameter von Polyestertextilien, wie z.B. die Filament- und Garnfeinheit, Kett- und Schussdichte sowie die Gewebebindung Einfluss auf die Oberflächentopographie und als Folge auf ihre Kapillarität, und zwar als Mesoporosität (Abstände zwischen Garnwindungen) und als Mikroporosität (Abstände zwischen einzelnen Filamenten).

Auf der Basis von umfangreichen experimentellen Daten, welche die Unterschiede zwischen verschiedenen Bindungsarten (Leinwand, Köper, Panama) offenbaren, wurde ein neues Modell zur Beschreibung der Penetration von Flüssigkeiten in die textile Strukturen entwickelt.

Außerdem wurde der Einfluss der Thermofixierung und Imprägnierung von Polyester Materialen mit Soil-Release-Polymeren auf die Topographie, Benetzerbarkeit und Auswaschbarkeit für die drei wichtigsten Gewebearten untersucht, welche die gleiche Anzahl von Schussfäden haben.

Für die Charakterisierung des Anschmutzungsverhaltens von Textilen wurde eine so genannte Fleck-Analyserungsmitode (spot analysis method) vorgeschlagen, welche es erlaubt, benetzungs dynamische Eigenschaften von Flüssigkeiten an Oberflächen mit anisotroper Topographie zu studieren. Diese Methode ist geeignet auch für Oberflächen mit anisotropen Rauheitsstrukturen und für poröse Materialien. Der Effekt von Waschen/Trocken-Zyklen auf die Topographie, Spreitung, Benetzung und Anschmutzung von Leinwandgewebe und Gestricke aus Baumwolle wurde zusätzlich untersucht.

In allen Spezialfällen diente die topographische Charakterisierung und die Interpretation der Ergebnisse auf verschiedenen Längenskalen zur besseren Verständnis von Benetzerungsphänomenen.

Ein mathematisches Modell für die virtuelle Konstruktion von textilen Oberflächen wurde entwickelt, die das Studium der Effekte infolge topographischer Änderungen auf das Verhalten von Polymer- und Textiloberflächen ermöglicht. Oberflächen von Leingeweben und duromeren Verbundwerkstoßsystemen wurden mit der Fourier-
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**Glossary of symbols**

- **$a_1$**: amplitude of a primary wave (by sinoidal functions)
- **AACF**: Areal Autocorrelation Function
- **AFM**: Atomic Force Microscope
- **$a_k$, $a_m$**: amplitudes of secondary waves (by sinoidal functions)
- **$A_m$**: sampling area
- **ASPD**: Areal Power Spectral Density
- **CLSM**: Confocal Laser Scanning optical Microscopy
- **CSL**: Conoscopic Holography
- **CSOM**: Confocal Scanning Optical Microscopy
- **CWL**: Chromatic (White Light) Confocal Imaging
- **CWL FT**: Interferometric (White Light) Film Thickness Sensor
- **CWL IR**: Infrared Film Thickness Sensor
- **$\Delta \Gamma$**: relative cleanability
- **DHM**: Digital Holographic Microscopy
- **DISCO**: Digital Comparative Holography
- **$\Delta S$**: surface variation by relaxation/shrinkage of textiles
- **$\Delta x$, $\Delta y$**: lateral resolution
- **$\Delta z$**: vertical resolution
- **FD**: fractal dimension
- **FFT**: Fast Fourier Transformation
- **FPM**: Fringe Projection Imaging
- **FTR**: Thin Film Sensor
- **$f_i$**: surface area fraction of patch $i$ on Cassie-Baxter model
- **$\gamma$**: threshold to calculate $V_C$ and $V_G$
- **$\gamma_s$**: interfacial tension of solid-gas
- **$\gamma_{sl}$**: interfacial tension of solid-liquid
- **$\gamma_l$**: interfacial tension of liquid-gas
- **$\Gamma$**: surface cleanability
- **$h$**: threshold to measure cavities volume by SMC
- **$h_v$**: height limit value
- **$k$, $m$**: harmonic coefficients
- **$\lambda$**: distance between wefts of between warps by textiles
- **$L_m$, $l_m$, $l_y$**: cut-off length, measure length or sampling interval
- **$L-W_z$**: long waviness (by SMC)
- **$M$**: number of sampling points in one trace
- **$N$**: number of sampling traces in the sampling area
- **$N_s$**: number of short waves or "micro" waves (by SMC)
- **$N_z$**: number of long waves or meso waves (by SMC)
- **$P(x)$**: sinoidal function
- **PDMS**: polydimethylsiloxan
- **PET**: polyethylene therephthalate
- **POET**: polyoxyethylene therephthalate
- **$P_h$, $sP_t$**: profile height
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>static contact angle between gas-liquid and solid-liquid interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_a$</td>
<td>apparent contact angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_i$</td>
<td>contact angle of patch $i$ on Cassie-Baxter model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Reflection coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.u.</td>
<td>repetitive units (by textile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{ar}$, $sR_a$</td>
<td>arithmetic mean roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{max}$, $sR_{max}$</td>
<td>maximal rough height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{ph}$, $sR_p$</td>
<td>distance between highest point and mean height line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{sq}$, $sR_q$</td>
<td>root mean square roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_n$, $sR_n$</td>
<td>rough height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{pv}$, $sR_v$</td>
<td>distance between deepest point and mean height line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{sz}$, $sR_z$</td>
<td>mean rough height, mean roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAD</td>
<td>Soil Additional Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDCM</td>
<td>High-Resolution Scandisk Confocal Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{dr}$</td>
<td>developed surface area ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_k$</td>
<td>core roughness depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>Sheet Moulding Compounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{pk}$</td>
<td>reduced summit height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{r1}$</td>
<td>upper bearing area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{r2}$</td>
<td>lower bearing area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP</td>
<td>Soil Release Polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sR_d$</td>
<td>Wenzel roughness factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Surface Relative Smooth parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Scanning Probe Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Scanning Tunneling Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{vk}$</td>
<td>reduced valley depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thermogravimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_s$</td>
<td>spreading time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_w$</td>
<td>total wetting time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_C$</td>
<td>cavities volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_G$</td>
<td>grains volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_o$</td>
<td>porosity, surface porosity or mean void volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLI</td>
<td>White Light Interferometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_r$, $sW_r$</td>
<td>wave height, waviness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_z$</td>
<td>waviness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction and objective

The quantitative description of the microstructure and the surface topography is a research field which can provide a better understanding of the relation between surface topography, microstructure, and mechanical and physical-chemical properties.

Surfaces of polymer materials contain information about the mechanism of their formation as well as the factors that have influenced on this mechanism. Besides, the surface morphology of a polymer material can essentially influence on its functional character.

1.1 Problem definition

In many cases, a systematic surface characterization is necessary to set up quantitative correlations between production conditions and physical-chemical properties of engineering surfaces, to compare the resulting polymer surface with standards and to modelling the surface behaviour.

During the last 30 years, the possibilities for surface topography quantification have been broadened by the availability of new methods [1]. For the evaluation of topographical data, several mathematical operations such as calculation algorithms and standard parameters can be applied today [2]. For this reason, the selection of the correct methodology while evaluating of the data measured and the optimal use of the topographical information obtained are especially relevant.

For any type of modification of a technical surface, the interplay between topography and surface chemistry determines the surface properties. Therefore, topographic qualitative description (morphology) and its quantitative description (topometry) are of great importance.
Every modification can produce changes on the surface in a special way. Additional to the nature of the process (mechanical, optical, electrical, magnetic, chemical, biological), the duration of its effect and external mechanical/environmental influences must be considered generally [3].

The resulting topography correlates to nanoscopic, microscopic and macroscopic properties which in combination define the final surface properties.

1.2 Objective

The aim of the present study is to suggest new scientific contributions to the topographic characterization of polymer engineering surfaces and to apply them to the physical-chemical and mechanistic understanding of wetting phenomena.
2 Theoretical background

The surface of a material is a part of it representing the boundaries between it and its environment. Surfaces as physical entities possess many attributes, geometry being one of them. Surface geometry of real materials by nature is three-dimensional and its detailed features are termed topography. In engineering field, topography represents the main external features of a surface which is determined by the description of its morphology and topometry.

In practice, the notion of a surface extends to sub-layers of solid boundaries and the surface assumes certain internal features [2], e.g. hardness, residual stress, deformation, chemical composition and reactions, microstructure, capillary, hydrophobicity, that are often of foremost concern in an application. Surface topography often interrelates with these features in complicated manners and in three dimensions to define certain engineering properties. Surface topography is, therefore, significant for surface performance and the importance of its measurement as a means of functional analysis and prediction is obvious. Engineering surfaces are produced in various way, typically by machining, surface treatment and coating. Surface topography modification is therefore performed by material removal, transformation or addition. Combinations of various machining, treatment and coating operations are employed to produce surfaces with desired characteristics for a particular application. Surface topography, therefore, contains 'signatures' of the surface generation process and as such can be used to diagnose, monitor and control the manufacturing process. From an engineering perspective, the ultimate objective of a surface topography measurement, as a mean of control and knowledge, is to establish a correlation between an engineering surface transformation (e.g. wear, chatter, soiling, cleanability, permeability, etc.) and its topographical characteristics (e.g. waviness, roughness, porosity, fractal dimension,
Theoretical background

etc.). Surface topography measurement, therefore, serves as a link between manufacturing, functional performance analysis and prediction, and surface design.

2.1 Surface morphology

Surface morphology qualitatively describes the form and structure of a surface disregarding of fine details (Fig. 2.1(a)).

![Figure 2.1: Topography of a polyester fabric (twill) represented as surface morphology(a) and topometry (b).](image)

2.2 Surface topometry

If one speaks of the topometry of a surface, the exact coordinates of the separate points are meant. A topometric map in the geography among other things offers quantitative information by numeric contours of the earth's surface. In technology, one understands under a “topography measurement” the determination of x-, y- and z-coordinates of a set of representative points of the surface, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Also the notions of roughness and waviness are found in the geography: so one speaks, for example, about a rugose mountain or about a wavy hill landscape. These notions are rather qualitative in the everyday life and return the first impression of the landscape. In technology, the notions roughness and waviness are of great value to the quantitative characterization of surfaces.
Theoretical background

A simple isolated value cannot describe the surface extensively: the height of the highest mountain or the middle height of the mountains or the number of mountains are insufficient to describe a complete geographical scenery. Therefore, there is also in technology a multiplicity of characteristic values for roughness and waviness by which different types of combinations are applied to classify surfaces.

2.3 Traditional measurement methods for topography

The integrated study of surface topography calls for the integration of surface phenomena, measurement requirements and the measurement process. The main of a measurement process is to provide representations, numerical or graphical, which describe the surface. A quantitative 3D surface measurement invariably involves the use of computers in the measurement process due to the large amount of information involved. Computers are involved at various stages in the measurement process: control of data collection, data storage, processing, analysis and output of results. By necessity, a physical surface \( z(x,y) \) must be digitised in the measurement process in order to enable storage, processing and analysis of topographic information. Therefore, in digital 3D surface analysis, a discrete surface height by \( z(x_i,y_j) \) is denoted, where \( (x_i,y_j) \) is a discrete spatial point at the horizontal plane. A discrete surface \( z(x_i,y_j) \) is obtained by sampling a continuous surface \( z(x,y) \).

Measurement requirements determine the measuring methods and procedure to be employed and these are reflected at the various stages in the measurement process. A general procedure and measurement cycle for surface topography assessment is shown in Fig. 2.3. Given the specification of measurement requirements, a typical
measurement process includes data acquisition, pre-processing and characterisation:

a) **Data acquisition:** Measurement systems for 3D surface topography data collection are often categorised by the physical principle used at the surface-sensor interface. A classification scheme based on this criteria is given in Fig. 2.4. In addition to the sensing principles for surface information and their capabilities (range, resolution, suitability of application, etc.), datum accuracy and digitisation strategy are of major concern in a 3D surface data acquisition system. Data acquisition datum is a reference from which the three co-ordinates of a data point on the test surface is determined. Digitisation is necessary due to the use of digital techniques including sampling, quantisation and coding. These topics will be discussed in the present study.

b) **Pre-processing:** Following the storage of data collected at the previous step, some processing operations must be carried out before further analysis. Referring to Fig. 2.3, pre-processing includes levelling of surface data, and if necessary, form removal, data manipulations (truncation, segmentation, rotation, inversion, sub-area extraction, etc.) and filtering. Levelling refers to the removal of linear trend from the recorded surface data due to the misalignment of nominal surface plane and the data collection datum.

![Figure 2.3 A general procedure and measurement cycle for a 3D topography assessment.](image-url)
addition, different zeroing convention may be used in the coding of quantised surface heights. Form removal is necessary, if the surface is curved and the curvature does not participate in the surface phenomenon. Levelling and form removal are often performed by least squares plane or surface fitting and can be carried in a single procedure. Filtering concerns the separation of different frequency components in the surface data. A surface filter should have zero or linear phase and a smooth weighting function. These two properties of a surface filter will help preserve the general features of the surface. A Gaussian filter satisfies both criteria and can be conveniently designed. The first and foremost principle for the use of filtering is its functional justification. The use of filters is particularly objectionable, when the functional significance of the different frequency components is not clear. The pre-processing operations collectively transform the data collection datum into a characterisation datum which form a basis for subsequent characterisation.

Characterization: Surface topography, unlike other measurands (length, temperature, force, etc.), is a complicated measurement parameter. A one-to-one numerical representation is impossible. Parameter representation is invariably achieved on a many-to-one basis and is only effective from the engineering point of view when the implied information transformation and reduction process reflect the principle of functional significance, i.e. the representation(s) sought represent the engineering surface phenomenon to a practically satisfactory extent. On the next pages some typical and modern characterisation techniques for 3D surface topography analysis are reviewed and summarised.

In Chapters 3 and 4, special attention is paid to parametrical characterisation. Parameters discussed include those that are straight or modified extensions of 2D parameters and those that assume distinct 3D meanings. In Chapter 4, a characterisation procedure at different length-scales is proposed, which is based on an interdependency study of the existent parameters.

A bibliographic study of different topography measurements is presented on the following pages. A comparison between different technical specifications (measuring ranges and resolution) of the most important non-contact optical methods is detailed in Table 2.1.
2.3.1 **Conventional measuring methods**

2.3.1.1 **Mechanical sensing measurement method**

These measuring instruments lead a fine needle over the surface of the measuring object and record the change of the height. In general, a stylus instrument profilometer takes only 2-D profiles of a surface [4]. The 3D surface texture measurement consists of the measurement of parallel profiles linked together in the orthogonal direction, and to a tangential reference line. Therefore a stylus measurement is made by an instrument allowing displacement of a surface texture probe in the both orthogonal horizontal x and y directions, and the measurement of the vertical amplitudes on the z axis with the probe [5]. The vertical movement of the sensor is changed into an analogue signal using either an inductive system (moving core in a fixed coil), or optical (displacement of a mechanical instrument in front of photo-electric cells) [2]. The quality of the measurement essentially depends on the accuracy of the mechanical translation unit, on the acquisition line and on external

![Figure 2.4 A classification of profilometric 3D methods based on sensing principle.](image-url)
disturbances. They directly limit the capability of the instrument to assess very smooth surfaces.

A special type of instrument combines the reliability of mechanical scanning with the precision of optical interferometry (by an integrated laser beam and Michelson interferometer) [6]. Signals generated either by reference of by the mechanical measurement arm are conveyed to photo diodes for interference fringe detection. The movement of the translational system (x direction) is measured by a second Michelson interferometer. This means, that the horizontal position of any point on the surface is also known, with a degree of precision which is free of any imperfection due to positioning of mechanical instruments. Under proper environmental control, this instrument is probably the most precise mechanical contact sensor for very large measurement scales (of the order of 5 mm).

2.3.1.2 Measurement by the capacitance method

The basic principle [7] is that a condenser should be formed between the sample to be measured and a thin electrode placed close to the surface. This thin electrode (with a thickness of approximately 0.3 µm) is made in such a way that only the local electric field in the immediate vicinity has any influence on it. The electrode is moved over the surface perpendicularly to its plane, the whole behaviour like a runner, so that the average distance between the electrode and the surface is practically constant. The spatial resolution depends on how does surface adjacent to the electrode affect the capacitance value. As the electric field is not only due to the surfaces facing it, the height measurement is balanced by the heights close to the electrode.

2.3.1.3 Measurement using ultrasound

Ultrasound back scattering can be a mean of measuring the surface topography of machined parts [8]. This system is normally based on a transducer which sends out a pulsed ultrasound signal and collects its echo, reflected off the surface. The surface profile is deduced from the time the signal takes to travel between the transducer and the surface under study. The ultrasound signal is sensitive to several factors such as ultrasound frequency coupling medium, angle of incidence, diaphragm aperture and distance from the surface.
2.3.2 Optical methods

2.3.2.1 Large range optical methods

Large range optical instruments refer to those whose peak-to-valley roughness is at least an order of magnitude higher than the wavelength of light. Low roughness surfaces refer to those whose peak-to-valley height is of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of light or smaller. There are four types of large range optical instruments:

a) **Laser optical profilometry**, that uses a wide aperture objective which focuses a laser beam onto the surface to be studied [9]. The light scattered back by the surface is collimated* on a photo detector which receives a maximum signal when the surface is at the focal point. A servo-control system controls the position of the objective until the signal reaches a maximum. The simplicity of the system is attractive, but it is rather slow, as each measurement point requires the beam to be focused, so the objective needs to be moved.

b) **White light optical profilometer**, which works on the white light [10] but is based on a similar principle to that in (a) above. The main advantage is that it does not require any of the mechanical parts used to re-focus the beam to be moved. The light scattered back by the surface is received by two photo detectors which are symmetrical with regard to a separating cube. The values of light intensity collected by both photo detectors, the objective magnification and another values related with the geometry of the optical parts are used to calculate the height values. The depth of field and the lateral resolution depend on what objective is used.

c) **Profilometer using a compact disc pick-up head** [11]. The focusing lens of the laser beam is mounted on a motorised system so that the beam can be re-focused according to local surface topography. Beam diameter and hence the spatial resolution, is comparable to that obtained with a classical contact profilometer. A motor displaces the optical instrument which focuses the beams; the signal delivered by photo detectors controls the movement.

---

* Collimated light is light whose rays are nearly parallel, and therefore will spread slowly as it propagates.
d) **Profilometer for form measurement.** This system allows real time sample control and form defect measurement \[12\], gives some topographical information according to Beckmann Theory \[13\] as well as assumption of a Gaussian distribution of surfaces asperities. A laser lights the surface (parallel beam), and the light reflected by the surfaces is focused onto a bar-graph of photo diodes by triangulation*; the spot formed on the surface moves according to the surface defects and the general form of the sample. This system is useful because of the size of its form defect measurement scale, but the information obtained from the light intensity distribution is incomplete and only approximate.

### 2.3.2.2 Optical methods for very small roughness

The principle involves bringing together two waves fronts originating either from a reference or from the surface to be studied. In the interference zone, the phase difference between two successive fringes is \(2\pi\). The classical interference method at best detects phase differences of \(\pi/4\), hence the sensitivity of systems is wavelength-dependent. The type of interferometry used varies from author to author. In the implementation by Biegen and Smythe \[14\] a Fizeau interferometer is used. In this implementation, a He-Ne laser beam is focused on a diffusing disc in a way to form a source point of adjustable size. The beam is focused onto an objective focus after reflection of a polarising prism. The beam from the surface of the object to be analysed is taken up by the objective and crosses a quarter wave slide. Other authors have opted for a Mirau interferometer \[15\]. The Optics laboratory at the Faculty of Science in Besançon developed a three dimensional profilometer which uses heterodyne interferometry \[16\].

Michelson interferometers are also used for fast measurements of form deviations of smooth measuring objects with respect of a reference surface \[4\]. White light interferometry is also used to measure the surface topography \[4\]. This method has proven to be a very good tool to obtain good height measurements because of carefully selecting of two wavelengths of the spectra it is possible to greatly increase the dynamic range of the measurement over that can be obtained using a single

* In trigonometry and geometry, triangulation is the process of determining the location of a point by measuring angles to it from known points at either end of a fixed baseline, rather than measuring distances to the point directly. The point can then be fixed as the third point of a triangle with one known side and two known angles.
coherent wavelength [17]. White light interferometers are nevertheless stationary lab devices, then measuring under difficult surroundings conditions is problematic. This methods will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Measure range</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser optical profilometry</td>
<td>up to 5 mm</td>
<td>5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact disk pick-up head profilometry</td>
<td>1 mm - 5 mm</td>
<td>1 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffraction methods</td>
<td>3 mm - 4 mm</td>
<td>3 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speckle methods</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 nm - 2 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser triangulation methods</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confocal laser scanning microscopy by confocal point sensor (CFP)</td>
<td>1 mm - 100 mm</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confocal laser scanning microscopy by autofocus sensor (AFL)</td>
<td>2 mm - 15 mm</td>
<td>1 µm - 2 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact disk microscope (DSCM)</td>
<td>0.1 mm - 3 mm</td>
<td>12 µm - 35 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confocal optical microscopy (CSOM)</td>
<td>1 mm - 100 mm</td>
<td>1 µm - 10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital holographic microscopy (DSM) and DISCO</td>
<td>0.1 mm - 3 mm</td>
<td>1 mm - 10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confocal optical microscopy (CSOM)</td>
<td>1 mm - 100 mm</td>
<td>1 µm - 10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conoscopy holography (CSH)</td>
<td>114 µm - 1520 µm</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White light interferometry (WLI)</td>
<td>0.24 mm - 1.6 mm</td>
<td>4.8 µm - 32 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferometric film thickness sensor (CWL FT)</td>
<td>9 - 26 mm</td>
<td>5 µm - 20 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin film sensor (FTR) using VIS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin film sensor (FTR) using NIR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50 nm - 100 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin film sensor (FTR) using UV/ VIS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100 µm - 300 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infra-red film thickness sensor (CWL IR)</td>
<td>23.5 mm</td>
<td>6.5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe projection (FPM)</td>
<td>1.5 mm - 4 mm</td>
<td>200 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1 by near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM)
*2 as scan-mode
*3 resolution thickness

2.3.2.3 Measurement methods using diffraction

Several methods have been developed over the last few years [18,19]. All of them where electromagnetic radiation is scattered by a rough surface – a phenomenon whose theory was studied by Beckmann [13] and Hingle et al [20] - use an optical device for the Fourier transformation of the surface based on a set of lenses which produce a coherent light source point. An array of photo diodes receives the diffraction of the sample. The power spectrum is made of three elements: the first one relating to the specular reflection on the sample and the two others to the diffracted light in relation to harmonic or random components of the surface. This apparatus is simple and measurement is rapid, but its main drawback is that it gives only the power spectrum of the surface, i.e. a magnitude which is difficult to link to the general surface topographical parameters.

There are variations of this apparatus, in particular that by Brodmann et al [21] which uses an infra-red source. The experimental apparatus proposed by Stover [22]
includes a goniometer on which a light detector collects the scattered beam (power scattered in a given direction).

### 2.3.2.3 Methods using the Speckle phenomenon

A Speckle pattern is a random intensity pattern produced by the mutual interference of a set of wavefronts. This phenomenon has been investigated since the time of Newton, but Speckles have come into prominence since the invention of the laser and have now found a variety of applications. If the analysed surface has asperities whose spatial distribution wavelength is almost the same as that of the light source, the light will be scattered in different directions in the space, leading to interference. The intensity observed will no longer be simply that predicted by geometrical optics, but will also include – to the detriment of the specular intensity - many diffuse components. The use of a coherent source reinforces this phenomenon, in which diffused wave interference will take place, leading to Speckle patterns.

Speckles form a Speckle figure which can be used to obtain topographical properties of a surface: the random nature of the speckle phenomenon means that the intensity distribution observed is a characteristic of a given surface. The techniques employed are very varied and have undergone considerable development. They all use an aperture detector which is small enough to allow individual analysis of each speckle. Special implementations of the same phenomenon are the correlation between surface roughness and size of laser spot [23], the use of interference between two speckle figures [24,25] and the use of polychromatic light [26].

### 2.3.2.5 3D measurement by laser triangulation method

This system uses the triangulation method, by focusing a laser spot on the surface to be studied [4]. Its relief can be reconstructed by analysing the defocalisation of the laser diode. Laser is focused on the object to be analysed, and the light diffused by the surface is focused on a photo detector. When the object is moved, the height variations encountered along the surface are expressed as a displacement of the spot on the photo diode. The position of the spot on the detector is converted into an electric signal which is proportional to the height of each point of the scanned profile. The resulting 2D slope map is numerical integrated and thus height information of the entire surface is obtained [27].
2.3.2.6 Stereo photogrammetry

The calculation of the 3D data by photogrammetry is carried out from images of (at least) two cameras [28]. They are condensed and observed in an analysing evaluation instrument, where they overlap and create a three-dimensional image, analogous to the human eye’s spatial vision. With the help of a visible marker that is blended in, the observing operator follows the surface contours and thus transfers the surface structure data into a PC which evaluates their spatial co-ordinates and determines the typical surface parameters. To analyse the structure, the program can produce the image of the surface from various visual angles. It is shown in central projection so that a real impression of the structure is given. In addition, a layered map of the surface can be shown. Parts of the surface can also be zoomed for detailed information. Classical 3D measurement procedures based on photogrammetry causes systematic errors at strong curved surfaces or steps in surfaces.

2.3.3 Scanning microscopy

2.3.3.1 Scanning probe microscopes (SPM)

Scanning probe microscopes are a family of instruments used for studying properties of materials from the micron up to the atomic level. Two fundamental components that make scanning probe microscopy possible are the probe and the scanner. The probe is the point of interface between the SPM and the sample; it is the probe that intimately interrogates various qualities of the surface. The scanner controls the precise position of the probe in relation to the surface, both vertically and laterally [29]. In order to generate an SPM image, the scanner moves the probe tip close enough to the sample surface for the probe to sense the probe-sample interaction. Once within this regime, the probe produces a signal representing the magnitude of this interaction, which corresponds to the probe-sample distance. This signal is referred to as the detector signal.

a) Scanning tunneling microscopes (STM) measure the topography of a surface using a tunneling current depending on the separation between the probe tip and the sample surface. STM is typically performed on conductive and semi-conductive surfaces. Common applications include atomic resolution
imaging, electrochemical STM, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), and low-current imaging of poorly conductive samples using low-current STM.

b) The **atomic force microscope (AFM)** or **scanning force microscope (SFM)** grew out of the STM and today is by far the more prevalent of the two. Unlike STMs, AFMs can be used to study insulators, as well as semiconductors and conductors. The probe used in an AFM is a sharp tip, typically less than 5 µm tall and often less than 10 nm in diameter at the apex. The tip is located at the free end of a cantilever that is usually 100-500 µm long. Forces between the tip and the sample surface cause the cantilever to bend or deflect. A detector measures the cantilever deflections as the tip is scanned over the sample, or the sample is scanned under the tip. The measured cantilever deflections allow a computer to generate a map of surface topography. Several forces typically contribute to deflection of an AFM cantilever. To a large extent, the distance regime (i.e., the tip-sample spacing) determines the type of force that will be sensed.

### 2.3.3.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy is a method for high-resolution imaging of surfaces. The SEM uses electrons for imaging, much as a light microscope uses visible light. The advantages of this method over light microscopy include greater magnification (up to 100,000X) and much greater depth of field.

An incident electron beam is raster-scanned across the sample's surface, and the resulting electrons emitted from the sample are collected to form an image of the surface. Imaging is typically obtained using secondary electrons for the best resolution of fine surface topographical features [30,31]. Alternatively, imaging with backscattered electrons gives contrast based on atomic number to resolve microscopic composition variations, as well as, topographical information.

### 2.4 Modern optical methods for topography

In recent years, the possibilities for surface topography quantification have been broadened by the availability of new non-destructive, non-contact measuring methods [1], which are able to image surfaces three-dimensionally using the x-, y-
and z-axes in the orthogonal coordinate system. In resulting images, the height of each surface point is encoded as a grey value. This overcomes the three-dimensional characterization of surfaces by two-dimensional height profiles, obtained by sectioning fracture surfaces and drawing the profiles.

### 2.4.1 Scanning methods using laser

#### 2.4.1.1 Confocal laser scanning optical microscopy (CLSM)

Laser scanning confocal microscopy is a recent optical microscope technique. In this type of microscope, a laser scans the surface point-by-point \([32,33]\); the emitted or transmitted signal is picked up by a detector and the image is reconstructed. A confocal diaphragm eliminates the effect of the upper or lower planes, in epifluorescence or in reflection. Compared to traditional microscopy, confocal microscopy with laser scanning has two main advantages: (1) the spatial and axial resolution are increased and (2) perfectly superposable images can be obtained of successive z-planes, of series of optical cross-sections, where the potential for 3D visualisation, reconstruction and quantification is enormous \([2]\).

A recent innovation of this method uses a confocal point sensor (CFP) (United States Patent 7170075) \([34-37]\), which measuring principle is as follows: an oscillating lens emits a focussed and punctiform laser beam onto an object’s surface. The reflected light from the given measuring position passes through a half mirror onto a pinhole. Behind the pinhole sits a light sensitive detector. Every time the laser beam focuses on the object’s surface, the maximum amount of the emitted laser light is able to pass the pinhole. In this moment, the position of the oscillating lens is measured allowing calculate the exact height information of the measured position. This method allows high-resolution measurements, precise results even with changes in the surface reflectance at different measurement positions and a fast measurements even on surfaces with very low reflectance. Typical applications are: fast topography and profile measurement even on sensitive and soft materials, measurement of microstructures, measurement of ground and polished optical components, control of electronic components, inspection of tools and products in the field of plastic injection moulding and inspection of dimensions, step-height etc. on printed circuit boards.
Another new method is the so called autofocus measuremet (AFL) (United States Patent 6824056) [34,37,38], which is based on the principle of dynamic focusing. A movable lens is approached toward a point on the specimen until the emitted light spot of the sensor is in focus (controlled by focus detector). While scanning an entire surface, the lens is permanently moved up and down in order to keep the focus. By measuring the relative change of the height it is possible to determine the z-height at the measured position. The method allows high resolution and precision, small measuring spot, high lateral resolution, coaxial measurement, no shading effects, high sampling rate and the possibility of integrate a microscope for convenient selection of measurement position. Typical applications are: quality assurance in automotive industry (interior, cylinders, shafts, electronics, etc.), profile measurements of lens contours, profile and 3D measurements, roughness determination on technical surfaces (tools, cylinders, finished products, etc.), dimension measurement of (micro-)injection molding parts, measurement of water flatness, research and development in microelectromechanical systems and in medical technology (catheters, prostheses, etc.).

### 2.4.1.2 Conoscopic holography (CSL)

Conoscopic holography is a simple implementation of a particular type of polarized light interference process based on crystal optics. [34,39].

A laser beam is focused on the specimen. The light which is scattered in the measuring spot is captured by the sensor. A configuration of two polarizers and one uniaxial crystal splits the captured light into two light beams that pass the crystal with different velocities. This leads to a superposition on the detector. The distance between lens and specimen is evaluated from the resulting double slit interference pattern. This new technique has many advantages over classical holography [40]:

- uses concentric optics and is insensitive to the position of the key optical...
components, an interfringe distance adjustable to common CCD sensors, which facilitates the interface with computer system, and light need be only quasi-monochromatic (in practice, a 10 nm spectral bandwidth is enough) but not spatially coherent. Measuring features of this method are: wide working range and measuring bandwidth, very well suited for steep edges and coaxial measurement, no shading effects. Typical applications of conoscopic holography are almost the same of the autofocus measurement mentioned above.

2.4.1.3 Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) and digital comparative holography (DISCO)

Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) is an imaging technique, which can be applied to visualisation and metrology of microscopic objects [41]. This method is based on the classic holographic principle, with the difference that the hologram recording is performed by a digital image sensor, e.g. a CCD or CMOS camera. The subsequent reconstruction of the holographic image that contains information about the object wave is carried out numerically with a computer. The method provides quantitative phase contrast imaging that is suitable for high resolving investigations on reflective surfaces as well as for marker-free analysis of living cells. Results from engineered surfaces and living cells demonstrate applications of this method for technical inspection and life cell imaging [42].

For industrial applications, fast technologies for shape comparison between a master and a test object are needed. This task can be fulfilled with the help of comparative digital holography, which is the concern of the BMBF project DISCO (Distant Shape Control by Comparative Digital Holography) [43,44]. This ‘comparison DHM’ allows a straight comparison with a gauge provided by a manufacturer or customer. The phase subtraction between ideal and actual wavefront of the object provides data equivalent to those given by a Twyman-Green or a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [41].

2.4.2 Scanning methods using white light

2.4.2.1 Confocal scanning optical microscopy (CSOM)

Confocal scanning optical microscopy (CSOM) is an optical microscopic technique [32], which offers significant advantages over conventional microscopy.
In this confocal mode, an aperture, usually slightly smaller in diameter than the Airy disc pattern*, is positioned in the image plane in front of the detector, at a position confocal with the in-focus voxel**. Light emanating from this in-focus voxel thus through the aperture to the detector, while that form any region above or below the focal plane is defocused at the aperture plane and is thus largely prevented from reaching the detector, contributing essentially nothing to the confocal image. It is this ability to reduce out-of-focus blur, and thus permit accurate non-invasive optical sectioning, that makes confocal scanning microscopy so well suited specially for the imaging and 3D tomography of stained biological specimens.

2.4.2.2 Chromatic confocal imaging (CWL)

Unlike conventional microscopy, which images, simultaneously, all the points in the field of view, chromatic confocal microscopy images only one object point at a time. The field is reconstructed by (x,y)-scanning [45].

This novel optoelectronic setup based on a quasi confocal, z-axis extended field, proprietary design was developed for high resolution non contact 3D surface metrology including roughness characterization and surface flaw detection.

The instrument uses a chromatic white-light sensor (CWL) [4,37], which is based on the principle of chromatic aberration of light. White light is focused on the surface by a measuring head with a strongly wavelength-dependent focal length (chromatic aberration). The spectrum of the light scattered on the surface generates a peak in the spectrometer. The wavelength of this peak along with a white-light source (halogen lamp) spectrograph fiber-coupler measuring head

---

* In optics, the Airy disc (or Airy disk) and Airy pattern are descriptions of the best focused spot of light that a perfect lens with a circular aperture can make, limited by the diffraction of light. The diffraction pattern resulting from a uniformly-illuminated circular aperture has a bright region in the center, known as the Airy disc which together with the series of concentric bright rings around is called the Airy pattern. Both are named after George Biddell Airy, who first described the phenomenon. The diameter of this pattern is related to the wavelength of the illuminating light and the size of the circular aperture.

** A voxel (a portmanteau of the words volumetric and pixel) is a volume element, representing a value on a regular grid in three dimensional space. This is analogous to a pixel, which represents 2D image data.
calibration table reveals the distance from sensor to sample. The sensor works on transparent, highly reflective or even matt black surfaces [46,47]. It is extremely fast and has virtually no edge effects. This method allows very high resolution due to small spot and is suited for use in difficult ambient conditions. Additionally provides a coaxial measurement without edge effects. For these reasons this method is applied in quality checks in front-end and back-end fabrication of semiconductors, research and development and quality control in micro systems engineering, in medical technology and in automotive industry. Another fields of application are: quality checks of circuit boards, injection moulding of (micro-)parts and optical components and 3D measurements on heavily structured surfaces (e.g. tools, rollers, components).

Due to its modified optical setup and its superluminescent diode, a high-resolution version of this sensor (CWL-HR) provides the highest lateral resolution of the family (sub-µm). It works on highly reflective as well as light absorbing and rough surfaces. It may even be used to measure the thicknesses of thin transparent films, as well as in nanotechnology, medical technology and life sciences [48].

2.4.3 Non scanning methods using VIS, NIR and/or UV

2.4.3.1 High-resolution scandisk confocal microscopy (SDCM)

Scandisk confocal microscopy is an optical imaging technique used to increase micrograph contrast and/or to reconstruct three-dimensional images by using a spatial pinhole to eliminate out-of-focus light or flare in specimens that are thicker than the focal plane (United States Patent 6824056) [49].

The measuring principle [37] is that the light of a LED is focused by a movable objective on an object’s surface, then reflected and finally captured by a detector. If the object is out of focus, its illumination and image on the detector are unsharp, which results in a very low output

![Figure 2.7 Functional principle of confocal microscopy [34]](image)
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signal. Once the object’s surface is in the focus of the objective and the detector, a maximum signal is received. Very precise information on the height can be obtained by gradually moving the focal point (lens) in z-direction.

This punctiform principle can be extended into a field of view method by the use of a rotating Nipkow disc which distributes the incident light beam line by line over the object’s surface to measure 3D topography, profiles and roughness [50-52].

This method allows fast 3D measurement of topography, structure and roughness with excellent height resolution and depth of field. Typical application fields are the semiconductor industry, microelectromechanical systems, optics, automotive industry as well as plastic and paper industries.

2.4.3.2 White light interferometry (WLI)

White interferometry (WLI) is a fast method to perform 3D topographical measurements [34]. It utilizes a light source with very low temporal coherence. By means of a beam splitter this light is separated into a reference beam (reflected to a reference mirror) and an object beam that strikes the surface to be measured. The light reflected from both, the reference mirror and the measured object is overlayed.

This interference pattern is captured by a camera. Whilst performing the topography measurement, the objective is gradually moved in small steps into z-direction. At each position the camera takes a single image. Then, all images are compiled into an image stack, which is used to render the 3D topography. Due to the low temporal coherence of the white-light the WLI characterizes reflective and rough surfaces as well as step heights with very good height resolution, which is typical for interferometric measurements approaches [17].

Some measuring features of this method are sub-nanometer height
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resolution, very fast 3D measurements and measurement of highly reflective, rough or structured surfaces. Typical applications are: roughness measurement in nm-range, e.g. on optical components such as mirror or lenses, evaluation of microstructures (e.g. microelectromechanical systems, microfluidics, microoptics), measurement of step-height in the field of semiconductors, measurement on different materials (e.g. metal, semiconductors, glass, plastics, paper, lacquers and coatings) and measurement on liquids [34,53].

2.4.3.3 Film thickness interferometry

Interferometry makes possible the determination of film thickness by different types of sensors.

a) **Interferometric film thickness sensor (CWL FT)** allows a fast, non-contact and highly resolved thickness measurement of films and coatings [34,54,55]. Its function is based on the principle that at each boundary layer of a transparent film incident light is partially reflected. To measure film thickness with the CWL FT, light from a white light source (halogen bulb) is focused onto the film and the spectrum of the reflected light is evaluated. Due to the interference of light from the boundary layers, the spectrum shows a typical waviness from which the sensor calculates the film thickness. Since the evaluated spectrum depends not only on the thickness, but also on the refractive index of the material, this parameter is included in the calculation of the thickness measurement. Using this method is possible to measure transparent films and coatings with application in the measurement of foils in the food industry, control of blister packaging, varnish measurement for the automotive industry and examination of multilayer systems such as air gaps below transparent covers and measurement. Additional it is possible to integrate the sensor in a scanning system for application in thickness mapping on semiconductors, for example.

b) **Thin film sensor (FTR)** [34] allows a high-resolution, non-contact measurement of single or multi-layer thin films by the superimposition of light beams reflected at the boundaries of a thin film. The evaluation of the spectral interference pattern of the superimposed light beams results in the film thickness. This measured reflectance spectrum is compared with a calculated
one, where the unknown thickness is systematically varied until both spectra match. The method allows the measurement of both, single and multi-layer films. Some applications are reported in measurement of thickness of oxides, nitrides, photoresist and other semiconductor process films, antireflection coatings and antiscratch coatings, measurement on opaque substrates (e.g. aluminium, brass, ceramics, copper, steel and plastics), thin films in the optics industry and lacquers and of lacquers and thin foils. New application fields of this method are reported on measurements of oil-film thickness [56] and in biology [57]. These instruments can work with different combinations of VIS, NIR and UV.

c) Infrared film-thickness sensor (CWL IR) [58] allows a high-resolution fast and non-contact film-thickness measurement by the spectral analysis of the interference of beams reflected at the boundaries of a transparent film on a substrate. The intensity of the reflected radiation shows a periodical waviness pattern that is dependent on the film thickness. From the intensity pattern and with the known refractive index of the film material the film thickness is calculated. A sensor provided by FRT Fries Research & Technology (Germany) [34] was developed especially for samples which are opaque in the VIS but are transparent in the near IR, like many semiconductor materials. This sensor is accompanied by a narrow band source with 1300 nm center wavelength. The method can be also used for measurement of film-thickness of objects on opaque carrier materials as well as for measurement of oil film-thickness [59]. Special measurement features are the high measuring range and the high local resolution. Adapted to a scanning system, this method allows the film-thickness mapping.

2.4.3.4 Fringe projection imaging (FPM)

This cost-effective instrument [34] type can be applied for very fast, precise and high-resolution topography measurements, because it allows the complete topography of a surface to be acquired during one single measurement within a few seconds. Scanning of the sensor over the sample is not required. The measuring method is based on the principle of fringe projection. From the distortion of a striped pattern
being projected on the sample, the sensor investigates the height of each measuring point.

To achieve a fringe projection, a digital micro mirror array is integrated into the instrument. Compared to similar methods, this procedure allows good light efficiency, very high fringe contrast as well as a distortion-free projection which contributes to high-precision and high-resolution surface measurements. From the measured topography data, waviness, roughness, radius of curvature as well as contours etc. can be determined. Because the higher vertical measuring range, but with some limitations of lateral resolution, this method is recommendable for surfaces such as textile materials and embossed plastic structures.
3 Topographic characterisation techniques

Nowadays reliability and versatility of non-contact optical characterisation methods for topography are widely recognized. Chromatic confocal imaging (CWL) and high-resolution scandisk confocal microscopy (SDCM) are at present the most used techniques of this type of instruments [60].

Before topographical characterisation, the adequate selection of the optimal measuring method and corresponding sampling conditions were of fundamental importance.

3.1 Justification of the optical method used

The selection of the optimal topographical measuring method depends on cut-off length, resolution, measure time and principally on optical sensibility. Another important criterion for the selection of the optical measure method is the necessity of a non-contact procedure, especially in case of textile materials, where the position of fibers and filaments is very sensible to mechanical contact.

Chromatic confocal imaging method was selected as measuring topographical method for the study of surface topography and correlating between it and other relevant surface properties of polymer materials. All samples were examined using a MicroGlider instrument (FRT, Germany) [34]. After measuring, topographical data obtained were processed by defined mathematical operations before the calculation of the characterisation parameters.

As shown in Table 2.1, chromatic confocal imaging, depending on instrument characteristics, allows a lateral measure range and a vertical measure range up to 100 mm and 25 mm, respectively, and a lateral resolution and vertical resolution up to 1 µm and 3 nm, respectively.
The most important advantages of CWL over SDCM are the longer lateral measure range (100 mm vs. 1.52 mm) and principally the wider vertical measure range (up to 25 mm vs. up to 400 µm), which makes the confocal microscope inadequate to measure surfaces with high roughness, for example textile materials, as can be seen in Fig. 3.1. By extremely low roughness, the topographical characterisation of light reflective surfaces (higher brilliancy) can demand much more sensitivity to focal detection than the available by a confocal microscopy.

The most important disadvantage of chromatic confocal imaging is the extremely long duration of the measurement, due to the point-by-point scanning process.

**Chromatic confocal imaging**

Distance between points = 1 µm  
Total number of points = 374,544  
Invalid points = 130,716 (34.9 %)

Duration of the measurement = aprox. 100 minutes

**High-resolution scandisk confocal microscopy**

Distance between points = 0.8 µm  
Total number of points = 585,225  
Invalid points = 452,379 (77.3 %)

Duration of the measurement = aprox. 5 minutes

![Figure 3.1](image)

*Figure 3.1* Sensibility comparison between CWL and SDCM sensors by the same sample, which corresponds to a cotton fabric surface (sampling interval = 626 µm). White regions represent valid (measured) points, while black regions represent invalid (no detected) points.

According to Fig. 3.1, CWL provides much more data for a rough surface but after longer measure times. Because the most important selection criterium is sensibility, CWL was selected as measuring method to perform the present study.
3.2 Selection of the initial sampling conditions

3D surface characterisation is based on digital areal topographic data and, therefore, sampling conditions are represented by the sampling interval, $\Delta x$, $\Delta y$, the size of sampling matrix, $M \times N$, and the sampling area, $A_m = l_x \times l_y$ (see Fig. 2.1). Two of the three parameters are independent variables. The third parameter can be calculated from the other two. The relation between these three parameters is given as follows:

$$l_x = (M-1)\Delta x, \quad l_y = (N-1)\Delta y, \quad A_m = l_x \times l_y \quad (3.1)$$

The size of the sampling area and sampling interval are very important quantities, because they directly determine the long-wavelength and shortwavelength limits of the measurement.

Stout et al. [2] recommended the following procedure to select the initial sampling conditions:

1) The sampling area size is equal to the evaluation area. The assessment based on one sampling area is acceptable. An averaging of results from several sampling areas is not required.

2) The number of sampling points in one trace $M$ and the number of sampling traces in the area $N$ are required to be values of a power of two. For characterising isotropic surfaces, $M = N$ is necessary. $N$ need not be equal to the number of sampling points for characterising anisotropic surfaces. The lowest limit for $M$ in this case is $2^p = 128$ ($p = 7$), while the lowest limit for $N$ is $2^q = 32$ ($q = 5$).

3) The determination of sampling interval series is based on many considerations. It is suggested that the sampling intervals, $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$, in the two orthogonal directions, x and y, be equal in characterisation of isotropic surfaces. If $\Delta x$ is not equal to $\Delta y$ is also acceptable for characterising anisotropic surfaces.

4) The sampling interval series is recommended to follow the rule 1, 2, 5, 10,.... Different units (nm, µm or mm) can be assigned to this series.

5) The practical sampling area is determined by the selected sampling size pair and the sampling interval pair. This area might be square or rectangular in case of an anisotropic surface.
The first recommendation supposes that the sample area is statistically representative for all the surface. Stout [2] based the second recommendation on the fact that advanced signal processing techniques, especially spectral analysis, correlation analysis and digital filtering, are very common and frequently used in processing areal topographic data. For convenience and high efficiency of data processing, the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm is inevitably employed to transfer the data from the time or space domain to the frequency domain and vice versa. The use of optimal statistical sampling conditions depends however on a systematic calculation procedure. After defining the most important topographic characterization parameters (cf. Section 3.5), a calculation procedure of the optimal cut-off length ($l_x$, also called $L_m$) and resolution ($\Delta x$) for 3D measurements using values of waviness and roughness is presented and discussed (Section 3.6).

### 3.3 Common pre-processing mathematical operations

After measuring topography, usually some pre-processing mathematical operations are needed to characterize. These operations are in general for all type of topographic data, independent of the measuring method used.

Depending on material and measuring conditions, the raw measured data could present three typical problems:

- a) the geometrical plane of the measured surface is not perpendicular to the sensor light direction (see Fig. 3.2.(a)),
- b) some points could not be detected by sensor and remain as “invalid points” (cf. Section 3.1), and
- c) some higher or deeper points are undesirable due their connection with interferences (not interesting surface marks, dust particles, etc.)

#### 3.3.1 Correction of surface plane

To adjust the measured surface plane, a reference plane is required to be perpendicular to the sensor direction. There are many planes which could be used for reference by 3D topography characterization. However, the most common
reference planes are the graphical mean plane, the least squares mean plane and the minimum zone plane.

### 3.3.1.1 Centre arithmetical mean plane (graphical mean plane)

It is not difficult to extend the concept of the centre arithmetical mean line (graphical mean line) in standards [61-63] to the centre arithmetical mean plane to obtain “a reference plane representing the form of the geometrical plane and whose normal direction is parallel to the general normal direction of the plane within the sampling area, such that the sums of the volumes contained between it, and those parts of the plane that lie on each side of it, are equal” (Fig. 3.2). However, as specified in [61] and [63] the centre arithmetical mean line is defined and used for graphical convenience; defining the centre arithmetical mean plane would not be graphically convenient and such a defined plane is not unique for random surfaces.

![Figure 3.2 Centre arithmetical mean place as a reference (to compare, notate the different display range in z direction):](image)

(a) 3D representation of surface scanned with a montage slope of only 0.8°

(b) The same surface transformed using the arithmetical mean plane as a reference.

### 3.3.1.2 Least squares mean plane

The least squares mean plane is very well defined in mathematics as a plane such that the sum of the squares of asperity departures from this plane is a minimum [64,65]. The normal direction of the least squares mean plane would change with the arbitrary starting points and number of cycles involved in the surface. However, most engineered and optical surfaces are non-periodic. Therefore, in most cases, with no significant outliers, the normal direction of the least squares mean plane would
conform to the normal direction of the measured surface. Thus, it can be used to remove the trend and to level the raw topographic data. In addition, the least squares mean plane is a special case of centre arithmetic mean planes, i.e. it has the attribute that the sum of material volumes above and below it are equal. Therefore, the residual surface which is obtained by subtracting the least squares mean plane from the measured surface has zero mean.

3.3.1.3 Minimum zone plane
The minimum zone plane is recommended in BS standard [66] and ISO standard [67], and is widely used to assess flatness and form errors of surfaces [68, 69]. It takes care of the maximum deviation of the flatness or form and minimises the distance between two parallel planes which just contain the surface. Although the smallest maximum peak and valley deviations can be obtained with respect to the plane, the normal direction of the plane is too sensitive to a few number of extreme outliers. The procedure has a very simple mathematical expression. However, there is no popular procedure or commonly-agreed ‘best’ method to determine the mathematical plane. Many approaches such as Monte Carlo, simples, spiral search and Powell [70], can be employed to find the minimum zone plane.

3.3.2 Correction of invalid data
All x-y coordinates that after the measure have no height value (z) are called “invalid data”.

For isolated invalid points, the easier correction procedure is the calculation of a z mean value using the z values of its neighbours (linear interpolation) [34].

If two or more invalid points are connected, the calculated surface mean height value (that corresponds to all the measured valid points) is assigned momentarily to the invalid neighbours while the calculation of each new value. Applying this procedure, the accumulation of invalid points produce, however, smooth corrected areas (Fig. 3.3), which morphology could contrast with the measured surface. In this case, depending on the size of the corrected surface, the necessity of a new measure with another sampling conditions is to consider.

In many cases, correction of invalid data leads to a better illustrations quality of the data (particularly in the case of images).
3.3.3 Segmentation of data

Mathematical segmentation is the elimination of points or group of points commonly by using the histogram of frequencies or a contour map of the surface, or both as a graphical and numerical input (Fig. 3.4). After mathematical segmentation, new invalid data are produced. If desired, its elimination proceeds by the operation explained in Section 3.3.2.

With or without a posterior correction of invalid data, segmentation statistically modifies the collection of points (surface topography) and then many of resulting topographical and statistical parameters, depending on their mathematical definition. There are two common purposes to segmenting the topographical data:

a) **Correction of false points** or elimination of recognized false points, due to, for example, a dust particle or to some reference marks.

b) **Morphological zooming** or vertical zooming, which can be defined as the mathematical isolation of a collection of height values that corresponds to a recognized morphology. Morphological zooming does not modify the measure area or surface of the map, only eliminates no interested surface topography according to defined scientific or technical criteria (Fig. 3.5).
Figure 3.4 Segmentation process of raw data including not desired topographic information corresponding to two dust particles laying at the surface. Histograms of segmented and corrected data (b) show almost the same topography, due to the despicable importance of the invalid points (0.08% of all segmented data, in this case).

Figure 3.5 Example of a morphological segmentation of a textile surface: The process isolates the warps topography in a polyester woven plain surface. The resulting topography has a new height range and frequency distribution.
3.4 Characterisation techniques

Independent of the measuring method used to obtain topographical data, the main objective of the characterisation of surface topography is the use of different analysis techniques, such as statistical, mathematical and functional approaches, which provide a guideline for a fundamental understanding and interpreting topographical characteristics. As a consequence, the characterisation leads to quantify the surface topography with some parameters, and hence, to study the surface properties of materials, to control manufacturing process and, in general, to perform functional surfaces.

A general classification of various characterisation techniques from a mathematical point of view (see Fig. 3.6) can be subdivided into two main categories: scale-dependent and scale independent characterisation techniques [2].

A term ‘scale-dependent’ is used in recognition of the fact that the results obtained using these techniques are dependent on the measurement scale. With different measure scales, e.g. nanometric and micrometric, analysis results would be quite different. That is because a surface is composed of more than one length scale of roughness, that are superimposed on each other. Due to multiscale nature of surfaces, it was found that most conventional parameters defined by the International Standards [63,71,72] are scale-dependent. In some cases, they do not represent surface characteristics correctly enough.

In the category ‘scale-independent’, topography characteristics are independent of the measurement scale. In this case, a surface may be described by a fractal dimension or Wenzel roughness factor, i.e. a dimension with a non-integer value.

Figure 3.6
A classification of the characterisation techniques [2].
3.4.1 Statistical characterisation

The statistical characterisation of surface topography has been widely used in science, academia and industry. Since statistics is the best tool for processing random data, it is seen as a natural and meaningful method of analysis for surfaces especially in terms of the increased reliability of the analysis. There are three important forms of statistical characterisation: statistical distribution, 2D autocorrelation function and spectral moment analysis.

3.4.1.1 Statistical distribution

Statistical distribution models the topographic height, slope and curvature by the probability density function for both, continuous and discrete distributions. Generally the probability density function is described from four aspects, i.e. central tendency, dispersion, asymmetry and peakedness. There are many parameters, which can be used to characterise these four properties [73], for example, mean and standard deviation to describe the dispersion, skewness to describe the asymmetry and kurtosis to describe the peakedness.

3.4.1.2 Areal autocorrelation function (AACF)

This procedure describes the general dependency of height values of the data at one x-y coordinate on the values at another x-y coordinate. It was recognised, that the 2D version of AACF (autocorrelation function, ACF) is a very useful tool for processing random signals, because of providing basic information about the spatial relation and dependency on the data. When AACF is used for surface topographic assessment, it is a good method to indicate randomness and directionality of surface features [74-76].

The properties of AACF have not been fully investigated and applied to characterising engineering surfaces. However, with the aid or mathematical derivation it is possible to identify and summarize some interesting properties of the AACF surfaces:

a) AACF is a real function;

b) AACF with zero autocorrelation length in both orthogonal directions is the variance of a surface;

c) The maximum value of AACF is at the zero autocorrelation length;
d) If a surface is periodic in either one or two orthogonal directions, AACF is periodic with the same periodicity in either one or two orthogonal directions. AACF helps to visualize the correlation of surface profile heights in different directions. The decay of correlation will be very slow in the direction of consistent surface height, whereas the decay will be very fast in the direction of more random surface height values. If a surface has periodicity, its decay will illustrate that periodicity [109].

Due to the properties mentioned above, AACF is preferably used to acquire topographic information related to the spatial properties of surfaces, specially to recognize their isotropy (Fig. 3.7).

*Figure 3.7*  
Isometric and AACF plots of different polymer materials used in automotive industry:  
(a) and (b) Polypropylene,  
(c) Sheet Moulding Compound (SMC) containing glass fibre and Polyester.  
AACF plot of (a) is periodic in both orthogonal directions, i.e. the surface is isotropic. On the contrary, SMC surface (c) is anisotropic.
3.4.1.3 Spectral moment analysis

This approach was first developed by Longuet-Higgins [77,78] for the 3D description of ocean surfaces. Later, it was applied to the characterisation of engineering surfaces by Nayak [79] and others [80,81]. The theory of spectral moments suggests that all relevant characteristics of a randomly rough Gaussian surface, such as the mean square height, mean square slope, average length of contour per unit area, and average density of maxima and minima per unit area can be obtained from the spectral moments which are derived in relation to the power spectrum of a random surface. In other words, the dominant characterisation parameters of the surface topography can be represented by the spectral moments.

Engineering surfaces are commonly anisotropic and non-Gaussian. For this reason, this characterisation method is rarely used.

3.4.2 2D spectral analysis

Areal spectral analysis reveals dominant frequencies in the texture patterns of a surface, by condensing data in the space domain into the frequency-based domain. By exploring the possible periodic nature of data, particular individual frequencies or wavelengths can be isolated as having primary contribution to the surface shape. In general, high and low spatial frequency components contribute to the roughness and to the waviness of the surface, respectively. The presence and density of these classes of frequencies provide insight into the surface’s dominant features.

Wallach [106] used real spectral analysis directly as a mean to study the topography of engineering surfaces. In his paper he described how the technique could be employed to obtain the waviness. Sherrington [107] carried out extensive work on areal power spectral density (APSD) applied to characterising engineering surfaces.

Anisotropic surfaces have power densities that run perpendicular to their lay patterns [109]. If the lay pattern is highly ordered, the power will be concentrated at specific frequency intervals and harmonics thereof. In a random or isotropic surface, no discernable texture pattern exists and power is concentrated at the origin with almost instant decay in all directions. Then APSD, which is obtained as a radial layout, provide some significant information to characterise a surface topography:

- Low frequency components play an important role in surfaces’ APSD. At large radial frequency, the energy of the APSD is negligible.
- For surfaces having periodicity in either one or two orthogonal directions, the main energy of APSD would be concentrated on the specific frequency the periodicity and along the same directions.
- For an isotropic random surface, APSD energy is approximately evenly distributed in circulation around the origin of frequency axes.
- For anisotropic surfaces, the main energy of APSD is concentrated on the direction perpendicular to the lay.

It is important to mention that since a sampling area is divided into two orthogonal directions, artificial frequency components are possibly introduced in the two orthogonal frequency axes, which is known as Gibbs* phenomenon [108].

* Gibbs phenomenon (also known as ringing artifacts) named after the American physicist J. Willard Gibbs, is the peculiar manner in which the Fourier series of a piecewise continuously differentiable periodic function behaves at a jump discontinuity: the overshoot does not die up as the frequency increases, but approaches a finite limit.
3.4.3 Time series analysis

Time series analysis is an analytical method to model a random signal [82]. It was systematically introduced into engineering and surface characterisation by Pandit and Wu [83], and it was further applied to surface profile and surface topography characterisation and simulation by other researchers [84-86].

The central idea of time series analysis is that a current data point can be represented by a combination of its previous data points and a residual noise in one of three principal mathematical models [2]. The process of time series analysis is to fit the random data into one of those three models with given orders. The coefficients of the models, that can be calculated in terms of the autocorrelation function by the least squares algorithm, are the resulting characterisation parameters for the surface.

3.4.4 Functional characterisation

This type of characterisation takes into account the functional requirements and applications of the surfaces.

There are two critical problems encountered in functional characterisation. The first is that there are a wide range of functional requirements according to the use and applications of the surface and it is difficult or even impossible to find a general functional characterisation method to cover all the range of functional requirements [87]. The second main problem encountered in functional characterisation is that engineering requirements for a particular surface are not fully appreciated and documented and, thus, a knowledge gap exists between features which have to be specified by designer and those which can be generated by an appropriate manufacturing processes.

There are two functional characterisation methods standardised, the German standard DIN 4776 [88] and the motif combination method in the French R&W industrial standard [89]. The volumetric characterisation method proposed by Davis et al [90] can be also considered too as a functional characterisation method.

3.4.4.1 DIN 4776

The functional characterisation method proposed by Bodschwinna [91] and standardised in DIN 4776 [88] is suitable for highly stressed surfaces which are relatively flat on the top and highly grooved or pored at the bottom. This standard is
Topographic characterisation techniques defined for 2D profiles, but can be extended to 3D topography. The central idea of the standard is to define a series parameters, $R_k$ (core roughness depth), $R_{pk}$ (reduced peak height), $R_{vk}$ (reduced valley depth), $M_{r1}$ (first bearing area point) and $M_{r2}$ (second bearing area point), called $R_k$ parameters from the profile Abbott-Firestone curve as shown in Fig. 3.9, so as to assign to them different functional roles [91].

DIN 4776 is mainly suited for characterising surfaces which are flat on the top and are highly grooved or pored on the bottom. In other cases, DIN 4776 may result in unreliable information.

For highly stressed surfaces, it is recommended that $R_k$ parameter be renamed to $S_k$ parameter set as follows: core roughness depth $S_k$, reduced summit height $S_{pk}$, reduced valley depth $S_{vk}$, upper bearing area $S_{r1}$, lower bearing area $S_{r2}$.

As the same way to calculate the $R_k$ parameters, in some cases a double step filtering or levelling process is needed to obtain $S_k$ parameters (Fig. 3.9).

### 3.4.4.2 Motif combination

The motif is a profile part of a profile between two peaks [92]. The motif combination method emphasises that large profile peaks and valleys play an important role in functional applications. Therefore, this method extracts significant profile features and eliminates insignificant features that particularly hinder the determination of the
mean slope of the profile. The motif combination characterisation was reported to be a complementary approach to solve specific technical problems and be useful to characterise non-Gaussian height distribution surfaces and those where the upper part of the surface is important for the function.

The combination of the motifs is based on four fundamental rules (envelope, width, enlargement and relative depth) [93] as shown in Fig. 3.10.

![Figure 3.10
Four fundamental rules of motif combination [93].](image)

The parameters which are provided by the motif combination are shown in Fig. 3.11. The most important ones are the mean motif depth and the mean motif spacing, which will be described later (cf. Section 3.5) as roughness and waviness, respectively.

![Figure 3.11
Motif parameters [93].](image)

### 3.4.4.3 Volumetrical characterisation

This type of characterisation is actually a geometrical one, which calculates the debris volume of material and the void volume enclosed by a flat surface and material debris (Fig. 3.12). While both, material and void volume are directly related
to functional properties e.g. running in, friction and water or oil retention, Davis et al [90] used this technique to characterise engine bore surfaces.

In the present study, volumetrical characterisation was used as a method to study free volume available (porosity) as a function of depth.

![Figure 3.12](image)

Figure 3.12 Volume ratios of (a) simulated sinoidal surface, (b) simulated fractal surface constructed by random midpoint displacement process.

### 3.4.5 Visual characterisation

Due to their great utility, visualisation techniques are far more important in 3D surface analysis than in 2D profile analysis. Using only the human eye as a powerful and versatile processor of information, it is possible to appreciate, valuate and compare complicated and ill-defined but patterned data. Sophisticated image processing and computer graphics techniques provide powerful and flexible tools for manipulating a large amount of topographic data.
The visualisation techniques do not include the presentation of mathematically processed topographic information such as the height distribution, bearing area function, auto correlation function and spectral decomposition. They are mainly concerned with visual presentations of raw or processed topographic data. There are six basic types of visual presentations: isometric projection, contour map, greyscale image, solid-coloured image, greyscale-coloured image and cross section profile plot, each one of them based on different graphical principles and exhibiting different visual aspects of topographic data (Fig. 3.13).

### 3.4.5.1 Isometric plot

An isometric plot is a projection of a 3D object on a 2D medium. An important property of this type of projection is that distances along the projection axes retain their original proportion. The data points can be interconnected with their neighbouring points by straight lines (grid), using a grey scale or simulating the presence of a light source, which can be positioned as convenience. All these three possibilities (Fig. 3.13(a)) are also available combining different colours by using modern specialized software.

The following three basic parameters can be assigned to the isometric plot:

a) The **projection angle**, which is the angle between the viewing direction and the x-y plane,

b) The **magnification of z** relative to x and y, and

c) The **rotation angle**, the angle by which the x-y plane rotates around the z axis.

### 3.4.5.2 Contour plot

In a contour plot or contour map (Fig. 3.13(b)), lines are used to connect points of similar height in the same way as a terrain map is made. Except for the lines intersecting with the boundary of the mapped area, all lines are closed and do not intersect each other. The data points on the same line have the same height value.

This type of presentation of topographic data is particularly useful for identifying directional features.

The basic two parameters related to the plotting of the contour map are the number of contour levels and the frequency of their labelling by height values.
3.4.5.3 Greyscale image
In a greyscale image of a surface (Fig. 3.13(c)), the data points of the areal matrix are re-quantised to the resolution of greys available on the display device or media and displayed as greys proportional to the re-quantised surface height values. The basic parameter for this type of visual representation is the number of grey levels. Grey level numbers over 30 are usually unnecessary since the human eye can only detect about 30 greys.

Figure 3.13
a) Isometric plots,
b) Contour plot,
c) Greyscale image,
d) Solid-coloured image
e) Greyscale-coloured images
3.4.5.4 Solid-coloured image
Assigning solid colours to different intervals of height results in a useful image that can contrast different types of morphologies or point out defined regions in the same map (Fig. 3.13(d)).

3.4.5.5 Greyscale-coloured Image
This type of visual representation is a combination of greyscale and solid-coloured image (Fig. 3.13(e)). Its correct use makes possible to integrate in the map additional information that relates the topography with physical or chemical phenomenologies; for example the visualisation of film formation or deposition of solids at a textile or another rough surface.

3.4.5.6 Cross section profile plot
Individual profiles can be extracted from areal data and this can be from any specified direction and position where a sufficient number of data points allows useful plotting (Fig. 3.14). Relative scaling of x and z axes is normally used to control the differential magnification of the plot.

3.4.6 Fractal analysis
Many authors [94-101] proved that engineering surfaces are fractal [103-105]. These surfaces are statistically ‘self affine’ i.e. the scales in the vertical and lateral directions are different rather than ‘self-similar’ which means that a self-similar random fractal has the same statistics in relation to the scale of observation for all scales in all directions.

Fractal analysis has been increasingly applied to surface modelling [94,95], surface characterisation [96,97], surface contact [98-100] and wear analysis [101,102].
However, the variation of fractal parameters in terms of surfaces and characterisation procedures has not been fully investigated yet.

In Section 3.7.4, some application examples of the fractal dimension as a characterisation parameter for surfaces is described and discussed.

### 3.5 Mathematical and physical meaning of the most common topographic characterisation parameters

A very important problem in surface-related research is choosing parameters characterising surface properties in such a way that they correlate with surface formation mechanisms, morphology, topometry and functional behaviour [168]. The solution to this problem has been attempted by a range of characterisation techniques mentioned in Section 3.4.

![Figure 3.15](image.png)

**Figure 3.15** A basic set of 3D characterisation parameters proposed by Stout et al [2,116].

A graphic or even a statistical description of the topography is not enough to characterise a surface. Many 2D parameters were already defined in many
International Standards [63,71,72], and commonly offer an attractive and realistic solution. However, they cannot provide adequate and reliable information for the analysis of intrinsically 3D surface topography. Literature on some 3D parameters is spread diversely through research papers and product information [2,34,50-52]. Some 3D parameters are extended from their 2D counterparts, others are specifically developed for 3D surfaces. A draft proposal [2,116] for 3D parameters is based on a literature survey (1992). In that report, Stout et al have presented unambiguous definitions and algorithms for potential 3D parameters as a basic parameter set (Fig. 3.15) according to the following aspects:

- amplitude property,
- spatial property,
- hybrid property,
- area and volumes and
- some functional properties.

Although these aspects do not completely describe a surface, e.g. they do not specify the homogeneity of the surface, they are deemed, nevertheless, to cover the breadth of useful parameters.

![Characterisation parameters diagram](image)

Another simpler classification proposed by researches at Fries Research & Technology [4] considers basically that each surface have to be described using
qualitative and quantitative characterisation parameters which are divided in rough (morphologic) and fine (topometric) parameters (Fig. 3.16).

3.5.1 **Rough (morphologic) characterisation parameters**

According to the researches of Fries Research & Technology [4], these parameters describe the form and structure of a surface. In spite of their relation with the morphology, they can also provide quantitative information.

Form parameters (flatness, roundness, perpendicularity, cylindricity, linearity, superficiality, etc.) characterise the surface geometry.

Structure parameters give information about the construction criterion of the surface. Size and geometry of eventual repetitive units, their periodic criterion (for fractal as well as for non-fractal surfaces), randomicity, direction and orientation of irregularities are only some examples of these type of parameters.

In the present study both, areal autocorrelation function (AACF) and areal power spectral density (APSD) were taken into account to characterise the isotropy of surfaces by quantitative revealing of surface frequency contents. Additionally, to characterise the surface morphology, two mathematical procedures, digital surface filtering and FFT-filtering were applied to the topographical data after mathematical pre-processing explained in Section 3.3.

![Smooth and median filtering using different filter densities.](image)
3.5.1.1 Digital surface filtering

Two types of digital surface filtering were applied to the topographical data in the present study (Fig. 3.17):

a) **Smooth filtering** calculates the arithmetical mean of each data point with its neighbourhood. A fit order (value) gives the number of its neighboring points, and consequently the density of the filter. **Fig. 3.18** shows the changes in a 2D profile of a yarn after smooth filtering.

b) **Median filtering** replaces each point with the median value with its neighbourhood. The median filter clears noise (so-called “salt and pepper noise”), i.e. isolates high and low values. The median value will not be obtained by averaging the data but by sorting them out. The median value of 1, 10 and 4 is 4, while the arithmetical average value is 5. As in the case of smooth filtering, a fit order (value) gives the number of its neighboring points, and, consequently, the density of the filter. Compared to smooth filtering, median filtering has two important disadvantages: a longer computer time of calculation and impossibility of filtering the border points of the original image.

![Figure 3.18](image.png)

**Figure 3.18**
Evolution of smooth filtering a polyester warp yarn (2D profile).

3.5.1.2 Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) filtering

This digital filtering operation is defined by the convolution* of the input and the impulse response function. The convolution operation involves a large number of operations [110] that combined by scalar multiplications [111] with functions of the

---

* In functional analysis, convolution is a mathematical operation on two functions, producing a third function that is typically viewed as a modified version of one of the original functions.
Fourier domains allows a selection of defined frequencies and a construction of filtered surfaces [112].

FFT method is strongly recommended for high computational efficiency. The resulting collection of points permits the visual appreciation of the morphological waviness [113-115] and the posterior calculation of new parameters depending on the characterisation criteria as will be explained later.

By selecting the fundamental frequency to reconstruct the image, the resulting morphology is comparable with applying smooth filtering of high order (Fig. 3.19).

3.5.2 Fine (topometric) characterisation parameters

The most important topometric parameters are waviness and roughness. According to DIN 4760, fine characterisation parameters describe the topometry of a surface on four defined levels (Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21) depending on the ratio between length and height of the surface studied.

To determine roughness and waviness of a 2D profile, FFT-filtering is applied to separate the long-wavy and short-wavy profile components. By filtering a measured profile (primary data, P-profile), a roughness filtered profile (R-profile) and a waviness filtered profile (W-profile) are obtained (Fig. 3.22).

The application of an equivalent mathematical procedure to a 3D topographical data [112] results on the separation of waviness and roughness surfaces (Fig. 3.23).
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1. Level: **Form parameter**
   - Flatness, roundness
   - Length ≥ 1000-times the Height

2. Level: **Waviness**
   - Waviness
   - Length = 100- to 1000-times the Height

3. Level: **Roughness**
   - Grooves
   - Length = 5- to 100-times the Height

4. Level: **Roughness**
   - Scales, crusts
   - Length ≤ 5-times the Height

Figure 3.20  Level system of topographical irregularities according to DIN 4760.

Figure 3.21  Graphic representation of the inhomogeneities of fine parameters up to 4th Level of a topographic profile.

Figure 3.22  W-profile and R-profile obtained applying FFT-filtering (original profile at y = 3000 µm of Fig.3.23 surface).
3.5.2.1 Cut-off length or sampling interval $L_m$

Roughness and waviness are measured along a defined length range $L_m$. According to DIN 4768, this parameter is divided into 5 length units $L_e$. The length of $L_e$ corresponds to the limit wavelength $\lambda_c$ (also called $L_c$) used by roughness/waviness filtering [4].

3.5.2.2 Profile height $P_t$

At 2D profiles, the parameter $P_t$ is the distance between the highest and the deepest points of P-profile (Fig. 3.24). Equivalent value for a surface is also called $sP_t$.

3.5.2.3 Rough height $R_t$

Rough height $R_t$ is the distance between the highest profile elevation and the deepest profile valley of a R-profile inside a defined length range $L_m$ (Fig. 3.25). Additional parameters $R_p$ and $R_v$ are defined as distances between highest point - mean height line, and deepest point mean height line, respectively. Equivalent values for a surface are also called $sR_t$, $sR_p$ and $sR_v$, respectively.
3.5.2.4 Wave height $W_t$ (DIN EN ISO 4287, ASME B46.1) and waviness $W_z$

Wave height is defined as the distance between the highest profile elevation and the deepest profile valley of a W-profile inside a defined length range $L_m$ (Fig. 3.26). Waviness $W_z$ is obtained by the same procedure as $R_z$ (cf. Section 3.5.2.5), but using a W-profile. Equivalent values for a surface are also called $sW_t$ and $sW_z$, respectively.

3.5.2.5 Mean rough height $R_z$ (DIN EN ISO 4287, ASME B46.1)

This characterisation parameter commonly called ‘mean roughness’ is defined as the arithmetic average of five $R_{zi}$ values, each one corresponding to the distance between the highest profile elevation and the deepest profile valley measured inside a length unit $L_o$ of the R-profile (Fig. 3.27). Equivalent value for a surface is called $sR_z$.

$$R_z = \frac{1}{5} \sum_{i=1}^{5} R_{zi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)
3.5.2.6 Maximal rough height $R_{\text{max}}$ (DIN EN ISO 4287, ASME B46.1)

$R_{\text{max}}$ is the largest $R_{zi}$ of the five intervals $L_e$. This parameter is not identical to $R_t$. Normally, $R_t$ is larger or equal to $R_{\text{max}}$ (Fig. 3.27). Equivalent value for a surface is also called $sR_{\text{max}}$.

![Figure 3.27 Mean rough height $R_z$ and maximal rough height $R_{\text{max}}$ ($R_{z5} = R_{\text{max}}$).](image)

3.5.2.7 Arithmetic mean roughness $R_a$ (DIN EN ISO 4287, ASME B46.1)

$R_a$ is the arithmetic average of all distances between y-value and mean height inside a range length $L_m$ (Fig. 3.28). Equivalent value for a surface is also called $sR_a$.

$$R_a = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |y_i - \overline{y}| \quad \text{(Two dimensional $R_a$)} \quad (3.3)$$

$$R_a = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} |z_{jk} - \overline{z}| \quad \text{(Three dimensional $R_a$)} \quad (3.4)$$

![Figure 3.28 Arithmetic mean roughness $R_a$ of a $R$-profile.](image)
3.5.2.8 Root mean square roughness $R_q$ (DIN EN ISO 4287, ASME B.46.1)

$R_q$ is the square average of all distances between $y$-value and the mean height. The resulting value is quite larger than $R_a$. Equivalent value for a surface is also called $sR_q$.

\[
R_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \bar{y})^2} \quad \text{(Two dimensional $R_q$)} \quad (3.5)
\]

\[
R_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{MN} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (z_{jk} - \bar{z})^2} \quad \text{(Three dimensional $R_q$)} \quad (3.6)
\]

3.5.2.9 Porosity, surface porosity or surface mean void volume $V_o$

$V_o$, whose units are given as [volume]/[projected area], is defined in the present study as the volume contained between the true surface and the calculated mean-height plane, per unit area. Applying the criteria of volumetrical characterisation (Section 3.4.4.3), this parameter can be extended to the calculation of curves of material and void volume ratios to characterise the change of porosity as a function of deep measured from defined reference plane.

3.5.2.10 Some considerations about the cut-off length $L_m$

As have been shown in the previous pages, roughness and waviness are measured along a defined length range $L_m$. Calculated values of almost all characterisation parameters depend on selected $L_m$ value, specially for periodic profiles. Some authors [4,117,118,120] recommend the observation of the expected roughness values or the application of power spectral analysis and fractal dimension as guide for the selection of the optimal $L_m$. For periodic profiles, the scale-distance ($R_{Sm}$) (Fig. 3.21) is recommended as a input value for the estimation of $L_m$ value. For non-periodic profiles, the relationship between $R_a$ and $R_z$ is recommended according to Table 3.1 [4].

Table 3.1 Recommended cut-off length ($L_m$) depending on roughness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodic profile</th>
<th>Non-periodic profile</th>
<th>Measure length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{Sm} , [\mu m]$</td>
<td>$R_a , [\mu m]$</td>
<td>$R_z , [\mu m]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 – 0.04</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04 – 0.13</td>
<td>0.1 – 0.5</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.13 – 0.4</td>
<td>0.5 – 10</td>
<td>0.1 – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 – 1.3</td>
<td>10 – 50</td>
<td>2 – 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 – 4</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
<td>&gt; 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nevertheless, in the present study, a systematic statistical procedure for the calculation of an optimal $L_m$ is presented in Section 3.6.
3.5.2.11 Relationship between $R_{\text{max}}$, $R_z$ and $R_a$

According to its statistical nature, $R_{\text{max}}$ is more sensitive to height inhomogeneities than $R_z$. $R_a$ is statistically oriented to a mean value, then exceptional higher or deeper points have no important impact on calculated $R_a$ (Fig. 3.29). Fig.3.30 shows the dependence of $R_{\text{max}}$, $R_z$ and $R_a$ on six different 2D profiles.

### Figure 3.29
Comparison between $R_a$ and $R_{\text{max}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_{\text{max}}$ (µm)</th>
<th>$R_z$ (µm)</th>
<th>$R_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 3.30
Comparison between values of $R_{\text{max}}$, $R_z$ and $R_a$ in respect to their information content [4].

3.6 Calculating the optimal sampling conditions

Cut-off length ($L_m$) and resolution ($\Delta x$, assuming that $\Delta x = \Delta y$) are the most important sampling parameters, which apart from particularly instrumental dependent ones, have to be optimally defined before characterising a topography.

Tsukada & Sasajima [119] and Yim & Kim [117] discussed the problem of an optimum sampling interval ($L_m$) by checking the variance of the root mean square height ($R_q$) of the surface under different sampling intervals. According to Stout et al. [2], recommendation of authors mentioned above for the choice of sampling interval are doubtful because of the fact that $L_m$ seems to have some influence on the amplitude parameters ($W_t$ and $W_z$).

The use of tables such as Table 3.1, that relate foreseen mean rough height ($R_z$), root mean square roughness ($R_q$) and arithmetic mean roughness ($R_a$) with $L_m$ is frequently recommended to know the optimal value of $L_m$ for periodic as well as non-periodic surfaces. However a choice proper sampling conditions for practical applications is not trivial. As optimal sampling conditions are strongly dependent on
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the type of material to be characterized, experience is usually required. For this reason, a systematic procedure to define the optimal $L_m$ and $\Delta x$ values is proposed as follows:

1) Acquiring topographical data at the highest resolution available (minimal value of $\Delta x$) using different $L_m$ values. Two procedures are recommended:
   - only one measure at the highest $L_m$ and posterior zooming (sub-area extractions), and
   - independent measures using the same zero point position.

2) The use of statistical criteria in order to define the optimal value of $L_m$ by analysing the calculated curves of $W_z$, $R_z$ and $R_a$ as a function of $L_m$.

3) Acquiring topographical data with the defined optimal $L_m$ using different values of resolution.

4) The use of statistical and topographical criteria to analyse $R_z$ and $R_a$ as a function of $\Delta x$ in order to define the optimal resolution.

3.6.1 Non-periodic surfaces

Application of steps according to the procedure described above, to sheet moulding compound (SMC) surface (see Fig. 3.7(c)), results in the curves shown in Fig. 3.31.

![Measure positions](image)

![Figure 3.31](image)

Topographic parameters of a SMC surface as a function of $L_m$. 

\[\text{by independent measures at the same reference point } (x=0, y=0)\]
\[\text{ by sequence of centered zooms at the same topographic image}\]
Calculated waviness values for the surface (Fig. 3.31(a)) measured using $\Delta x = 1 \, \mu m$, show an important dependency on the cut-off length up to $L_m = 3 \, mm$. As a result of FFT-filtering operations applied to the topographical data, waviness measured is always strongly dependent on a measurement scale. The waviness calculation of an idealized P-profile shown in Fig. 3.32, leads to a different waviness value depending on the cut-off length. Using a longer cut-off length ($L_m$), the waviness ($W_{z1}$) of the filtered W-profile quantify the amplitude on the second level (cf. Section 3.5.2) of the P-profile. But using a shorter cut-off length ($L_{m2}$), FFT-filtering tends to describe the waviness of irregularities on the third level, which leads to a higher value of wave height ($W_{z2}$).

Depending on the type of surface and on the aim of characterisation, it is important to consider the previous explanation about the connection between waviness and measure or cut-off length in order to find and probe the optimal measure scale to describe the waviness.

In the same way as $W_z$, values calculated for $R_z$ show an important dependency of $L_m$ (Fig. 3.31(b)) with a tendency to a constant value of $16.5 \, \mu m$ at about $L_m = 3 \, mm$. However, the velocity of this convergence is practically independent of measure position, because the surface irregularities between $z = 10 \, \mu m$ and $z = 17 \, \mu m$ ("grooves" on the third level according to DIN 4760) are regularly distributed over the surface. In other words, over of $L_m = 3 \, mm$ the measured value of $R_z$ becomes statistically reliable.

Values of $R_a$ are highly sensitive to the measure position (Fig. 3.31(c)). By sub-area extractions, a clear tendency to a constant $R_a$ value, when $L_m > 1 \, mm$ is observed, because over the same region of the surface, irregularities on the fourth level (DIN 4760), also called "scales" or "crusts" ($z = 0.45 \, \mu m$ to $z = 0.85 \, \mu m$ in this case), have almost the same height. To characterize this surface it is important to note that the
mean height of “scales” and “crusts” depends on a measure region, probably due to two causes: the use of a not at all regular polished metallic mold during the production of the SMC samples and irregular glass fibres orientation.

Considering the behaviour of $W_z$ and $R_z$, the optimal $L_m$ value for this type of surface is 3 mm. Results obtained by analysing the dependence of $R_a$ on measure positions, show that the optimal characterization of this fourth level irregularities demands the study of the surface by different measure positions and to consider the topography of the metallic mould, as well as glass fibre content and their orientation.

Using the defined optimal cut-off length ($L_m = 3$ mm), new topographical data were obtained applying different values of resolution. Fig. 3.33 shows the behaviour of $R_z$ and $R_a$ calculated as a function of resolution. The selection of the optimal resolution depends on two conditions: highest statistical reliability and shorter measure time, which is especially important in the case of scanning microscopy such as chromatic confocal imaging. Refining resolution (using smaller $\Delta x$) means the measure of more points in $x$- and $y$- direction and as a consequence longer measure time of the surface data ($f$-times more points means an increase of measure time in a factor of at least $f^2$).

From the statistical point of view, calculated $R_z$ is reliable at resolutions finer than 5 µm. If the surface characterisation is oriented to the morphology of third level (“grooves” by DIN 4760), then $\Delta x = 5$ µm will be satisfactory. To characterise irregularities on the fourth level the recommended resolution is the finest available by the method used,
in this case $\Delta_x = 1 \mu m$. However, between resolutions of 5 $\mu m$ and 1 $\mu m$ the values of $R_a$ show a difference of only 44 nanometers, about 5% of the measured arithmetic mean roughness at the finest resolution ($R_a = 8.34 \mu m$).

In order to probe the reliability of the optimized sampling conditions ($L_m = 3 \, mm$ and $\Delta_x = 5 \, \mu m$), seven independent topographic measurements were performed in different regions of the sample surface. Standard deviation of the resulting parameters (Table 3.2) show that $R_a$ is statistically more reliable than $W_z$ and $R_z$. However, these results also show the dependency degree of topographic parameters on the measure position. The reasons will be analysed in the next Chapter.

### 3.6.2 Periodic surfaces

Polyester fabrics shown in Fig. 3.19 were used to probe the presented procedure to optimize sampling conditions in the case of periodic surfaces. Fig. 3.34 shows that the waviness of woven plain fabric is statistical reliable above $L_m = 2 \, mm$, but in the case of twill fabric the optimal cut-off length must be higher than 3 mm. However this reasoning takes only in account the statistical behaviour of $W_z$. By applying FFT-filtering, calculated waviness images of Fig. 3.35 show that the mentioned almost constant values of $W_z$ observed in Fig. 3.34 correspond in both cases to a quantification of plane irregularities (wrinkles) of the fabrics.

![Figure 3.34](image)

*Figure 3.34  Topographic parameters of polyester fabric surfaces as a function of $L_m$.*

If the characterisation is aimed to study the morphology due to the fabric structure, the calculation of waviness has to be realized using $L_m$ in the range 0.5 to 1 mm by woven plain fabric, and from 1 to 2 mm by twill structure.
In the case of characterisation aimed to study the topography of the complete fabric surface without regarding the fabric structure (morphology), the recommended value of $L_m$ is 3 mm for both fabrics, because over this cut-off length the values of $R_z$ and $R_a$ remain approximately constant.

By $L_m = 3 \text{ mm}$, different values of resolution were used to obtain new topographical data. *Fig. 3.36* shows that a resolution of 4 µm is enough to produce reliable information of $R_z$. On the other hand, values of $R_a$ and their correspondent standard deviation (*Table 3.3*) show that using $L_m = 3 \text{ mm}$, the arithmetic mean roughness hardly depends on resolution. However, standard
deviations of $R_a$ for woven plain and twill fabric obtained using $L_m = 1\, \text{mm}$ are 0.51 and 0.62 respectively, clearly much more dependent on resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta x , [\mu m]$</th>
<th>$R_a , [\mu m]$</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>woven plain</td>
<td>twill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.672</td>
<td>17.242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.690</td>
<td>17.263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.792</td>
<td>17.387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.675</td>
<td>17.234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.789</td>
<td>17.384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15.703</td>
<td>17.167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\sigma = 0.056$  $\sigma = 0.070$

### Table 3.3
$R_a$ for studied fabric surfaces by $L_m = 3\, \text{mm}$ are practically independent of resolution up to $\Delta x = 30\, \mu m$.

#### 3.7 Manipulation techniques and complementary characterization procedures

Techniques and parameters mentioned above are different ways to visualize and characterise topographic data. There are situations where topographic data need to be manipulated in certain ways to aid visual and numerical interpretation. There are almost limitless applicable techniques to this effect, for this reason it is important to realise the capabilities and limitations of these techniques and choose those that are useful for the intended purpose.

#### 3.7.1 Visual manipulation operations

All of them are matrix operations that modify the relationship between x- and y-axes:

**3.7.1.1 Exchange of axes**
This function corresponds to a matrix transposition of original data that exchanges the values in $x \leftrightarrow y$ maintaining the original point and the points of diagonal $x = y$.

**3.7.1.2 Rotate**
This operation allows the original data to be rotated counter-clockwise, normally applying 90, 180 or 270°.
3.7.1.3 Flip
This function reflects the original data in the vertical y-axis ($y \leftrightarrow y$).

3.7.1.4 Mirror
This function reflects the original data in the horizontal x-axis ($x \leftrightarrow x$).

3.7.1.5 Zoom and Clip
It is sometimes necessary, in both visual presentation and data analysis, to extract a sub-area from the original area to either study the isolated area in detail (zooming) or to remove undesired data points outside the isolated area (clipping). While the original resolution remains constant, printed or new visual resolution is changed proportional to the lateral enlargement. To perform the visual resolution of a zoomed image, a resample (cf. Section 3.7.2.1) of the data is recommended.

3.7.2 Numerical manipulation techniques

3.7.2.1 Resample
By this function new x-y points and the correspondent height values are interpolated between the original data. On the contrary, the remove of data is often recommended if the data is too big, or if one simulate the effect of resolution on defined topographic parameters.

3.7.2.2 Calibration
By calibration a reset of x, y and z scale is performed. This operations are principally used by modelling and simulation of surfaces.

3.7.2.3 Despike
A “spike” is an isolated data point. Its z-value differs from its neighboring points extremely. To remove spikes from the original image two steps are necessary:

1) Selection of the x- or y- direction to compare each data point with its neighboring points on the left and on the right (x-direction), respectively at the top and the bottom (y-direction).

2) Input of a threshold value. A data point will be detected as a spike if the differences between the point and both neighboring points are superior to this
value. When a data point is detected as a spike, the medium value of its neighboring points will take its place.

3.7.2.4 Remove peaks
This filter removes all data higher or lower the threshold relating to the mean line. In contrast to the despike filter larger ranges higher or lower the threshold can be removed with the remove peaks filter.

3.7.2.5 Destep
This function removes single steps of the original data. To remove a step is performed by:

1) Selection of the x- or y-direction to correct a step in the horizontal or vertical direction.

2) Selection of the desired area of the original image to destep.

3.7.2.6 Inversion
Inversion means to turn the surface upside down so that the pits, troughs and valleys become summits and ridges and vice versa (z \leftrightarrow z). This helps to reveal topographic features located at the lower part of the surface and it is helpful for identifying pits and troughs. Fig. 3.37 shows an isometric plot of an inverted ground surface; some pits and troughs are seen clearly.

Figure 3.37
Original surface (left) and inversion of the surface (right) of a machined steel (a) and of a polyester textile (b).
3.7.2.7 Truncation

Truncation means to remove the material above a given plane being parallel to the mean plane. It is a special case of segmentation (cf. Section 3.3.3) if the aim is not a correction of invalid points, but the simulation of a wear process, in which case leaves the bearing area and contours visible, when plotted as shown Fig. 3.38. It may also be used to reveal features below a certain level that are otherwise invisible. The truncation level can be specified either as a percentage value relative to the maximum summit or an absolute value (zero percent truncated surface corresponds to the original surface, and 100% truncated one corresponds to a flat surface).

3.7.3 Complementary characterisation procedures

3.7.3.1 Profile analysis

This analysis consists of an evaluation of all the possible geometrical elements of a 2D profile, e.g. distances point-to-point, distances point-to-line, angles and subtractions of lines and points. It is especially recommendable by studying the effect on topography by modifications if the same profile is studied before and after the modification.

3.7.3.2 Histogram and cumulative histogram

This analysis consists of an application of an histogram (a graphical display of tabulated frequencies, showing what proportion of height values fall into each of several categories, Fig. 3.39) and/or a cumulative histogram (mapping counting counts the cumulative number of observations in all height values up to the specified height) in order to visualize and compare a statistical distribution between surfaces or by a surface before and after defined topographic modification.
Figure 3.39  A comparison of topographic irregularities of three different steel surfaces by using histograms (a). For a better visualization of the curves it is recommended to use log-log scales (b).

Figure 3.40  Surface subtraction (comparison) between initial and final conditions of a modified polyurethane surface.
3.7.3.3 Comparison

With this procedure it is possible to compare two images directly by addition, subtraction or by applying any other function. Before comparison, it is necessary to detect the overlapping position (at least two coincident points or a zero point and an angle).

This operation makes sense to compare a surface before and after its topographic modification (Fig. 3.40). In other cases, by different locations of a surface, the comparison of traditional topographic parameters is recommended.

By this procedure it is also possible to invert a surface by subtraction of the topographical data from a zero plane.

3.7.4 Complementary characterisation parameters

3.7.4.1 Grain size

This set of parameters represent the quantification of bumps, i.e. grains, from the original data over defined minimum z-height, so called threshold. Resulting parameters are: number of grains, grain-area average, grain-volume average, total area of grains, total volume of grains and the statistics of the grain size calculation (class versus percentage frequency), cf. Fig. 3.41.

3.7.4.2 Filling quantity

Quantification of filling is a special case of volumetric characterisation (cf. Section 3.4.4.3). This set of parameters represents the quantification of void volume, i.e. cavities from the original data under defined threshold (height level). Resulting parameters are: number of cavities, cavity-area average, cavity-volume average, total area of cavities, total volume of cavities and the statistics of the cavities size calculation (class versus percentage frequency), cf. Fig. 3.41.
3.7.4.3 **Wenzel roughness factor**

This hybrid parameter was introduced by Wenzel in order to discuss the influence of roughness on apparent macroscopic contact angle between solids and liquids [121, 122]. Wenzel roughness factor of a surface \( (sR_{rl}) \) is the ratio between the actual (true) surface (interface) area and the geometric projected (plain) area (Fig. 3.42).

As a geometrical parameter, Wenzel roughness factor of a surface by defined cut-off length \( (L_m) \), should depend on the total number of evaluated points of the image, and then on resolution. However, in the case of non natural periodic surfaces, such a generated surface by overlapping of sinusoidal waves, shown in Fig. 4.43, the value of \( sR_{rl} \) practically does not vary by resolution. On the other hand, Wenzel roughness factor of a simulated fractal (non-periodic) surface, produced by random midpoint displacement algorithm, is highly dependent on resolution. Other topographic characterisation parameters such as waviness, roughness (mean and arithmetical), porosity and fractal dimension calculated for both, periodic and fractal surfaces,
shown in Fig. 4.43, tend to a constant value with increasing measured data (number of evaluated points) and, hence, of resolution.

Figure 3.42 A comparison of characterization parameters and Wenzel roughness factor between a sinoudal simulated surface and its mathematically inverted image. Both surfaces have the same $R_a$, $R_q$, $R_z$ and Wenzel factor ($S_{RL}$). Only Porosity ($V_o$) and the total volume can characterise evident topographic differences.

Figure 3.43 Dependency of Wenzel roughness factor on resolution (number of evaluated points having a defined cut-off length) by a periodic and non-periodic (fractal randomized) surfaces.
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Since real surfaces could have some degree of periodicity as well as some degree of random, inclusive their fractal character (on a limited number of measure scales), dependency of Wenzel roughness factor on resolution should be investigated before the use of this factor as characterization parameter.

Some authors [2,116] express the Wenzel roughness factor as a percentage value called ‘developed surface area ratio’ $S_{dr}$ (cf. Section 3.5, Fig. 3.15):

$$S_{dr} = \frac{\text{actual area} - \text{projected area}}{\text{projected area}} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

$$sR_{fl} = \frac{S_{dr}}{100} + 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

3.7.4.4 Surface fractal dimension

The use of fractal dimension of a surface as a characterisation parameter (cf. Section 3.4.6) makes possible to quantify the degree of fracturing of the surface.

\[
\text{Fractal dimension} = \frac{\log(\text{number of occupied cells})}{\log(\text{cell divider})} = 2.385
\]

\[
\text{Slope} = 2.385
\]

Figure 3.44 Calculation of the fractal dimension of a surface by 3D-box counting and dependency of fractal dimension on initial cell height.
Thought the concept of fractal is defined for a self-affine object in any scale, the use of fractal dimension for non-fractal surfaces is possible by considering that many natural as well as man-made objects denote some ‘degree of fractality’. The calculation of fractal dimension of a surface is possible by 3D-box counting [123], consisting in sequential subdivision of the volume which contains the fractal surface in 3D-cells. By log-log plotting the number of cells occupied by the surface as a function of the cell divider factor, the slope value of the correlation straight-line curve corresponds to the value of fractal dimension. Usually a subdivision up to a cell divider of 32 is enough for a good correlation. Fig. 3.44 shows the fractal dimension calculation of a generated plasma surface (random midpoint displacement surface) and the dependency of fractal dimension on initial cell height.

By comparison of fractal dimension values between surfaces it is important to decide one of the following selection criteria of the initial cell height (Fig. 3.45):

- Initial cell height is the maximum height of the highest surface to be compared; in this case, the calculated values for fractal dimension are affected by the surface waviness and are z-scale dependent.

- Each surface to be compared has a particular initial cell height corresponding to its maximum height. This case permits a comparison of fractal dimensions between surfaces independent of z-length scale. For this reason, this case reflects more clearly the non-scale dependency of fractal geometry.

Fractal dimension correlates with arithmetic mean roughness (Fig. 3.46), because $R_a$ has no more information of wave fluctuations (waviness), which are strongly length-scale dependent (cf. Fig. 3.35).
Calculated values of fractal dimension for a surface depend not only on initial cell height, but also on cut-off length. Fig. 3.47 shows the effect of changing $L_m$ on the calculated fractal dimension value by a constant number of evaluated points at a periodic surface. At longer $L_m$, fractal dimension tends to the value of 3, that corresponds to a volume due to the increase of number of evaluated repetitive units.

Calculated value of fractal dimension for a real topographical data, for example the surface of a polyester twill fabric shown in Fig. 3.48, does not tend to 3 by an increase of $L_m$, but to a value slightly smaller than 3. In the case of a simulated fractal
surface, fractal dimension has almost the same value at any length scale, which precisely corresponds to the definition of a fractal object (self-affinity).

If the number of evaluated data remains constant, by real surfaces such as fabrics, shown in Fig. 3.48, Wenzel roughness factor slightly decreases with an increase of $L_m$ because of the loss of details (increasing of $\Delta x$). For fractal surfaces, the dependency of Wenzel roughness factor on $L_m$ (Fig. 3.48) and on $\Delta x$ (Fig. 3.43) is considerable.

**Figure 3.48** Comparison of fractal dimension and Wenzel roughness factor between a real textile surface and a generated fractal surface.
4 Topographic characterisation at different length scales

Calculating the optimal sampling conditions, the strong sensitivity of topographic parameters on the cut-off length was examined. Even if the statistical reliability of the parameters was achieved by using optimal values of $L_m$ and $\Delta x$, the statistical and topographical meaning of the parameters obtained still depends on length scale, as shown in Fig. 3.35. In this illustration, by using $L_m = 5 \text{ mm}$ waviness surfaces obtained by FFT-filtering represent the morphology due to wrinkles and folds of textile materials, while by using $L_m = 0.5 \text{ mm}$ to $L_m = 1 \text{ mm}$ the same mathematical filtration provides the surface morphology due to the type of fabric structure (e.g. woven plain and twill).

In the present Chapter, the necessity of a topographic characterization at different length scales will be justified by using two different types of polymer surfaces: non-periodic surfaces of Sheet Moulding Compounds (SMC) and periodic surfaces of textile materials.

4.1 Sheet Moulding Compounds (SMC)

Owing to their light weight, good mechanical properties, corrosion resistance and design flexibility, fibre-reinforced composite materials are being used increasingly in automotive industry. A material commonly used for these applications is SMC which is based on glass fibre and a cross linking unsaturated polyesters / styrene matrix together with an inorganic filler. A typical formulation of SMC is given in Table 4.1. Fig.4.1 shows a pressure-time diagram for the of Table 4.1, used to the calculation of the optimal conditions for the topographic characterization.

Due to topographic heterogeneities of SMC it is difficult to fulfil optical requirements of the automotive industry. By controlling the processing conditions, surface
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Properties of SMC can be optimized for subsequent coating. In order to qualify and quantify the coatability and the optical parameters of these surfaces, a systematic topographical functional characterization is required.

Samples of SMC were produced under defined temperature (147.5 ± 2.5°C), different conditions of pressure (3.5 to 14 MPa) and moulding time (60 to 360 s). Plates having 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% of glass fibres amount were studied. Both, placement procedure of prepregs under the press and morphology/topometry of the surface of the metallic mold cavity have been taken into account during the investigation.

Samples of SMC were produced under defined temperature (147.5 ± 2.5°C), different conditions of pressure (3.5 to 14 MPa) and moulding time (60 to 360 s). Plates having 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% of glass fibres amount were studied. Both, placement procedure of prepregs under the press and morphology/topometry of the surface of the metallic mold cavity have been taken into account during the investigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1</th>
<th>Formulation of SMC used to the calculation of the optimal conditions for the topographic characterization.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wt. %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsaturated PES resin</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermoplast</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermoplastic solution in styrene</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiator</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc stearate</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additives</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium oxide</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium carbonate</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass fibers, chopped</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 Topographic parameters

Using the optimal parameters obtained (cf. Section 3.6.1), about 200 topographic measuring runs at the same and different coordinates of the SMC-plates (corresponding to identified positions of the metallic mould) were realized [124,125].

The resulting surface data were processed by FRT-Mark III Software (FRT, Germany) using mathematical filtering by Fast Fourier transformation method, whose graphical 3D representation can be seen in Fig. 4.2. Three meso-topographic parameters were calculated: short waviness (Wz), mean roughness (Rz) and number...
of long waves on $L_m$ ($N_z$). Three micro-topographic parameters were obtained: arithmetic mean roughness ($R_a$), number of short waves on $L_m$ ($N_a$), and porosity ($V_o$). A description of the calculation process for $N_z$ and $N_a$ will be detailed in Section 4.1.8.

Additional, long waviness ($L-W_z$) using $L_m = 100 \text{ mm}$ and $\Delta_x = 100 \mu\text{m}$ was measured in order to study the macro-morphology of surfaces.

4.1.2 Moulding conditions and topographic transfer from mold to SMC surface

In order to correlate $R_a$ values to study roughness effects on SMC surface quality, Schubel [135] used microscopic and stylus profiling methods. In the present study, three different SMC plates manufactured under defined moulding conditions (pressure and moulding time) were selected. At the surface of each type, topography of sixty defined positions were characterised using $L_m = 3 \text{ mm}$ and $\Delta_x = 5 \mu\text{m}$. From a statistical point of view, mean values of $W_z$, $R_z$ and $N_z$ could characterise the topography as a function of moulding conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Results reveal that moulding conditions control the meso-topography of SMC surfaces under investigation and apparently don’t control the micro-topography characterised using $R_a$ values.

By comparing topographic parameters measured between plates at the same position (Fig. 4.4), it is clear that the topography of the metallic mold controls the
resultant meso-topography of SMC surfaces more specifically than moulding conditions, by transference of its surface irregularities or third level (grooves).

First important conclusion, is that by SMC any topographic characterisation of surface modification processes (such as cleaning by powerwash as an example) have to be realized by comparing topographical changes in identified mold-plate positions. For a systematic study of the mold influence on resultant SMC surfaces, it is necessary to previously measure the topography of the metallic mold.

However, a direct measurement of the mold topography was not possible because of the size and weight of the metall piece. For this reason, a transfer print of the mould surface was obtained using polydimethilsiloxan (PDMS) (Fig. 4.5), which is proved to reproduce nanoscale structures with great reliability [126]. Before applying this
process to the metallic mold, an experimental probe as well as a calibration of this procedure were realized by measuring the topography of a small metallic piece of the same material of the mold and by comparing its measured topography with the topography of the obtained PDMS surface.

According to the results, the transference of micro-topographic irregularities from mold to SMC surface is relatively low (Fig. 4.6). The calculation of Wenzel roughness factor \([121,122]\) shows, that the mold effective area is only 1 % larger than the effective area of SMC surface, at the calculated optimal resolution of 5 \text{µm}. However, the transference of meso-topography, characterised through \(R_z\) is high, principally because of a notable increase of the short waviness from mold to SMC surface, presumably due to adhesion during separation (Fig. 4.7), that could be responsible for a ‘shrinkage effect’ of P-profiles observed by Schubel et al. \([135]\) and attributed to the mold surface and to a volumetric resin shrinkage.

![Calculated mold surface (L_m = 6 mm)](image)

**Figure 4.5**
Indirect calculation of mold topography by transfer in PDMS.

**Figure 4.6**
Topographic transfer from metallic mould to SMC surface.
The transfer of meso-waves is only about 57% (see \( N_z \) in Fig. 4.8), but the transference of their height (characterized through \( R_z \)) is about 141% due to a notable increase of short waviness (Fig. 4.6). After measuring of 15 identified positions at ten different twin SMC plates (manufactured with the same moulding conditions: 5 MPa, 160 s), it was possible to compare the influence of mold topography on the statistical reliability of the topographic parameters obtained. Fig. 4.9 shows that mold topography strongly influence the SMC meso-topography (\( R_z \) and \( N_z \) notably vary from position to position). By fixing a position at 10 twin plates, \( R_z \) and \( N_z \) are statistically more reliable. Only the effect of glass fibres orientation...
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(prepreg orientation) reflected in porosity \((V_o)\) seems to control the meso and probably micro-topography of each measured area.

4.1.3 Effect of glass fibre content on micro-topography

Le [136] studied the internal microstructure and porosity of SMC. Orientation and content of glass fibres influence not only the internal structure but also the micro-topography of the SMC surface (cf. Section 4.1.2).

To consider the presence of glass fibres, the topography of 4 different recipes of SMC plates were analyzed containing 0 % and 10% of glass fibre amount.

According to the results, glass fibres increase the porosity of three types of SMC surfaces (Fig. 4.10).

A more detailed analysis of short waviness will explain later the particular case of SMC-3, in which the whole porosity (which includes the short waviness effect) was not

Figure 4.8 Meso- and micro-waves transfer from mold to SMC surface.

Number of waves \((L_m=6\,\text{mm})\)

\(N_w\) (micro-waves) \(N_m\) (meso-waves)

Figure 4.9 Impact of sampling (positioning) criteria on statistical reliability.

\(R_a, R_z, W_z, V_o, N_z, N_m\)

\(+6.2\% \quad +8.7\% \quad +11.3\% \quad +2.5\%\)

Figure 4.10 Effect of glass fibre content on topography of 4 different recipes of SMC. Before calculation of porosity \((V_o)\), short waviness was removed. The values of porosity in this diagram are not influenced by short waviness, as well.
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A detailed study of the SMC-2 case shows (Fig. 4.11) that the micro-topography (characterized with $R_a$) is practically not influenced by glass fibre content. In this case, the meso-topography was modified by increasing of $R_z$ and as a consequence of $V_o$. A decrease of short waviness is a result of increasing viscosity of a prepreg during moulding, cooling, drying and shrinkage, and, especially, of decreasing of adhesion between mold and SMC surface during separation, presumably due to the presence of glass fibres.

4.1.4 Influence of moulding conditions on the long waviness

Surface long waviness ($L-W_z$) values of 4 different formulations of SMC materials manufactured under different conditions (different pressure and moulding time) were measured using $L_m = 100$ mm and $\Delta x = 100$ $\mu$m.

In general, long waviness reaches a constant value with increasing moulding time. Fig. 4.12 shows the special case of SMC-2. According to the results, pressure applied during moulding controls the resulting long waviness of the SMC recipes studied. Fig. 4.13 shows the behavior of long waviness as a function of pressure applied after 60 seconds of molding. In the case of recipes 1, 2 and 4 pressure values, producing relative minima of long waviness, were identified. In
the case of recipe 3, a pressure value of 8 MPa results in a relative maximum of long waviness.

4.1.5 Characterization of short waviness

The meso-topography ($L_m = 3 \text{ mm} \text{ to } 6 \text{ mm}$) of SMC surfaces, resulting from different formulations, is represented by the short waviness obtained by FFT-filtering of the topographic data, shown in Fig. 4.14. SMC-3 shows the highest value of $W_z$ for 4

Figure 4.14  Meso-topography of different SMC formulations by a pressure value of 5 MPa after 60 seconds of moulding.
recipes studied. This is the reason that the resulting porosity of this SMC type depends mostly on meso-topography and not on glass fiber content, as has been suggested in Section 4.1.3.

Under pressure of 5 MPa, the meso-topography of SMC-1 shows the strongest dependency on moulding time (highest standard deviation of $W_z$ values), as shown in Fig. 4.15. For all SMC recipes, resulting $W_z$ decreases with longer moulding time, as illustrated in Fig. 4.16, for the case of SMC-2.

![Figure 4.15](image1.png)  
*Figure 4.15*  
Short waviness average of different SMC formulations by pressure of 5 MPa after different moulding times.

![Figure 4.16](image2.png)  
*Figure 4.16*  
A decrease of short waviness with increasing moulding time.

**4.1.6 Effect of prepregs placement on macro- and meso-morphology**

It was found, that the placement procedure of prepregs influence not only the long waviness (macro-morphology) of the resulting SMC surface, but also the short waviness (meso-topography). *Fig. 4.17* schematizes two different placement procedures of prepregs before molding and their effect on the resulting macro-morphology ($L_m = 100 \, mm$) of SMC surfaces. In case of the second placement procedure, a meso-morphologic failure is produced on the resulting surface, which has an pronounced effect on measured short waviness.
4.1.7 Correlation between length scales and resulting topography

After analysing topographic parameters calculated on macro-, meso- and micro-length scales of SMC surfaces manufactured by constant temperature (147.5°C ± 2.5°C), it is possible to conceptualize the influence of each one of the most important moulding conditions on the topographic variables and, as a consequence, on the quality of the resulting surface, as schematized in Fig. 4.18.

The most important conclusions are:

- By a constant temperature, rheology during moulding, controlled by pressure and moulding time, defines the resulting long waviness (macro-morphology studied by \(L_m = 100 \text{ mm}\)), which is simultaneously controlled by the mold form and prepregs placement procedure.

- Mold morphology and prepregs placement also directly control short waviness (meso-morphology studied by \(L_m = 3 \text{ mm}\)), due to adhesion between mold and SMC surface during detaching.

- Orientation and size of glass fibres can in some cases affect the short waviness through adhesion during detaching, but in general control the meso topography (characterized with \(R_z\)).
Mold surface always defines the meso topography ($R_z$) but, depending on mold inhomogeneities can also influence the micro topography (characterized with $R_a$).

Heat interchange (cooling) and conditions of residual volatiles evaporation already mentioned by Schubel et al. [137] after moulding, were not considered in the present study, but they can be presumed to be important in the definition of resulting micro-topography.

4.1.8 Application of the concept of length scales to topographic characterisation

Due to the topographic heterogeneities of SMC surfaces, it is difficult to fulfil optical requirements of coated SMC surfaces for technical applications, especially for the automotive industry. It was demonstrated, that prepregs compositions, moulding and post-moulding conditions define the resulting surface topography by controlling surface morphology on different lengths scales.
Cavities (pores) of SMC surfaces are usually considered to retain air and produce failures (air bubbles) after coating. From a topographic point of view, a “coatable” SMC surface should be anisotropic, having no spikes and almost same-sized, not too deep, with regularly distributed micro-cavities.

In order to quantify the surface coatability, additional parameters can be considered: fractal dimension [138], number of cavities, cavity-area average, cavity-volume average, total area of cavities, total volume of cavities and cavities histograms. But the attention to all the topographic parameters mentioned for a reasonable quantification of coatability is very difficult. The resulting multivariable system is complex. The results of the present study reveal that a quantification of the surface quality using only one or two parameters seems to be a reasonable way. However, this approach requires a better understanding of the mechanism of surface formation. For this intention, a simple 2D structure model was developed [127].

**4.1.8.1 A profile model to understand the cavities formation at SMC surfaces**

Though SMC surfaces are non-periodic ones, i.e. they do not show any repetitive units compared to textile materials, some periodicity due to regular polish of the metallic mold permits the use of a periodic profile model in order to understand the formation of cavities as a result of the combination of the mould inhomogeneities with moulding and post-moulding conditions.

The following approach to develop a structural model does not take into account the short waviness. Only mean roughness and arithmetic roughness are considered to conform the total SMC topography (Fig. 4.2). Modelled profiles consist of triangular periodical waves of two length scales: the first scale describes the mean roughness $R_z$ and the second one the arithmetic mean roughness $R_a$ filtered by FFT, as shown in Fig. 4.19. Using calculated values of surface Wenzel roughness factor ($sR_{rl}$), the number of long waves ($N_z$) and short waves ($N_a$) can be obtained:

\[ N_z = \frac{L_m}{2R_z} \sqrt{ \left( sR_{rl(z)} \right)^2 - 1 } \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

\[ N_a = \frac{L_m}{2R_a} \sqrt{ \left( sR_{rl(a)} \right)^2 - 1 } \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)
The quantity of cavities and their mean area were calculated by applying ‘filling quantity’ operations (cf. Section 3.7.4.2), with a threshold value of 6 µm, measured under the highest point of the surface after filtration of short waviness (Fig. 4.20). The threshold is an arbitrary value that depends on surface morphology. The purpose is to take a reference plane that can serve as “failure”- limit for all the surfaces to be studied and compared. As will be shown in Section 4.1.8.3, the volumetric characterisation of SMC samples produced by another better polished metallic mold demands the use of a threshold of only 2 µm.

Figure 4.20  
Quantification of cavities (coloured areas) by ‘filling quantity’ operation under 6 µm of highest point.

Figure 4.22  
Modelled SMC-1 profile before moulding (a), schematization of predicted profile after 240 s of moulding (b). Sizes are not scaled.
Applying the model for a surface of SMC-1 manufactured by pressure of 5 MPa, resulting quantity of cavities and their cross-sectional mean area (Fig. 4.21) could be predicted schematically by $R_z$, $N_z$, $R_a$ and $N_a$, as functions of moulding time (see Fig. 4.22). In this case, moulding time increases $R_z$ and $R_a$. At the same time, long and short waves decrease in their number. This process results in an increase of cavities cross-sectional area (as a mean value), which is predicted by the conceptual model described above. However, a decrease of cavities count, predicted by the model, occurs only for the last 120 seconds of moulding.
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The same analysis, applied to other SMC recipes, for different moulding time and pressure values, shows (Fig. 4.23) that the model can conceptually predict the morphological modification of the profiles. In the case of SMC-3 at different moulding times, the effect of short waviness (cf. Section 4.1.5 and Fig. 4.14), does not allow the successful application of the model. The best prediction was obtained for SMC-2, for which measured $W_z$ is the smallest for the recipes investigated.

### 4.1.8.2 Characterisation of cavities and prediction of coatability

The number of cavities under defined threshold and their mean area in a defined sample area ($L_m \times L_m$) can be used to compare and qualify the coatability of SMC surfaces. By using both parameters, the frequency and size of structural failures can be quantified. Fig. 4.24 shows the quantification of cavities in order to characterise the coatability of a SMC-2 surface.

According to this characterisation method, at a pressure of 3.5 MPa and a moulding time of 300 s the best coatable surface is formed. Only one cavity was found under a threshold of 6 µm, whose area is about 75 µm$^2$. Lower pressure values leads to
lower adhesion during the separation of a SMC surface from the metallic mould; as a consequence, resulting topography is more regular.

At the highest pressure (14 MPa), only 2 cavities were found after 300 s of moulding and 4 cavities after 360 s. However, by this duration of moulding, mean area of the cavities increased dramatically from 75 µm² to 3000 µm².

![Graphs showing cavities and mean cavity area under 6 µm from the highest point by different pressures and moulding durations for SMC-2 surfaces. Samples studied (36 mm², Lm = 6 mm) correspond to the same position of metallic mold.](image)

**Figure 4.24**  Count of cavities and mean cavity area under 6 µm from the highest point by different pressures and moulding durations for SMC-2 surfaces. Samples studied (36 mm², Lm = 6 mm) correspond to the same position of metallic mold.

### 4.1.8.3 Surface Relative Smooth parameter (SRS) to characterise the topographic modification of SMC surfaces

By using the count of cavities and their mean area as characterisation parameters only deep points are considered as potential causes of surface failures after coating by formation of undesired air bubbles. However, experiences demonstrate that grains (peaks), which are normally produced in deeper regions on the metallic mold, could not successfully be coated. **Fig. 4.25** shows that after the first two steps of the
coating process, Primer (B1402 + Härter B1426 Wörwag) and Filler (7245 Anthrazit Hammelrath) respectively, some grooves remain at the surface.

To quantify the cavities as well as the grains of SMC surfaces, a critical parameter is needed. Taking the statistical mean height as a reference surface height value, it is possible to calculate the quantity and volume of all irregularities above a positive threshold ($+\gamma$) and under a negative threshold ($-\gamma$), according to Fig. 4.26. Knowing the total cavities volume ($V_c$) and the total grains volume ($V_g$) it is possible to characterise quantitatively the topographic modification of a surface by any treatment using the Surface Relative Smooth parameter (SRS) [127] defined by the equation:

$$SRS = 1 - \frac{V_{cf} + V_{gf}}{V_{ci} + V_{gi}}$$

(4.3)

where $i$ and $f$ denotes before and after a topographic modification respectively. For a practical application of this parameter, it is recommended to use percentages. In this case, a SRS value of zero denotes no topographical changes and 100% means a total surface smoothing (elimination of all cavities and grains). Negative values of SRS mean the formation of a more rugose surface after treatment.

Figure 4.25 Peaks marked by arrows, produced by mold irregularities, remain after application of primer and occasionally after filler.
When SRS parameters are used it is highly recommended to compare them in the same sample area. The election of a value for the threshold $\gamma$ depends on surface topography; as a first approach $\frac{1}{2}R_a$ can be acceptable. In this case, all cavities and grains are formed by points located above or below the $R_a$ amplitudes; shown in Fig. 3.28. The most important condition is that $\gamma$ allow to perceive topographic differences before and after treatment and be maintained constant during the topographic characterisation. Comparison between SRS values makes sense only if $\gamma$ value used was the same.

SRS is very sensitive to small changes in topography. For example, after mechanical cleaning (rubbed with cloth) of a SMC surface by a mixture of benzene and ethanol (50% - 50% in volume) the topography changes. Fig. 4.27 shows the profile modification measured over the sample SMC-2, maintaining the measure coordinates.

Figure 4.26  Thresholds $+\gamma$ and $-\gamma$ define cavities and grains in a heights histogram (a), cavities and grains in a surface profile (b).

Figure 4.27  Modification of a SMC surface by cleaning with benzene-ethanol. Both profiles correspond to the same coordinates.
A complete analysis by SRS should also consider an increase or a decrease of counted cavities and grains. Fig. 4.28 shows the values before and after surface treatment of a fixed area of 30.6 mm².

![Figure 4.28](image)

**Figure 4.28** Complete characterisation and comparison of a modification by cleaning with benzene-ethanol between SMC-2 and SMC-4 surfaces. Evaluated area was 30.6 mm². γ = 1 µm. Values above bars denote cavities and grains counted.

In the case of SMC-2 (Fig 4.28(a)), results of the volumetric characterisation indicate that solvents mixture removes monomer rests from deeper points resulting in more and larger cavities. From the same reason, solvents increase the number of grains, while friction during mechanical cleaning reduce their total volume by wear. The effect of solvents prevail on the effect of mechanical wear resulting in a more rugose surface (SRS = –26.47%). On the contrary, SMC-4 is more resistant to solvents mixture as can be seen in Fig. 4.28(b). During treatment, mechanical wear removes grains in number and volume, leading to a smoother surface (SRS = 6.41%).

![Figure 4.29](image)

**Figure 4.29** Complete characterisation and comparison of modification by power-wash. Both surfaces were moulded during 160 s under two different pressures. Evaluated area was 30.6 mm². γ = 1 µm. Values above bars denote cavities and grains counted.
The effect of moulding conditions on the quality of a surface could be characterised by SRS. **Fig. 4.29** shows the volumetrical characterisation of a SMC-2 sample produced by 5 MPa and 14 MPa of moulding pressure after treatment by powerwash (50°C, 3 bar, 2 min, 1% ESKAPHOR N 6502 B). According to these results, SMC-2 moulded under higher pressure (14 MPa, **Fig. 4.29(b)**) seems to be more resistant to power-wash treatment (water pressure washing), because almost no change in SRS value was observed (SRS = - 0.48%).

**Figure 4.30** Sequential smoothing by CO₂ pressure applied on a SMC-4 surface moulded during 160 s and 5 MPa.

Besides of the use of SRS values to compare the behaviour of different surfaces under defined type of treatment, the parameter can be used to compare the effectiveness of different treatments on defined surface. **Fig. 4.30** shows the effect of different treatment intensities (by qualifying treatment duration) of the same CO₂ pressure (2 bar) applied to SMC-4 surfaces previous moulded during 160 s under 5 MPa of pressure. The results indicate that the treatment improves smoothing of the surface depending on its duration. CO₂ pressure increases the number of cavities and its volume, but at the same time compresses the grains volume, which controls the smoothing of the surface. Values of cavities and grains volumes after long-term treatment don’t follow the same behaviour because of the mean height position is modified to a lower plane after two sequential treatments. However the total volume (cavities and grains) sufficiently describe volumetrical changes occurred.

SRS values should be always accompanied by cavities and grains count information in order to suitable evaluate the topographical changes produced by modification. By comparing SRS values measured with a traditional topographic parameter such as
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arithmetic mean roughness, the effectiveness of the characterisation method presented is evident. According to Table 4.2, information provided by values of $R_a$ before and after treatment and the difference ($R_{af} - R_{ai}$) are insufficient to describe the topographic transformations occurred.

Table 4.2
Traditional topographic characterisation using $R_a$ and SRS parameters in comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>conditions</th>
<th>$R_{ai}$</th>
<th>$R_{af}$</th>
<th>$R_{af} - R_{ai}$</th>
<th>SRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cleaning</td>
<td>Benzin-Ethanol</td>
<td>SMC-2</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.1160</td>
<td>-26.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SMC-4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>6.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whasing</td>
<td>Power-wash</td>
<td>SMC-2</td>
<td>5 Mpa</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>11.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14 Mpa</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>-0.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cleaning</td>
<td>CO₂ pressure</td>
<td>SMC-4</td>
<td>no treatment</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>short</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.0610</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.0550</td>
<td>3.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>long</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>5.87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Textile Materials

Recent studies [128-130] shown that textile construction parameters such as fineness of filaments and yarn, warp and weft density as well as the type of weave, control the texture, surface topography and morphology of fabrics. Fabrics topography affects the porosity and strongly influences the textile characteristics such as fabric mass, thickness, draping ability, stress-strain behaviour or air permeability. Moreover, there are significant differences between the soiling behaviour and soil release of textile materials with different topographic structures despite the similarity of their chemical nature [131-133].

In the studies cited above, a large number of roughness and waviness parameters were obtained, which do not take into account the scaled-morphologic periodicity of each surface studied and its influence on the whole topography. As periodic surfaces, all textile materials show some horizontal and vertical repetitive unities, therefore, different length scales have to be taken into account for a proper interpretation of the topographic data measured [134].

As shown in Fig. 3.35, topographic parameters obtained by FFT-filtering provide different type of information depending on the cut-off length used. Due to their
structural diversity, a classification of textile materials according to their unit size and morphology of several length scales is necessary. A suggest to general range values of $L_m$ in order to identify different measurable length scales is not possible. However, the specification of at least three different length scales (macro-, meso- and microscale) is absolute necessary by morphologically relative homogeneous textile groups. From a conceptual point of view, each one of the length scales proposed for a textile structure must provide specific information about the surface morphology and topometry of the materials. In all cases, the highest available resolution by confocal chromatic imaging ($\Delta x = 1 \mu m$) was used, while the value of $L_m$ was the parameter used to determine the length scale to be studied.

### 4.2.1 Textile macro-topography

Macro-morphological irregularities of textiles such as folds and wrinkles can be studied using FFT-filtering of the topographical data measured by large values of $L_m$ (cf. Section 3.6.2). $L_m$ value larger than 3 mm was suggested to quantify plane irregularities (waves and wrinkles) of fabrics. According to the large amount of topographical data measured at three different types of woven polyester textile surfaces (plain, twill and Panama), a total measured area ($L_m \times L_m$) should cover at least $169 \times 13^2$ repetitive units (r.u.) in order to provide the macro-topographical information desired. 3D-waviness diagrams and their corresponding $W_z$ values (Fig. 4.31) can be used as macro-morphological parameters, especially in order to characterise changes occurred after treatment. In this case, the characterisation have to be accompanied by a quantification of the 2D relaxation/shrinkage (cf. ISO 5077:2007) occurred by wetting, by mechanical processes, or by a combination of both.

Dimensional changes (relaxation/shrinkage) of fabrics at macro scale influence their meso- and micro-topography due to modification of repetitive unit dimensions and therefore the distances between yarns, filaments and fibres.

In Fig. 4.31, only macro-waviness diagram of woven plain does not show any morphological influence of repetitive units morphology, in this case $r.u. > 13^2$. Optimal $L_m$ values for twill and Panama types of weave have to be larger than 5 mm in order to characterise their macro-topography.
4.2.2 Textile meso-topography

Meso-scale of textile materials should describe the surface topography produced by the type of weave and yarn used, without attending previous defined macro-topographic irregularities and details corresponding to fibers or filaments. A study of fabric surface topography at mesoscopic scale using FFT-filtering starts with the selection of a new optimal $L_m$ value, which basically depends on the size of fabric repetitive unit. From a large amount of experimental data on polyester fabrics studied, a sample area ($L_m \times L_m$) should cover about 8 repetitive units (see Table 4.3).

Another way to construct meso-topographic diagrams is the use of digital surface filtering as described in Section 3.5.1.1. Filter density used depends on fabric characteristics and must be able to produce a surface without topographical details of fibres or filaments. Fig. 4.32 shows the construction of meso-topographic surfaces by using FFT-filtering and Smooth filtering. In order to compare the
morphologies and $W_z$ values obtained, $L_m$ and the filtering method used must be the same during the characterisation process.

An application of the study at this length scale is to know the relative z-distances between warps and wefts by woven fabrics and the amplitude of their wave (sinoidal) trace. As shown in Fig. 4.32, wefts describe almost a linear trace (their amplitudes are small). As a consequence, the first contact of a solid with the fabric surface takes place by the warps (“hills”) and the penetration of fluids on the fabric surface takes place principally on wefts (“valleys”). This result plays a very important role of the wetting behaviour of textile materials (cf. Section 5.2).

![Figure 4.32 Meso-topography of different polyester fabrics after FFT-filtering and Smooth filtering.](image)

Finally, the application of volumetrical characterisation criteria allows to investigating topographical conditions for fluids spreading over the surfaces (a connection between meso-morphology and spreading will be presented in Section 5.2.1). A height value ($h_v$) can be found to divide all data points in two groups: those that form ‘mountains’ and those that form ‘canals’ between the ‘mountains’. There are two conditions for $h_v$: (i) to be as small as possible and (ii) the canals be connected in order to allow flowing in all possible directions. In the case of twill and Panama fabrics, due to their more anisotropic morphology, independent but endless canals
can be formed. In the case of woven plain, all canals are connected to each other (Table 4.4).

Table 4.4  
**Volumetrical characterisation parameters obtained by dividing z-range according to \( h_v \) criteria. Smooth filtering (80\%) was used to obtain the meso-topography. Different colored areas represent unconnected cavities.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>plain</th>
<th>twill</th>
<th>Panama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L_m ) [mm]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_2 ) [(\mu m)]</td>
<td>64.41</td>
<td>78.73</td>
<td>96.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_v ) [(\mu m)]</td>
<td>31.94</td>
<td>46.66</td>
<td>41.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canals z-range ( (h_v/W_2) ) [%]</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canals area [%]</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canals volume ( [\mu m^3/\mu m^2] )</td>
<td>6.787</td>
<td>10.083</td>
<td>5.300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.3 Textile micro-topography

Unlike macro- and meso-scales, micro length scale reveals the influence of filaments and fibres characteristics on the resulting topography. Profile, fineness as well as natural or machined texture of these elements or distances between them are only some of the possible characteristics that as a whole define the resulting morphology and topometry at this length scale.

The selection of the optimal cut-off length in this case not longer depends on some statistical or mathematical criteria as seen in macro and meso length scales, rather on the size and location of the set of filaments or fibres by type and orientation. To study the micro-topography of woven plain fabrics, warps and wefts have to be zoomed

![Figure 4.33](image)

*Figure 4.33*  
Optimal \( L_m \) values for the characterisation of warps and wefts micro-topography separately at a surface of woven plain polyester fabric.
Topographic characterisation at different length scales

(sub-area extraction, cf. Section 3.7.1.5) separately. Optimal $L_m$ values of warps and wefts depend on the type of weave and construction parameters such as yarn types, their diameters, warp densities, weft densities, etc. Depending on textile structure, more than one $L_m$ value could be necessary for a complete micro-topographical characterisation, as can be seen in Fig. 4.33.

The number of sub-areas to be isolated depends on topographical parameters studied and on the standard deviations of their mean values. Usually five different zooms should be enough to characterise polyester monofilament fabrics. Depending on the characterization criteria, the elimination of micro-waviness, a consequence of yarn profile and fabric meso-topography, is possible by FFT-filtering, as can be seen in Fig. 4.34.

![Figure 4.34 Micro-topographical images of a warp and a weft. The elimination of micro-waviness was possible by FFT-filtering.](image)

Using the new topographical data generated, it is possible to calculate any micro-topographical parameter by profiling or by using the whole surface. The volumetrical characterization is a useful possibility through the evaluation of porosity or filling quantities at different deep heights. The calculation of SRS proposed in Section 4.1.8.3 can be important for the study of some surface modification treatments such as by thermofixing or plasma ones. Fractal dimension or Wenzel roughness factor could be important to characterise micro-topographical modifications of natural fibres, such as the caused by enzymatic action.
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5 New topographic concepts for the mechanistic understanding of wetting phenomena

It is well known, that the surface topography of a solid significantly affects its wettability. Wetting behaviour is governed by two factors [144]; the chemical composition and the roughness of the solid surfaces. In terms of the contact angle $\theta$ a between the gas-liquid and solid-liquid interfaces, the wettability of an ideal flat solid is depicted by Young’s equation [169-171],

$$\cos \theta = \frac{\gamma_s - \gamma_{sl}}{\gamma_l}, \quad (5.1)$$

where $\gamma_{sl}$, $\gamma_s$, and $\gamma_l$ represent the interfacial tensions of solid-liquid, solid-gas, and liquid-gas interfaces, respectively. In the absence of surface roughness, Young’s equation indicates that the nature of wetting is determined by the relative affinity of the solid for the liquid or gas phases, as illustrated by the difference between solid-gas and solid-liquid interfacial tensions in Eq. (5.1). The interfacial tensions $\gamma_{sl}$ and $\gamma_s$ are intrinsic properties associated with a surface and they can be controlled by chemical modification. As $\gamma_s - \gamma_{sl} > 0$, the contact angle is less than 90° (hydrophilic surface), whereas $\theta > 90°$ (hydrophobic surface) for $\gamma_s - \gamma_{sl} < 0$.

Real solids are actually rough and, thus, their wettability is significantly influenced by the geometrical structure of the surface roughness. In other words, wetting replaces an area of the solid-gas interface by an equal area of solid-liquid interface and is generally also accompanied by an extension of the liquid-vapour interface. These surface relations vary with the conditions of the system and may change progressively as wetting proceeds depending on surface morphology and topometry. As each interface has its own specific surface energy content, wetting, with its
accompanying change in the extent of each interface, results in a net decrease or increase in total interfacial energy. For the point of view of thermodynamics, the magnitude of the free energy change involved determines whether or not wetting will proceed spontaneously, at what rate and how far it can progress against the external forces that may be brought into play to resist it, or, alternately, how large an external force may be needed to overcome the initial resistance to wetting.

The earliest work on the wetting of rough substrates was addressed by Wenzel [139, 168] and later by Cassie and Baxter [140]. Wenzel assumed that the liquid filled up the grooves on the rough surface and generalized Young’s equation to obtain the apparent contact angle \( \theta_a \),

\[
\cos \theta_a = sR_{rl} \cos \theta ,
\]

where \( sR_{rl} \) is the “Wenzel roughness factor” defined in Section 3.7.4.3 as the ratio of the actual area of a rough surface to the geometric, projected area on the horizontal plane. Evidently, the effect of the roughness results in the improvement of the wetting for \( \theta < 90^\circ \) but enhances the hydrophobicity for \( \theta > 90^\circ \). Cassie and Baxter considered the wettability of a composite surface, composed of two types of homogeneous patches that have different solid-fluid interfacial tensions. The apparent contact angle is then given by

\[
\cos \theta_a = f_1 \cos \theta_1 + f_2 \cos \theta_2 ,
\]

where \( f_1 \) and \( \theta_1 \) represent the surface area fraction and the contact angle of patch \( i \), respectively.

For porous or corrugated surfaces, the roughness is mainly filled with air. The openings of the pores can be regarded as nonwetting patches with \( \theta_2 = 180^\circ \). Since \( f_2 = 1 - f_1 \), Eq. (5.3) becomes

\[
\cos \theta_a = f_1 (1 + \cos \theta_1) - 1
\]

In accord with Eq. (5.4), if surface hydrophobicity (\( \theta_1 \)) and surface roughness (\( f_1 \)) are appropriately combined, a water droplet deposited on such a superhydrophobic surface can remain nearly spherical.

Besides the roughness factor (\( sR_{rl} \)) and the wetted area fraction (\( f \)), the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter theories are essentially independent of the geometrical characteristics of the roughness (the shape of the pore). For a given roughness geometry, these
theories may predict different apparent contact angles. The wetting state is usually believed to be in either Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter state. However, it is not decisively clear on which theory should be employed and when. A simple criterion is that the wetting state corresponds to the one with a lower free energy. In general, is accepted that the Wenzel state (wetted groove, cf. Fig. 5.4) prevails for $\theta < 90^\circ$, while the Cassie-Baxter state (air pocket) dominates for $\theta > 90^\circ$.

Nakae et al. [141] reported about the effect of the surface roughness on the wettability at a constant Wenzel roughness factor using two kinds of models, the hemisphere close packing model and the hemiround rod close lining model. Nevertheless, the pitch is proportional to the height in these models (see Fig. 3.42). Therefore, they could not independently discuss the influence of roughness height and roughness pitch on the wettability. Nakae et al. recently reported [142] about the develop of new models which can independently describe the influence of the surface roughness height and the roughness pitch on wettability. The authors used, however, idealized periodic surfaces for their models.

By definition, surface tensions, like specific energy values, are related to one unit of actual surface. But when a liquid spreads over a surface or a real solid, the forces that oppose each other along a given length of the advancing periphery of the wetted area are proportional in magnitude, not to the surface tensions of the respective interfaces but to their total energies per unit of geometric surface (this must be true if surface tensions themselves are characteristic properties, unaltered by surface roughness). As a consequence of this reasoning, topography of the surface plays a crucial role in its wettability.

In the present Chapter one pretends to understand the wetting phenomena of non periodic (SMC) and periodic (textiles) surfaces by applying the topographic characterisation methods using different length scales, as described in Chapter 4.

### 5.1 Correlation of topography and wettability of SMC

Static contact angle measurements of de-ionized water using a contact angle device (DataPhysics OCA40 micro) were used to correlate the wettability of SMC surfaces with measured topographic inhomogeneities. Sessile water droplets of 9 $\mu$L volume were applied at different positions of SMC samples.
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In Section 4.1.2 it was shown that, in the case of SMC materials, topographic characterisation have to be realized dependent on mould-plate position, due to a strong influence of mould topography on resulting SMC surfaces.

To correlate topography of SMC surfaces with their wettability, topographical data (using $L_m = 6 \text{ mm}$, $\Delta x = 5 \text{ }\mu\text{m}$) and the value of static water contact angle were measured in two different ways:

a) 15 different positions on the same SMC sample (manufactured by 5 MPa during 100 s), distributed in a $4 \times 8 \text{ cm}$ grid (single measurements separated by 2 cm from each other), and

b) one defined position (related to a defined position of the metallic mould) on 10 different SMC samples, which were moulded under the same conditions of pressure and time (5 MPa, 100 s).

The following results show that defined meso- and micro-topographies (Section 4.1.1) of SMC differently influences the wetting behaviour.

5.1.1 Meso-topography and wetting

Measured $R_z$ and calculated $N_z$ at 15 different positions at the same sample show a larger standard deviation compared to single measurements at the same position of 10 different samples, as can be seen in Table 5.1. This fact verifies that $R_z$ depends strongly on mould topography as concluded previously in Section 4.1.2.

![Fig. 5.1](image_url)

Fig. 5.1 shows that the static contact angle correlates better with the meso-topography if their parameters ($R_z$, $N_z$), are constant due to the same influence of the mould (experiment b, Fig. 5.1(b)). In this case, the morphology can be described as presented in Fig. 4.2(c): each SMC sample, at the measured position, has the same morphology, but slightly different amplitudes ($R_z$) and calculated numbers of waves ($N_z$) due principally to the effect of glass fibers orientation, adhesion during mould-sample separation and chemical inhomogeneities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.1</th>
<th>Topography and wettability: 15 different positions of the same sample (a) and the same position of 10 different samples.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesotopography</td>
<td>$R_z$ [µm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N_z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microtopography</td>
<td>$R_b$ [µm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N_b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static contact angle</td>
<td>$\Theta$ [°]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[124]. In another case (experiment a, Fig. 5.1(a)), different morphologies due to different mould positions result in a poor correlation.

Independently of the mould position, a linear relationship between wetting and meso-morphology is observed by both experiments: higher amplitudes ($R_z$) and less number of waves ($N_z$) lead to more hydrophilicity (lower water contact angles). In other words, larger pores decrease the contact angle (see Fig. 5.3), that corresponds to the Wenzel regime of surface wetting (see Fig. 5.4).

**Figure 5.1** Meso-topography and wettability of SMC surfaces.  
**Figure 5.2** Micro-topography and wettability of SMC surfaces.

---

**Figure 5.3**
Relationship between roughness ($R_z$), count of waves and wetting, according to the Wenzel regime (see Fig. 5.4).

Amplitude ($R_z$) decreases  
Count of waves ($N_z$) increases

more hydrophilicity  
less hydrophilicity
5.1.2 Micro-topography and wetting

The analysis of microtopography by $R_a$ (as a micro amplitude) and the number of micro-waves ($N_a$), graphically presented in Fig. 4.2(d), does not reveal any correlation with the wetting behaviour of water (Fig. 5.2). But less values dispersion observed by the same sample position (experiment b) reveals a connection and a slightly dependence of micro-topography on meso-morphology.

5.2 Correlation of topography and wettability of textile materials

In [132], it was shown that there are significant differences between the soiling behaviour and cleanability of polyester textile materials with different topographic structures despite the similarity of their chemical nature. Toward a better mechanistic understanding soil removal effects as well as quantitative correlations between them and topographical non-identity of fabrics, roughness and dynamic wetting results [131,132], were analysed in respect of liquid transport driven into a porous system by capillary forces. In general, wetting of a fibrous assembly, such as a fabric, is a complex process. Particularly, capillary flow is not determined by a constant advancing contact angle, as frequently assumed [145], but it depends on a dynamic contact angle corresponding to the instantaneous velocity of the moving meniscus.

In this study, it was found that measured dynamic contact angle of water, as a consequence of wetting, is less expressive in respect to changes in the topographic structure of textile surfaces. Moreover, wicking (Fig. 5.4(d)) occurring within the spaces

![Figure 5.4 Wetting as a displacement of a fibre-air interface with a fibre-liquid interface (a), Cassie-Baxter regime (b), Wenzel regime (c), and wicking as the spontaneous flow of liquid in a fibrous assembly driven by capillary forces (d). Johnson & Dettre in “Wettability”, Ed. by John C. Berg, 1993.](image)
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between fibres, being previously wetted, strongly controls the fabrics cleanability. As most textile processes, including their detergency, are time-limited, the rate and direction of wicking is therefore important. It is known that the wicking rate is not solely governed by interfacial tensions and the fibres wettability but it also depends on capillary substrate dimensions and the liquid viscosity [145,167].

In Section 4.2, it was justified the necessity of a topographical characterisation of textile materials using different length scales. The methodology presented in Section 4.2 will be applied and discussed in the following pages.

By textile structures, morphological and chemical differences between synthetic filaments and natural fibres are decisive for wetting behaviour. For this reason, the following cases of study are divided into to groups of materials: polyester and cotton textiles.

5.2.1 Polyester textiles

Polyester fabrics of three different types of weave (Fig. 5.5) were manufactured at the Institute of Textile and Clothing Technology at the Technische Universität Dresden [128,130,146] using microfilaments produced by meltspinning of the same material (polyethylene terephthalate). Warp yarns were formed from flat filaments, while wefts from filaments texturated by three different processes (Table 5.2, Fig. 5.6).

### Table 5.2

Textile parameters of polyester filaments produced according to [146].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yarn</th>
<th>Number of filaments</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Filaments fineness (dtex(^1))</th>
<th>Filaments diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Yarn fineness (dtex(^1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>flat</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>textured, tangled</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7.5(^2)</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>false twist, textured</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>6.5(^2)</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>texturated, tangled</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>6.5(^2)</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) measured according to DIN EN ISO 1973:1996; \(^2\) before texturing

5.2.1.1 Influence of textile construction parameters on topography, spreading, wetting and cleanability

For this study, 14 different fabrics corresponding to plain, twill and Panama [146] structures were used (cf. Table 5.3).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of weave</th>
<th>Microscopic image</th>
<th>3D morphology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain L 1/1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Microscopic image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="3D morphology" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twill K2/Z2</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Microscopic image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="3D morphology" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama Pa2/2</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Microscopic image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="3D morphology" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5 Polyester fabrics used in the present study.

Figure 5.6 Microscopic images of yarns (above) and filaments (below) [146].

Dynamic contact angle measurements were carried out with a Fibro DAT 1122 System, Sweden). Some advantages of measuring systems as well as the [147]. Water droplets of 10 µm volume were applied to the surface under investigation by a short stroke from an electromagnet. The strength of the effects. After deposition, the droplet was stabilised on the surface and reliable data were collected thereafter for 30 s. The instrument was located in a temperature-controlled laboratory maintained 23±1°C. Relative humidity of 40 ± 2% was kept constant.
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On the basis of macroscopic water drop base changes, the wetting behaviour of the water drop can be divided into three different regimes (Fig. 5.7): dynamic wetting, defined as growing of the drop diameter depending on time (also know as spreading), the quasi-static wetting, here the drop diameter remains approximately constant, and penetration, which is marked by liquid drop absorption into fabrics depending on time.

For a better understanding of the wetting dynamics of textile surfaces it is important to attend at the meso-topography of the three different types of weave, previously studied in Section 4.2.2. By using the waviness as meso-topographical parameter, it is evident that the meso-topography of the fabrics controls the spreading rate of a liquid drop (Fig. 5.8). For the plain weave, an increase of the waviness depth causes a decrease of the spreading rate; warp yarns (‘hills’) slow down the liquid motion (Fig. 5.9). For twill weave, an increase of the waviness depth causes formation of deep and long domains of weft yarns (‘canals’) with small ‘islands’. As a consequence, an increase of the spreading rate is observed. Finally, for Panama weave, an increase of the waviness depth causes formation of long and quasi-endless (without ‘islands’) deep domains (‘canals’). Consequently, the waviness depth and spreading rate are proportional to each other.

At a smaller scale, by zooming (cf. Section 4.2.3) of warps and wefts separately (Table 5.4), topography measurements provide important information about changes in textile microstructures. Using this information, the behaviour of a liquid drop on a fabric surface during the wetting process can be explained.

Table 5.3
Yarn combinations and weft densities of the polyester fabrics used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of weave</th>
<th>warp</th>
<th>weft</th>
<th>weft/cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain L1/1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twill K2/2Z</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama Pa2/2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7 Three different wetting regimes of a textile surface.
For a theoretical treatment of capillary flow in fabrics, the fibrous assemblies are usually considered to consist of a number of parallel capillaries [148]. The movement of a liquid in a non-homogeneous capillary system, such as fabrics, however, is discontinuous for another reason, as well: the wetting front advances into the capillary system in small jumps, because the irregular capillary spaces have various dimensions. Therefore, wicking – the spontaneous flow of a substrate, driven by capillary forces [145] – is affected by the morphology of the fibre surface as well as by the structure of corresponding capillary system depending on construction parameters such as fineness of filaments and yarn, warp and weft density and the type of weave.

While a textile surface consists of parallel horizontal und vertical capillaries, the surface micro-roughness controls, according to experimental results, the wetting behaviour of a liquid drop (Fig. 5.10).
There is a limiting value of micro-roughness (about 21 µm), from which the wetting behaviour drastically changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. This phenomenon observed for hydrophobic surfaces can be explained using approaches according to Cassie-Baxter [143,144]: at the left side of the graphics in Fig. 5.10, an increase of micro-roughness leads to an increase in hydrophobicity if the spaces between filaments are small (Fig. 5.11, in contrast to in Fig. 5.3, where the spaces between peaks changed proportionally with the roughness). Then, in case of the warps and wefts surfaces studied, if $R_a < 21 \, \mu m$ the rougher the surface, the less contact points (less solid fraction in Cassie-Baxter model) between textile surface and water droplet, therefore, more pronounced hydrophobic character. If yarn roughness exceed the value of about 21 µm, larger free spaces between filaments leads to water absorption by capillarity (on right side of the graphics in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11).

Table 5.4  
Cut-off length and length of sub-area extractions ($L_i$) to characterize the fabric micro-topography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of weave</th>
<th>$L_m$ [µm]</th>
<th>$L_i$ warp [µm]</th>
<th>$L_i$ weft [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>woven plain</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twill</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10  
Liquid flow in warps and wefts directions occurs by two different regimes, depending on micro-topography.

Figure 5.11  
Yarn roughness and morphology make the difference in fabric wetting behaviour.
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These two different kinds of behaviour were examined experimentally (Fig. 5.12) by considering only the topography due to the superior points up to 20 and 60 µm depth.

Microtopography of spaces between filaments (Fig. 5.13) provides valuable information for understanding the fast wetting and penetration behaviour of a liquid drop. Plain weave fabrics reveal, for instance, larger spaces between filaments than them of twill weave. Then, the number and size of spaces between filaments (Fig. 5.14) in the case of the plain weave determines the fast water absorption time in spite of the hydrophobic character of this fabric type.
The wicking conceptual model suggested was verified in respect to the soil release of textiles according to the procedure used in [131,149] and described in Section 5.2.1.3 and Fig. 5.34. Results (Fig. 5.15) show that:

- warp yarns topography hardly affect the cleanability
- spaces between fibres make the plain weave surface oleophil. The larger they are, the more stain penetrates.
- spaces between fibres make the twill weave surface oleophobic. The larger and deeper they are, the more stain penetrates and the worse their cleanability.
- the weft yarn roughness controls the hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of fabrics and, as a consequence, their cleanability.

![Figure 5.15](image-url)

*Figure 5.15*

The conceptual model proposed allows a better understanding the cleanability phenomenon of polyester fabrics.
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5.2.1.2 Influence of thermo-mechanical changes on topography, spreading, wetting and soiling

For this study, polyester fabrics with 3 types of weave: plain, twill and Panama were used, corresponding to the filaments combination warps(A)-wefts(B), all of them by the highest weft densities of 40, 53 and 44 weft/cm (Table 5.3).

Thermofixing were conducted below glass transition temperature at 70°C during 20 s using an industrial Carter AP-2 device [150,151].

The process leads to measurable changes in macro-morphology through relaxation/shrinkage of the fabrics. The twill seems to be the most stable textile structure (Table 5.5).

The waviness ($W_z$) decreases for plain weave but remains almost constant for twill and Panama structures (Fig. 5.16).

Twill and Panama are mechanically more stable textile structures, then the thermofixing process does not lead to any significant change in their waviness. Additional, in contrast to plain, for twill and Panama structures, their warps and wefts are at the same height. During process, both yarns, A and B, experienced the same thermal conditions. More roughly textured tangled wefts (B) were probably not completely affected by the thermofixing because some of their high points at “hills” remain.

Table 5.5
Dimensional change (difference between final and initial area) of fabrics due to thermofixing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of weave</th>
<th>Δ area [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>woven plain</td>
<td>-2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twill</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.16
Effect of thermofixing on meso-topography.

Figure 5.17
Effect of thermofixing on micro-topography of fabric yarns.
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By analysing changes in micro-roughness ($R_a$) of warps and wefts separately, it is evident, that the topographic effect of thermofixing strongly depends on filaments characteristics (Fig. 5.17). For the plain weave structure, warp yarns describe a sinusoidal path, in contrast, wefts describe an almost linear path. Therefore, thermofixing leads to smoothing the surface through elimination of some exceptional height irregularities of the “hills” of flat warp yarns. At the same time, thermofixing leads to a yarn expansion (increase of roughness) of textured wefts for this type of weave (Fig. 5.18).

However, twill and Panama show a statistical decrease of micro-roughness ($R_a$) of warps and especially of wefts after thermofixing. The process smooth warp yarns profile (Fig. 5.19) and, as a consequence, the value of roughness is reduced, but not the values of high points who usually affect the waviness.

Figure 5.18
Effect of thermofixing on woven plain yarns.

Figure 5.19
Effect of thermofixing on Panama yarns.

Figure 5.20
Effect of thermofixing on porosity.
According to volumetrical characterisation, Panama weave shows the most significant decrease of porosity after thermofixing (Fig. 5.20). Twill does not show any significant change in porosity.

Results show that the morphology of each type of weave determines a degree of influence of the thermal and mechanical process on the resulting waviness and roughness of the fabrics.

Dynamic wetting measurements were carried out with water droplets (cf. Section 5.2.1.1). After thermofixing, all the fabrics present smaller spreading rates and extremely longer wetting times (Fig. 5.21). The modification of meso-topography (waviness) and micro-topography of yarns ($R_a$) during the process, were supposed to produce these dramatic changes in wetting by all the fabrics studied.

In order to investigate a relationship between topographical changes due to thermofixing and wetting, a study of soiling behaviour was carried out by comparing the morphology of water soluble ink spots at untreated and thermofixed textile...
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surfaces. 5 µL drops of water soluble ink were applied under the same conditions for height and stroke pulse at the fabrics using Fibro DAT 1122 (cf. Section 5.2.1.1). Images of the spots were analyzed with a commercial scanner with a capture density of 1200 dots per inch and OriginPro 8G software.

Ink drops at untreated plain weave fabrics form an almost perfect circle. (Fig. 5.22). The formation process of an ink spot at the thermofixed plain structure takes place slower due to the following facts observed:

a) lower roughness, that leads to a decrease of liquid absorption,
b) shorter spreading time,
c) slower spreading rate and
d) longer wetting time (longer capillary).

In other words, after thermofixing the morphology of woven plain fabrics is better defined (waviness of the fabric and roughness of warps and wefts are smaller) and the consequence is that the ink spot formed is no longer a perfect circle, but almost an hexagon according to the causes described in Fig. 5.23.

In the case of Panama fabrics, micro-roughness values for warps (vertical direction in Fig. 5.22) before treatment and wefts after treatment are 4.45 µm and 5.19 µm respectively. With these micro-roughness the capillarity of yarns is better in contrast to the values of 6.54 µm and 3.83 µm which correspond to wefts before treatment and warps after treatment, respectively. According to the spot analysis, yarn micro-roughness between 4.45 µm and 5.19 µm leads to optimal conditions for capillary flow. In this way, the differences between the ink spots of Panama weave can be
New topographic concepts for the mechanistic understanding of wetting phenomena explained, which show a marked horizontal (warps) diffusion before treatment and vertical (wefts) diffusion after treatment (cf. Fig 5.22).

Thermofixing leads to changes in the wetting behaviour of water on fabrics depending on their type of weave, morphology, topography and yarn characteristics. These changes clearly influence on the soiling behaviour, which results in longer but superficial spots (Fig. 5.24).

**Figure 5.23** Influence of yarns micro topography on spot formation.

**Figure 5.24** Effect of thermofixing on spots area.
5.2.1.3 Influence of impregnation of fabrics with Soil Release Polymers (SRP) on topography, spreading, wetting, soiling and cleanability

For this study, three different woven plain polyester fabrics (cf. Section 5.2.1.1, Fig. 5.3) were used, corresponding to the higher weft densities of each warps-wefts combination: A-B (40 weft/cm), A-C (35 weft/cm) and A-D (28 weft/cm). The soil release polymer chosen for the investigation was polyethylene-polyoxyethylene copolymer (MARLOQUEST SL), produced by Sasol Germany GmbH. This SRP is partly insoluble in water, having a constant solid content of 32.3%. A 1 g/L solution of the polymer in deionised reagent-grade water was used for impregnation of the fabrics. The equilibrium surface tension and pH value of the solution were measured to 57 mN/m and 6.3, respectively.

Testing pieces of each fabrics of 4.5 mm x 4.5 mm size were immersed into the aqueous SRP solution for 5 minutes. Without rinsing and wringing, the samples were dried overnight at 24°C in open air.

Dimensional changes by relaxation/shrinkage measured as surface expansion/contraction due to the impregnation with SRP depend on wefts structure and their yarn density (Fig. 5.6) as shown in Fig. 5.25.

The relationship between waviness and spreading rate of untreated fabrics was described in Section 5.2.1.1. The conceptual model presented there suggests, that for woven plain structures, an increase of the waviness depth causes a decrease of the spreading rate: warp threads (“hills”) slow down the liquid motion.

After impregnation with SRP, a notable increase of spreading rate was measured by all woven plain fabrics (Fig. 5.26). The new data do not correlate well with the original curve presented previously in Fig. 5.8 for treated woven plain surfaces (Fig. 5.27). I.e., changes in the dynamic wetting behaviour after impregnation with SRP are obviously not only a consequence of meso-morphological changes, but of a chemical effect after impregnation with SRP. However, the inverse relationship
between waviness and spreading rate of impregnated fabrics supports the validity of
the conceptual model proposed in Section 5.2.1.1.

Figure 5.26

Figure 5.27
Effect of impregnation with SRP on the spreading rate of water (A-B, A-C and A-D denote yarn combinations).

Additionally to the meso-morphological changes due to the SRP impregnation,
spreading rate could be affected by fabric contraction (Fig. 5.25) and roughness of
deeper weft surfaces (Fig. 5.28). For fabrics A-C and A-D, the impregnation
smoothes wefts surfaces decreasing their micro-roughness and closing spaces
between filaments which leads to fabric contraction. That allows a more rapid
spreading before the quasi-static wetting. This observation is similar to that
described in Section 5.2.1.1 (Fig. 5.11) about the effect of roughness on wetting
according to the Cassie-Baxter model. In the case of fabric A-B, impregnation leads
to a significant increase of wefts micro-roughness, without dimensional change. If
the roughness does not exceed the measured critical value of about 21 µm, should retard the spreading by
hydrophobization, according to the Cassie-Baxter model. If the micro-roughness is
larger and exceed the critical value, according to wicking regime, the effect predicted
is the begin of penetration by capillarity. Nevertheless in this case, near the critical
value, only a small increase of spreading rate was measured (Fig. 5.27).
Measured wetting time is significantly shorter for impregnated fabrics (Fig. 5.29) and does not correlate with changes in micro-roughness of wefts as presented in Fig. 5.10 for untreated fabrics. The total wetting time strongly depends on the chemical modification due to the SRP impregnation.

The cleanability was examined by using two different types of soil: a liquid-solid mixture and a liquid. A liquid-solid soil was a combination of two kinds of soil materials: paraffin oil and acetylene black in the ratio 97.98:2.02, respectively [152]. A drop of 10 µL volume containing the oil-black soil was applied by a dropper to a testing surface in the untreated state and after its impregnation with SRP. For each fabric, 10 testing pieces were prepared by staining and drying at 24 °C in open air for 72 hours. An aqueous mixture (0.5 g/L) of non-ionic surfactant MARLIPAL 24/60, a Dodecyl- and Tetradecylalkohol with 6 ethoxy groups produced by from Sasol Germany GmbH, was used as a washing detergent.

The samples were washed in the detergent at room temperature for 10 min. After washing, they were rinsed many times with deionised water and dried overnight at room temperature.

The combined soil can be considered as a dry soil (acetylene black) in a liquid vehicle (paraffin). The spot of acetylene black at the fabric surface was optically characterized using a Chroma Sensor spectrophotometer (Applied Color Systems, USA). From the measured reflection coefficient $R$ (i.e. reflection ability), soiling additional density (SAD) can be obtained using the equation [132,153]

$$SAD = \log \frac{R_{\text{reference}}}{R_{\text{soiled/washed}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

where $R_{\text{reference}}$ is the reflection coefficient of a surface before soiling, $R_{\text{soiled/washed}}$ is the reflection coefficient after soiling or washing. Surface cleanability is defined as [154]

$$\Gamma = \frac{SAD_{\text{before washing}} - SAD_{\text{after washing}}}{SAD_{\text{before washing}}} \cdot 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)
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The SAD\textsubscript{before} washing value will be determined according to Eq. 5.5 using $R_{\text{soiled}}$, whereas SAD\textsubscript{after} washing will be calculated using $R_{\text{washed}}$. In order to compare the cleanability of different substrates, the relative cleanability $\Delta \Gamma$ was considered:

$$\Delta \Gamma = \Gamma_{\text{impregnated}} - \Gamma_{\text{untreated}} \quad (5.7)$$

On the other hand, paraffin oil drops of 10$\mu$L were applied to the fabric surfaces using the Fibro DAT 1122 instrument by controlled conditions (cannula height and stroke pulse), before and after surface impregnation with SRP. For each fabric, 10 testing pieces were prepared by dropping with the soil followed by a drying time of 72 hours at 24°C in open air. Aqueous mixture of non-ionic Marlipal 24/60 (0.5 g/L) was used as detergent. The samples were washed in the detergent at room temperature for 10 minutes. After washing, they were rinsed many times with deionised water and dried overnight at room temperature. For the cleanability characterisation of paraffin oil spots, spreading rate values of water droplets (10$\mu$L) were measured with a Fibro DAT 1122 instrument at no soiled fabrics (untreated, impregnated) and exactly on the paraffin spots of soiled ones (untreated, impregnated). Then, SAD values were calculated by comparing the spreading rate before and after treatments (soiling, washing) by:

$$SAD = \log \left( \frac{2dr/dt}_{\text{reference}} \right) \frac{2dr/dt}_{\text{soiled}/\text{washed}} \quad (5.8)$$

Were $2dr/dt$ is the correlated (linear) slope of base drop diameter vs. time by each dynamic wetting (spreading) interval.

The surface cleanability ($\Gamma$) and relative cleanability ($\Delta \Gamma$) were obtained applying the Eq. (5.6) and (5.7) to the calculated SAD values.

Surface cleanability values for a soil mixture were measured to be almost the same for untreated fabrics (Fig. 5.30(a)), but release of paraffin spot is more effective for untreated fabric A-D (Fig. 5.30(b)). In Section 5.2.1.2, it was discussed that the formation of larger but rather superficial spots by horizontal capillary between filament spaces correlate with a decrease of spreading rate, decrease of spreading time and in principle with the increase of total wetting time (more time to horizontal capillary between filaments). Therefore, larger but rather superficial spots depend on meso- and micro-topographical conditions (waviness and micro-roughness of wefts
respectively). Wetting parameters (cf. Section 5.2.1.1) for untreated fabric A-D surface (spreading rate = 3.64 mm/s, spreading time = 1.02 s and total wetting time = 13.03 s) according to the data represented in Table 5.6, could lead to predicted larger and rather superficial spots, resulting in a better soil release. At this fabric, paraffin is less concentrated in the spot centre. This fact could explain the lowest static water contact angle (41.5°) measured at the paraffin spot position.

![Figure 5.30](image)

**Figure 5.30** Surface cleanability of acetylene soot (a) and paraffin oil (b).

### Table 5.6

Effect of impregnation on wetting parameters of fabrics and on their cleanability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fabric</th>
<th>weft/cm²</th>
<th>treatment</th>
<th>2dr/dt [mm/s]</th>
<th>tₚ [s]</th>
<th>tₜ [s]</th>
<th>θ [°]</th>
<th>SADsoiled</th>
<th>SADwashed</th>
<th>ΔΓ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>untreated</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>16.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.483</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>2.145</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>washed</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>impregnated</td>
<td>22.49</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.483</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.145</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>washed</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>untreated</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.306</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>24.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>2.574</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>washed</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>impregnated</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.306</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>15.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.574</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>washed</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-D</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>untreated</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.818</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>-9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>washed</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>impregnated</td>
<td>13.89</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.818</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>washed</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The untreated fabric A-B presents more closed filaments (higher weft-density) and lower micro-roughness of wefts than the others. This conditions lead to a short spreading time (1 s) with faster spreading rate (20 mm/s). During wetting, which is the longest (15.53 s) compared to the other textiles, water tends to penetrate slowly and does not flow by horizontal capillary between filaments. If the same occurs with paraffin oil, its wetting process could lead to smaller but deeper less cleanable spots compared to fabric A-D.

Untreated fabric A-C has the highest micro-roughness of wefts. That tends to stop spreading, which occurs only during 0.45 s and leading to a faster penetration and horizontal capillarity, resulting in the shortest wetting time (6.03 s) compared to other fabrics under study. In this case, penetration and capillarity are going to compete, resulting in cleanability (48.3 %) equivalent to that evaluated for fabric A-B (47 %).

From topographical data for micro-roughness of wefts (Fig. 5.28), untreated fabric A-D is an intermediate state between A-B and A-C. This fact leads to the optimal conditions for growing of more superficial paraffin oil spots by horizontal capillarity and a moderate penetration in the textile structure. The consequence is a better soil release of 73.9% (Fig. 5.30(b)).

Using a soil mixture consisting from acethylene black and paraffin oil, acethylene black particles tends to penetrate into the fabric structures without regarding of differences in wetting dynamics of the liquid vehicle (paraffin oil). Almost the same cleanability of black spots of acethylene soot were measured for the untreated fabrics (Fig. 5.30(a)).

Impregnation with SRP is supposed to produce chemical changes on the surface recovering of the filaments surface by a thin PET layer. The topographical characterisation did not detect any film formation or SRP agglomeration in the spaces between filaments as in the cases reported in [132] and [134] respectively.
Additionally, impregnation with SRP leads to micro-topographical changes in the spaces between filaments, especially in wefts, whose micro-roughness controls the wetting dynamics as described above. Wetting characteristics, in turn, control the penetration of soil and the resulting cleanability. Fig. 5.31 shows that, independent of wefts characteristics (filament type, filament fineness, yarn density) or impregnation with SRP, micro-roughness of wefts seems to control cleanability of paraffin oil. According to results, a critical micro-roughness ($R_a = 14.4 \, \mu m$) of impregnated A-C fabric is responsible for a maximum of cleanability and the best measured effect of impregnated fabric with SRP on cleanability ($\Delta \Gamma = 35\%$) (cf. Fig. 5.32).

For fabric A-D, which showed a better cleanability being untreated, the effect of impregnation on hydrophilicity is relevant: wetting time of a water drop reduces 9 times (from 13.03 to 1.42 s), however, the effect on cleanability is the worse ($\Delta \Gamma = -9.8\%$) because micro-roughness of wefts decreases during the process (from 12.61 to 10.69 $\mu m$, see Fig. 5.31).

Hydrophilisation of the surface due to impregnation with SRP is usually associated with positive effects on the resulting cleanability. Nevertheless, according to the results showed in Fig. 5.33, a decrease in wetting time does not lead to any better release of paraffin oil spots. Only the effect of the impregnation on micro-topography of wefts (Fig. 5.31) leads to a better cleanability.

Cleanability of acetylene black is in all cases enhanced by impregnation with SRP, especially for fabrics A-B and A-C (Fig. 5.34).
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A-D is more porous than A-B and A-C, and impregnation does not significantly change this value (Fig. 5.35). In this sense, impregnation does not help to the mechanical removing of dry soil (acetylene black) while washing. That explains a low effect of impregnation on cleanability of dry soil ($\Delta\Gamma = 2.4\%$) for this type of fabric.

It is important to note, that impregnation of A-C closes its pores from 0 to 35 $\mu$m depth and opens the pores laying deeper than 35 $\mu$m (Fig. 5.36). This effect could be related with a better removal of paraffin oil from this kind of fabric.
superficial spaces reduces the effect of soiling (wet soil remains more superficial). Opening of pores laying deeper makes the penetration and action of the washing solution easier.

5.2.2 Cotton textiles

Woven and knitted fabrics (Fig. 5.37) used in this study were purchased from Testfabrics (USA). Their characteristics are summarized in Table 5.7.

5.2.2.1 Wash-dry cycles as surface modification process

Testing pieces of each fabric (50 cm x 50 cm) were washed only with water at 23°C, using a drum washing machine D403/1-3 SDL Atlas Inc. (USA) during 20 minutes by 40 RPM. After washing, they were dried at room temperature overnight. Samples were submitted to different number of wash-dry cycles in order to study the cumulative mechanical effect on the resulting topography, wetting and soiling.

Dimensional changes by relaxation and/or shrinkage were measured as an increase or a decrease of marked areas (10 x 10 cm) after the first, fifth and tenth wash-dry cycle. Washing leads to dimensional changes in the case of both fabrics. As can be seen in Fig. 5.38, a knitted fabric is relatively more stable than a woven plain one.
Dimensional modifications during washing are associated with gravimmetrical changes. The fabric density as a total fabric weight per square meter was determined at controlled laboratory conditions (23°C and 55% RH) for all fabrics (Fig. 5.39(a)).

During the process, fabrics are going to lose material (fiber) and to gain or lose humidity. Using the information
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**Figure 5.38**
Dimensional change of fabrics as a consequence of washing and drying with respect to the untreated fabrics.

![Figure 5.39](image)

**Figure 5.39**
Dependence of fabric density on wash-dry cycles (a), and cotton mass gain/lose with respect to untreated samples depending on wash-dry cycles (b).

![Figure 5.40](image)

**Figure 5.40**
Pilling effect of washing and drying can be quantify by free fibers factor \(\frac{R_f}{R_{zs}}\).

![Figure 5.41](image)

**Figure 5.41**
2D representation of the calculation of free fibers factor to quantification of pilling, by smooth filtering.
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about dimensional and gravimetical changes, it was possible to calculate the total gain/lose of cotton fibre as a function of wash-dry cycles (Fig. 5.39(b)).

Topographic measurements by MicroGlider make possible to quantify changes in meso-roughness ($R_z$) and to relate it with the abrasion during washing causing the fiber to unravel and the loose ends ball up on the fabric surface (pilling). For this purpose, two values of roughness were obtained: the first one using topographical parameters measured as is, and the second value after a digital surface filtering (smooth filtering, cf. Section 3.5.1.1) of all the points that were above the mean line of yarns contour (Fig. 5.40). The surface tear effect of washing reduces pilling of woven plain fabric after five cycles, but more washings cycles lead to a new tear of surface fibres resulting in a new increase of pilling, as can be seen in Fig. 5.41. At knitted fabric, abrasion of a first wash cycle leads to an distinctive pilling; following cycles hardly increase pilling.

The topographic characterization of woven plain fabric shows that macro-morphological changes (relaxation and shrinkage) influence not only the mesotopography but also the micro-topography, measured as meso-porosity (spaces

Figure 5.42 Relationship between dimensional changes and resulting topography as consequence of washing and drying.
between yarns) and micro-porosity (spaces between fibers), respectively (Fig. 5.42(a) and Fig. 5.42(c)), due to changes on volume of spaces between yarns. Topographic parameters meso- and micro-porosity are less influenced by macro-morphological changes of knitted fabric (Fig. 5.42(b) and Fig. 5.42(d)).

Mechanical effect of washing tends to sequentially increase the meso-porosity of a cotton woven plain structure but tends to decrease the meso-porosity of a knitted one, while for both structures micro-porosity decreases after the first wash and then sequentially increases.

The mechanical effect of wash cycles also leads to surface tear and pilling that, combined with the relaxation-shrinkage effect, can produce additional changes not only in the meso- but also in micro-porosity of the fabrics.

Moisture adsorption mechanism by cellulose fibres consists of three steps [155-157]: (1) the selective adsorption of water molecules by hydrogen bonding to the free hydroxyl groups in non-crystalline or intermicellar regions; (2) the adsorption of water into the lattice of the crystalline regions in those particular cellulose structures exhibiting changes in cellular dimensions with moisture adsorption; and (3) capillary condensation or “multiple-layer formation” in those spaces in the cellulose fibre which permit occupancy by additional water molecules. Water adsorbed according (1) and (2) may be considered as ‘bound’ [158] with energies greater than those involved in the water-to-water hydrogen bond. Conversely, the water taken up by capillary condensation might be expected to behave similarly to bulk.

Another interesting physical model of moisture distribution in cellulose [159] is based on the detection and identification of four types of water incorporated in cellulose: (i) primary bounded water, which molecules are connected by strong hydrogen bonding with active surface sites on the cellulose structure which may be unsatisfied hydroxyl groups (in the case of low ordered amorphous regions and highly ordered crystalline areas); (ii) secondary bonded water, bounded by penetration of the fiber bundles or internal surface hydroxyl groups in the amorphous areas; (iii) free water, which is formed as multilayers; and (iv) bulk water, which is defined as additional water that fills the large volume external to the cell wall (lumen). Assuming that fabric samples consist only of cellulose and water and washing and drying don’t lead to any modification of cellulose crystallinity, i.e. crystalline/amorphous ratio, changes in the water content should be only due to adsorption of free and bulk water by multilayer
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formation -capillary condensation- and filling of interfibers spaces respectively, as consequence of a combination of dimensional, gravimetrical and topographical changes.

With intention of prove previous experimentally based argumentation [159] and of applying it to the mechanical modification studied for cotton fabrics after several wash-dry cycles, the total water content of the fabrics were investigated by Thermogravimetry (TGA), using a Thermogravimetric Analyzer Q500 von TA Instruments (USA). After preconditioning the samples during 48 hours under controlled conditions (23°C, 55% RH), they were heated in Nitrogen atmosphere at 30°C during 15 minutes (isothermal interval) and then with a constant heating slope of 8.5°C / minute.

Results presented in Fig. 5.43 and Table 5.8 show that during isothermal interval by 30°C fabrics lose about 2% of their mass in form of bulk water. Constant heating up to water boiling point leads to an additional lose of weight in form of free water.

Important shrinkage by woven plain fabric (Fig. 5.38) and close of spaces between fibers (decrease of micro-porosity, Fig. 5.42c) after the first wash-dry process allows more retention of bulk water (2.12%). After 10 wash-dry

![Figure 5.43 TGA graphs of woven plain (a) and knitted (b) fabric. Bulk water is supposed to be removed from spaces between fibers during isothermal (30°C) interval. Constant heating up to boiling point is supposed to remove all free (multilayered) water from fibers micro and nano inhomogeneities.](image)

<p>| Table 5.8 Bulk and free water content of both fabrics after washing and drying. |
|---------------------------------|----------|---------|-----------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fabric</th>
<th>wash-dry cycles</th>
<th>bulk water [%]</th>
<th>free water [%]</th>
<th>bulk + free water [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>woven plain</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knitted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cycles, woven fabrics relaxe, i.e. mesoporosity increases, \textit{Fig. 5.42(a)} and its microporosity slighty increases (\textit{Fig. 5.42(c)}). The consequence is less retention of 
\textit{bulk} water after drying (\textit{Table 5.8}).

In the case of knitted fabrics, an increase of total cotton mass observed after the first wash-dry cycle (\textit{Fig. 5.39(b)}) correlates well with \textit{bulk} and \textit{free} water values in \textit{Table 5.8}. In this case, the knitted structure tends to relax, i.e. a sequential increasing of spaces between yarns (\textit{Fig. 5.38}) up to the fifth wash-dry cycle but at the same time to close the spaces between fibers, i.e. decreasing microporosity, \textit{Fig. 5.42(d)}). The effect is the tendency to more retention of \textit{free} and \textit{bulk} water after drying. After the tenth wash-dry cycle, knitted fabrics shrinkage leading to a decrease of distance between yarns and opens the spaces between fibers, leading to increasing of microporosity). The consequence is less retention of \textit{bulk} water, as detailed in \textit{Table 5.8}.

Pilling studied for both types of weave has no effect on \textit{free} and \textit{bulk} water retention after drying.

A relevant topic is the investigation of the effect of topographical modification of fabrics on their water uptake by capillarity when the fabric is in contact with an endless liquid source. An increase in weight can be measured by a method known as Wilhelmy plate technique \cite{129,160}. Water uptake measurements were carried out with a DCAT 21 tensiometer von Dataphysics (Germany). A fabric sample (40 x 10 \textit{mm} size in vertical position with the longer side as height) is connected to a micro balance. Before the fabric sample touches the water surface, its weight contribution is zeroed by the calibration routine of the balance. In the case of knitted double jersey fabric, yarns were oriented in a vertical position (\textit{Fig. 5.44}). After the fabric sample has penetrated into water, the balance records the weight gained caused by the wetting of the textile and the water uptake into the fabric due to capillary effects. The weight gained over time is measured. It is strongly dependent on the hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties of the surface. The influence of the fabrics modification can be detected by comparing differently modified samples. A defined immersion depth of 1\textit{mm} was used. The

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.44.png}
\caption{Orientation of fabric yarns during water uptake experiment.}
\end{figure}
water uptake rate is determined according to [161] from the linear part of the mass vs. time curve (Fig. 5.45).

More or less presence of free water inside the fabrics does not determine the water absorption capability by capillarity. Fig. 5.45 shows that for each type of weave no dependence is observable between bulk and/or free water and absorption rate of water by capillary during the first 10 seconds.

According to the results showed in Fig. 5.46 for both fabrics, the total amount of water absorbed after 300 seconds (all the absorption curves tend to constant values after about 150 seconds, Fig. 5.45), does not depend on pilling. In all cases, total water uptake values were calculated using each particular fabric weight as a reference. Nevertheless, for woven plain, the fabric density controls the total water absorption.
absorption capability (Fig. 5.46(a)). In this case, after 10 wash-dry cycles, an increase of mesoporosity (spaces between yarns) results in optimal geometrical conditions for capillary flow.

On the other hand, intricate geometrical structure of knitted fabrics (they are not parallel yarns compared to the woven plain) makes difficult to interpret the optimal conditions for capillarity. For this weave, capillary flow results in better absorption in terms of total water uptake, if the sample was washed an dried only one time. In this case, the optimal conditions are reached after closing spaces between yarns (decrease of mesoporosity, Fig. 5.42(b)) and between fibers (decrease of microporosity, Fig. 5.42(d)).

Spreading and wetting with 10 µL volume water drops were measured on all fabrics using FibroDAT 1122 HS instrument according to the method described in Section 5.2.1.1.

The spreading rate, i.e. the of increase of the base drop diameter, reveals that each type of weave defines a specific behaviour of water at textile surfaces during the first instant of contact. Topographic modification of the surface leads to an increase of spreading rate for the woven plain (Fig. 5.47(a)) after several wash-dry cycles. On the contrary, a decrease of spreading rate is observed for knitted fabrics.

![Figure 5.47](image)

**Figure 5.47** Relative spreading (spreading rate$_{washed}$/spreading rate$_{reference}$) (a), and relative wetting (wetting time$_{washed}$/wetting time$_{reference}$) (b), of both fabric types.

According to the results shown in Fig. 5.47(b), the total duration of wetting process - dynamic wetting or spreading, quasi-static wetting and penetration -, is accelerated for the woven plain structure and retarded for knitted fabrics after washing and drying.
For both types of weave, especially at the woven plain structure, an increase in volume between yarns (mesoporosity) leads to more rapid spreading, because fluid finds wider canals for its motion (Fig. 5.48(a)). At the same time, these spaces control the total wetting time of the liquid at textile surfaces: the larger mesoporosity the shorter wetting times (Fig. 5.48(b)).

![Figure 5.48](image) Fabrics mesoporosity controls the spreading rate (a) and the total duration of wetting process.

![Figure 5.49](image) Microporosity (a) and free fibers (b) of woven plain influence strongly on its water uptake by capillary.

A new concept to understand the relationship between wetting time of textile surface structures and textile topography at three different length scales was presented in Section 5.2.1.1, [151] and [162]. Applying this conceptual model to the woven plain surface, it presents an hydrophobic behaviour of wetting controlled by the solid fraction of the textile in contact with the liquid, that corresponds to Wenzel-Cassie model (Fig. 5.4): a higher microporosity means less points of contact, i.e. less solid
fraction between surface and water drop, leading to a more hydrophobic behaviour resulting in longer wetting times (Fig. 5.49(a)). If microporosity increases, the model mentioned predicts the existence of a state in which pores are large enough to enhance capillary, then the hydrophilic regime (wicking) begins and the slope of the curve turns negative; however, the value of the mentioned point depends on the surface morphology. Knitted fabric surfaces show a negative slope corresponding to the wicking regime, where capillary controls wetting.

In Fig. 5.49(b) an effect of pilling on wetting time of fabrics is noted: for knitted, free fibers tend to retard capillary. The same effect on the woven plain is exponential up to a maximum value of free fibers factor (Fig. 5.40). The effect of pilling is more important for woven plain compared to knitted fabrics, because for knitted fabrics free fibers do not represent any important mass compared to its more voluminous internal structure.

To investigate the effect of topography and wetting behaviour on soiling, an experiment with 5 µL drops of water soluble ink was performed. FibroDAT instrument was used to apply the soil on all the fabrics at the same measuring conditions having the same height and stroke pulse. 5 drops were applied on each sample. After drying, stained areas were averaging using a commercial scanner (1200 dpi) and OriginPro 8G image processing application software. Spots on woven plain fabrics have in average about 3 times more area than on knitted fabrics (Fig. 5.50).

As can be seen in Fig.5.48(a), spreading rate values for both fabrics are in the same interval (210 to 260 mm/s). However, for woven plain fabrics, longer wetting times (Fig.5.48(b)) indicate that horizontal diffusion of the drop ink by capillarity between yarns and fibers prevails over a rapid vertical penetration (Fig.5.51). As a consequence, larger and more superficial spots are observed. On the other hand,
shorter wetting times measured for knitted fabrics indicate a rapid penetration of ink drops into the structure, then smaller spot areas and deeper penetration. In both cases, the resulting spot area is controlled by macro-morphology – responsible for relaxation/shrinkage, yarns topology and pilling-, mesoporosity, and microporosity.

Figure 5.51
Topography of textile surfaces controls soiling.

(a) Longer wetting times indicate that horizontal diffusion of the ink drop by capillarity between yarns and fibers prevails over a rapid vertical penetration. Larger and more superficial spots.

(b) Shorter wetting times measured by knitted fabrics indicates rapid penetration of ink drops into the structure. Smaller and deeper spots.

The woven plain morphology determines the surface to build larger and more superficial spots leading to a better soil release for woven plain fabrics. To prove this prediction, surface cleanability ($\Gamma$) of acetylene black (paraffin oil as liquid vehicle) was measured for both untreated fabrics according to the procedure described in Section 5.2.1.3. The surface cleanability of untreated woven plain calculated ($\Gamma = 60.97\%$) is two times larger than the obtained for untreated knitted fabrics ($\Gamma = 30.40\%$).

To investigate the correlation between the topographical effect of wash-dry cycles and soil release, the calculation of surface cleanability was done also for each modified woven plain surface. According to the results shown in Fig. 5.52, the topographical characteristics produced after 5 wash-dry cycles, perform the largest drop area and the best cleanability.
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High shrinkage and low pilling were observed for woven plain submitted to five wash-dry cycles. Shrinkage is the result of a considerable close of spaces between fibres, but the simultaneous effect is an increase of spaces between yarns. In other words, measured macro-morphological shrinkage is due to the contraction of yarns structure, that causes an increase of mesoporosity. These topographical changes are responsible of a higher spreading rate and shorter wetting time -rapid horizontal capillary-. The consequence is the formation of larger but superficial spots during soiling, resulting in better cleanability (Fig. 5.53).

Sequential washing and drying or any kind of mechanical process lead to important topographical changes on textiles. For this reason, during the study of the effect of surfactants on soiling release, or the efficiency of textile reactive dyes [163], is very important to recognize independently the mechanical effect of the process from the physical-chemical effect of detergency or dying respectively. The present study is aimed to contribute to the investigation of this important topic by means of the topographical characterisation on different length scales.
6 Modelling of polymer surface topography by Fourier synthesis

In Section 4.1.8.1 a ‘profile model’ was used to study the cavities formation on SMC surfaces. Using periodic triangular waves, it is possible to study the effect of moulding time and pressure on topographic parameters and, therefore, on the resulting surface morphology.

Chapter 5 and other related recent studies [128,129] showed that textile construction parameters such as fineness of filaments and yarn, warp and weft density as well as the type of weave control the texture, morphology and surface topography of fabrics. Topography controls the surface porosity, which in turn strongly influences the textile characteristics such as fabric mass, thickness, draping ability, stress-strain behaviour or air permeability. Moreover, there are significant differences between the soiling behaviour and soil release of textile materials with different topographic structures despite the similarity of their chemical nature [130-132,134].

All semi-periodic and periodic surfaces, like modelled SMC and textile materials, show scaled horizontal and vertical repetitive unities, therefore, different length scales have to be taken into account by interpreting the topographic data measured, as demonstrated in [125,133], Chapter 4 and 5. In the present study, a novel wicking model was conceptually developed [162] on the basis of experimental results revealing differences in various fabric weave types in respect to water penetration. This model considers several length scales of surface roughness attributed to macro-, meso- and micro-regimes. The isolation and topographic characterisation on these length scales was possible by application of Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) techniques, which are applied by the characterization of surface topography of solid materials [112-114].
Nicoll [164] synthesized textile textures using the concept of fractional Fourier analysis to perform a fully automatic separation of a global regular structure from an irregular structure. The synthesis is performed by generating a fractional Fourier texture mask from the extracted global regular structure, which is used to guide the generation of irregular texture details. However, this method enables only a realistic visualisation of structures, but does not give information about the resulting topography. Finckh [166] used a much more complicated numerical simulation of 3D fabrics by an explicit Finite Element Method.

Towards a better understanding the relationship between polymer surfaces topography, their technical/construction parameters and interfacial phenomena such as adhesion and wetting, as well as to simulation and probing new related models, it is important to construct surfaces digitally by manipulating their parameters. The aim of the present Chapter is to show the potential of the Fourier synthesis in this respect.

6.1 Reconstruction of 2D-profiles using harmonic series

Topographic parameters of woven plain polyester fabrics used in Section 5.2.1.1 were characterized on three different length scales and studied in connection to the classical textile parameters:

a) Macro-topographic scale, characterized by the average of distances between warps and wefts. Corresponding textile parameters are warp and weft densities.

b) Meso-topographic scale, characterized on the basis of waviness and wave height (according to DIN EN ISO 4287), but using waviness (amplitude) values for warps and wefts separately. A textile parameter that describes relative heights of warps or wefts or their amplitudes is not available, but topographic characterization of woven fabrics have shown (cf. Section 5.2.1.1) that relative z-distances between warps and wefts and their wave (sinoidal) ‘trajectory’ influence strongly the fabric topography. According to measurements on woven, twill and Panama fabrics, wefts describe almost a linear ‘trajectory’ (their amplitudes are rather small). As a consequence, the first contact of any material with the fabric surface takes place by the warps surface and the final
penetration (or capillary) by fluids on the fabric surface takes place on wefts. This fact plays a very important role in the wetting behaviour of textile materials and shows how important is the characterisation of the meso-topography.

c) Micro-topography was characterized by the mean height roughness \( (R_z) \) and arithmetic mean roughness \( (R_a) \), both measured according to DIN EN ISO 4287 for warps and wefts separately. Additionally, surface porosity \( (V_o, \text{ cf. Section } 3.5.2.9) \) were included in this measure scale. Since the characterization of these topographic parameters was made after FFT-filtering of waviness over zoomed images of warps and wefts, \( R_z \) is related to the mean height of filaments, \( V_o \) represents the mean void volume between filaments and \( R_a \) characterizes the surface micro-topography of filaments. Then, \( R_z \) and \( V_o \) are controlled by the filament fineness and \( R_a \) by the filaments profiles.

6.1.1 Topographical synthesis by Fourier Series

For a woven plain structure, profiles of warps and wefts can be constructed separately by using the following sinoidal function, as a first approximation:

\[
P(x) = a_1 \sin \omega x + a_k \sin k \omega x + a_m \sin m \omega x
\]

\[
\omega = \frac{2\pi}{T}
\]

For each yarn profile, frequency \( \omega \) and period \( T \) are used to control the macro-morphological scale and, thus, the yarn density, as explained previously. In the case of studying modification processes by washing, impregnation, ironing, thermofixing, plasma, etc., these values depend on the measured or expected relaxation/shrinkage.

The amplitude \( a_1 \) of a primary wave, which corresponds to the meso-morphological waviness described above, simulates the waviness depth of the yarn.
Porosity ($V_o$), which depends on the distance between filaments, can be simulated by the parameter $k > 1$, that generates a secondary wave. Mean rough height ($R_z$) can be simulated by the secondary amplitude $a_k$. Finally, another higher harmonic defined by the coefficient $m > 1$ and its correspondent amplitude $a_m$ can be used to simulate the arithmetic mean roughness ($R_a$), which statistically represents the filament profile irregularities.

Fig. 6.1 shows a comparison between a real (measured) profile and its simulated surface by using equations 6.1 and 6.2, and the input parameters given in Table 6.1.

### 6.2 Virtual 3D construction of the topography selecting and modifying topographic parameters

The generation of sinoidal cursor-functions, oriented in warps and wefts directions respectively, is necessary to describe the ‘trajectory’ of yarns in the 3D space. For a woven plain structure, the ‘trajectory’ of each yarn describes a maximum at the same time that it neighbors describe a minimum. For this reason, an alternated diphase of cursor waves is necessary by the warps as well as by the wefts [165]. This fact gives an additional advantage of simulate fabrics containing two different wefts and two different warps (Fig. 6.2).

The resulting surface is obtained by combining an adequate cursor-function with each one of the profiles and overlapping all resulting 3D-sinoids in the Cartesian space. Additional harmonics can be combined in order to describe more accurately yarn and filament profiles. The aim is always to relate the amplitudes and frequencies used with the textile elements and their classical parameters. To construct another
type of plain fabrics such as twill or Panama, an adequate selection and alternation of special cursor waves is necessary.

Fig. 6.3 shows a schematization of the analytical-synthetinal process described above in order to construct a woven plain surface: measure and topographical characterization of a real surface (Fourier Analysis) followed by the generation of a virtual surface (Fourier Synthesis) by using the topographical parameters as an input of a system of equations similar to 6.1. In this case, 8 equations are needed: four for profile-waves and four for cursor-waves. A submicrometrical detail can be simulated by random or fractal texture generators.

In Table 6.1 topographical parameters of a real surface measured by MicroGlider are presented in comparison to a simulated one. The topographical data measured have taken to generate a simulated surface using equations described above. New topographical parameters were obtained from the simulated surface, which slightly differs from the original. These differences are caused basically by obvious
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Measurement of the textile topography

Textile construction parameters

Diameter and profil of threads

Type of wave
- Warp density
- Weft density

Simulated surface profile as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 shows that the simulation process tends to produce wefts of lower height. This fact can be corrected by giving a new

inhomogeneities of a real surface, statistical character of the topographic parameters, mathematical efficiency of the FFT-algorithm used and by the number of harmonics used by the generation of each profile and cursor wave.

Simulated surface profile as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 shows that the simulation process tends to produce wefts of lower height. This fact can be corrected by giving a new
amplitude to its cursor wave. A new run of the process could also include a new wavelength to reproduce more exactly the real warps density.

In order to study the porosity, both surfaces, the real and the simulated were characterised volumetrically, i.e. by calculation of debris volume of a material and the void volume enclosed by a flat surface and material debris. Void (filling) volumes were calculated at 30, 40, 50 and 60 µm height levels. Fig. 6.4 shows that after the first run the simulated morphology by the 40 µm-level failed to reproduce the real one. Nevertheless, this deviation can be corrected by a new run, as suggested above.

Void volumes and their projected surfaces are shown in Fig. 6.5. A simulation of the projected surfaces is

Figure 6.4
Projected surfaces of void (filling) volumes of a woven plain structure under different level-heights (z). Different colored areas represent unconnected cavities.

Figure 6.5
Void volumes and their projected surfaces for a woven plain structure measured at different heights.
much more difficult than to reproduce the void volumes. This fact is due basically to the natural surface inhomogeneities of the real surface.

In any case, the presented process conduces unequivocally to know a mathematical relationship between the textile and the topographical parameters. If topographical changes caused by modification are known, it is possible to use the model after reaching an optimal simulation in order to manipulate digitally the textile parameters and to obtain virtual modified surfaces.

### 6.3 Application of the model proposed to the studying polymer surfaces

The method presented above give possibilities to simulate controlled changes in the textile parameters and to study their effect on the resulting topography.

In this section three different applications of the method are described in order to predict and understand the effect of topographical changes on the wetting behaviour of textiles and the effect of moulding conditions on the surface quality of SMC.

#### 6.3.1 Simulating surface modifications on polyester fabrics by thermofixing

In Section 5.2.1.2, the effect of thermo-mechanical changes (thermofixing) on topography and, as a consequence, on spreading, wetting and soiling of polyester fabrics were studied. For woven plain fabrics, five important changes in the topography were found:

- two-dimensional shrinkage,
- decrease of waviness,
- decrease of wefts micro-roughness,
- increase of warps micro-roughness and
- decrease of void volume (porosity).

These changes were justified (cf. Fig. 5.23) as responsible for the smaller spreading rates and extremely longer wetting times measured for thermofixed fabrics (cf. Fig. 5.21).
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To study the effect of shrinkage and a decrease of waviness, eight different surfaces were generated using equations 6.1 and 6.2 by \( a_m = 0 \) as a first approach, applying the input values listed in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2  
Input values to simulate thermofixing for polyester woven plain fabrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>( a_1 ) [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>waviness decrease [%]</th>
<th>( a_r ) [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>( k ) [adim.]</th>
<th>surface shrinkage [%]</th>
<th>( \lambda^{(1)} ) [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sim 1 (Reference)</td>
<td>76.208</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>326.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 2</td>
<td>71.855</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 3</td>
<td>68.073</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 4</td>
<td>64.291</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 5</td>
<td>60.509</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 6</td>
<td>56.728</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 7</td>
<td>52.946</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 8</td>
<td>49.164</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Distance between wefts or between warps

Fig. 6.6 demonstrates that the combination of surface shrinkage (5%) and a decrease of warps and wefts amplitude (waviness) is enough to produce a decrease of meso-porosity and wefts/warps micro-roughness. Meso-porosity controls spreading, and micro-roughness of yarns controls wetting time because of its proportionality with micro-porosity, as probed in Section 5.2.1.1. The closing of the spaces between yarns (meso-porosity) prevents spreading by making it shorter and slower. At the same time, less micro-porosity (spaces between filaments) prolongs
wetting in this case, which was experimentally demonstrated in Section 5.2.1.2 (cf. Fig. 5.23). The consequence is slower horizontal capillarity between filaments.

### 6.3.2 Simulating surface modifications on cotton fabrics by wash-dry cycles

In Section 5.2.2.1, the topographical effect of wash-dry cycles for cotton fabrics and their effect on soiling and cleanability was studied. According to the results, wash-dry cycles shrink the textile structure, but simultaneously increase spaces between yarns, because of an extraordinary closing of the spaces between cotton fibres. As a consequence, the new topography produces faster water spreading along the spaces between yarns (meso-porosity) but a slower penetration of water in shorter spaces between cotton fibres (micro-porosity). Under the new wetting conditions, a soil spot is larger but more superficial, resulting in better cleanability (cf. Fig. 5.51).

Topographical changes produced by wash-dry cycles for cotton woven plain fabric were simulated by generating virtual textile surfaces using the input data listed in Table 6.3.

**Table 6.3**  
*Input values to simulate washing and drying for a cotton woven plain fabric.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$a_1$  [μm]</th>
<th>waviness increase [%]</th>
<th>$a_n$  [μm]</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>surface shrinkage [%]</th>
<th>$\lambda^{(1)}$  [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sim 1 (Reference)</td>
<td>78.208</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>12.000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>326.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 2</td>
<td>85.012</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>13.333</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 3</td>
<td>91.816</td>
<td>17.39</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>14.815</td>
<td>27.43</td>
<td>277.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 4</td>
<td>98.612</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>16.461</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td>258.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 5</td>
<td>105.424</td>
<td>34.78</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>18.290</td>
<td>44.95</td>
<td>241.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 6</td>
<td>112.228</td>
<td>43.48</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>20.322</td>
<td>51.42</td>
<td>227.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim 7</td>
<td>119.032</td>
<td>52.17</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>22.560</td>
<td>56.82</td>
<td>214.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(1) Distance between wefts or between warps*

According to Fig. 6.7, surface shrinkage up to 20% and simultaneous expansion of wefts/warps amplitudes produce an increase of volume between yarns (meso-porosity) and a closing of the inter-fibres spaces, exactly that was found experimentally (cf. Section 5.2.2.1, Fig. 5.42(a) and Fig. 5.42(c)). The most important effect of these changes is the more rapid spreading because a fluid finds wider canals for its motion (Fig. 5.48(a)). At the same time, these spaces control the total wetting time of the liquid on a textile surface: more meso-porosity causes shorter wetting times (Fig. 5.48(b)).

---

The Modelling of polymer surface topography by Fourier synthesis
It is interesting to note, that by surface shrinkage (Fig. 6.7), the simulation predict a decrease of spaces between yarns and the existence of a minimal value of wefts/warps roughness. A subsequent shrinkage will produce an increase of wefts/warps roughness.

6.3.3 Simulating the effect of mould surface and mould/sheet separation on SMC topography

Special case of the model presented can be used to virtually recreate a SMC surface.

To construct the short waviness presented in Fig. 4.1(b), 2 surfaces having waving profiles (sinoidal as a first approach) in x- and y- direction respectively, have to be added in the Cartesian space. The amplitude of the resulting surface has to be adjusted to represent a desired surface waviness ($W_z$). Wave length has to be adjusted to reproduce empirical values, that in case of the studied SMC materials varies between 2 and 3 mm. Resulting surface is illustrated in Fig. 6.8(a).
Meso- and micro-morphology can be constructed by addition of two independent waves (Fig. 6.8(b)). The first of them has to be generated by using input values of $R_z$ (mean roughness or amplitude of long waves) and $N_z$ (number of long waves), and the second one by $R_a$ (arithmetic roughness or amplitude of short waves) and $N_a$ (number of short waves) according to what explained in Section 4.1.8.1.

30 surfaces ($L_m = 6 \text{ mm}$) have been reconstructed using input values listed in Table 6.4.

Total area and total volume of cavities under defined threshold ($h = 6 \mu m$) were calculated for all the synthesized surfaces in order to qualify their coatability (cf. Section 4.1.8.2).

According to results (Fig. 6.9), the simulation makes possible to compare the impact of metallic mould surface and the influence of adhesion during mould-sheet separation, that according to Section 4.1.7, correlates with mean roughness and short waviness.

```
Table 6.4 Input values for the simulation of SMC surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Input values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_z \ [\mu m]$</td>
<td>0.2 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_z \ [\mu m]$</td>
<td>6 - 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_a \ [\mu m]$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_z$</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_a$</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

![Figure 6.9](image)

**Figure 6.9** Impact of mould quality and mould sheet separation on resulting SMC surface quality in compare.

As a relevant conclusion, a mould surface influences stronger on the formation of cavities than adhesion between metallic mould and sheet during their separation.
7 Conclusions

In the study presented, non-contact chromatic confocal imaging was chosen and justified as the optimal measuring method for studying and correlating surface topography and surface properties of SMC materials as well as polyester and cotton fabrics. Before topographical characterisation, an adequate selection of optimal sampling conditions (cut-off length and resolution) were done by a systematic procedure proposed for periodic and non-periodic surfaces.

Topographical characterisation of the surfaces was realised by an innovative method separately considering different length scales in dependence on the surface morphologies of materials under investigation.

For SMC materials, the influence of moulding conditions (pressure, moulding time, metallic mold topography, metallic mold form, prepregs placement procedure, glass fibres content and orientation) on resulting macro-, meso- and micro-topography was studied. After analysing the topographic characterisation parameters calculated on macro-, meso- and micro-length scales manufactured at constant temperature, it was possible to present a model to conceptualize the influence of each of the most important moulding conditions on topographic variables and, as a consequence, on the quality of the resulting surface. To quantify the effect of surface modification treatments, a new parameter (Surface Relative Smooth) was described, applied and probed, which can be used for the characterisation of surface modification of any solid material.

Wetting experiments results for SMC surfaces given by measuring static contact angles with water drops, indicate that measured contact angles correlate with the meso-topography if the surface morphology remains invariable due to influence of the same metallic mould surface. Independently of mould position, a linear relationship between wetting and meso-morphology was revealed. Larger pores
Conclusions

decrease the contact angle, that corresponds to the Wenzel regime of surface wetting.

A very important and innovative part of the present study is the development of new concepts of the topographic characterisation of textile materials using different length scales, that makes possible to consider and analyse separately their specific morphologies caused by weave, yarn and filament/fibres, and to investigate the influence of topography on wettability by modification processes, e.g. construction parameters, thermofixing, impregnation with SRP and wash-dry cycles.

The present study showed, how construction parameters of polyester textiles, such as fineness of filaments and yarn, warp and weft densities as well as the type of weave, control the surface topography - characterized as meso-porosity (spaces between yarns) and micro-porosity (spaces between filaments) - and as a consequence strongly influences capillarity. On the basis of experimental results, revealing differences in three basic types of woven fabrics - plain, twill and Panama – in respect to water penetration, the concept of an innovative novel wicking model was developed.

Thermofixing of polyester textiles was probed to modify the yarns amplitude and porosity, which leads to changes in the wetting behaviour according to the type of weave, morphology, topography and yarns characteristics. These changes influence strongly the soiling behaviour which results in larger but superficial spots due to modification in the capillarity capability of yarns. To characterise the soiling behaviour, an innovative 'spot analysis method' was presented, allowing the study of anisotropic wetting dynamic of fabrics. This method is applicable also to surfaces with anisotropic roughness and porous media.

The influence of impregnation with Soil Release Polymers (SRP) on topography, wetting and cleanability of three woven plain polyester fabrics having different wefts were as well studied. Topographical characterisation did not detect any film formation or SRP agglomeration in the spaces between filaments, but the impregnation leads to micro-topographical changes in the spaces between filaments, especially in wefts, whose micro-roughness controls wetting dynamics. Wetting characteristics, in turn, have been probed to control the penetration of soils and their release. According to results, a critical value of micro-roughness seems to allow a
Conclusions

maximum of cleanability and then the best effect of SRP impregnation on soil release.

The effect of wash-dry cycles on topography of woven plain and knitted cotton fabrics was in addition studied. Topographic characterization of textile surfaces shows that the relationship between macro-, meso- and micro-topography depends on type of weave. Mechanical effect of wash cycles also leads to surface tear and pilling that, combined with the relaxation-shrinkage effect, can produce additional changes not only in the meso- but also in micro-porosity (spaces between fibers) of the fabrics. As an important conclusion, more or less presence of free water inside the cotton fabrics does not control the water absorption capability by capillary. According to the results, for knitted structures a total amount of absorbed water does not depend on pilling. For woven plain, the fabric density especially controls the total water absorption capability. On the other hand, more intricate geometrical structure of knitted fabric makes difficult to interpret the optimal conditions for capillarity. The effect of wash-dry cycles on spreading, wetting and soiling was as well studied. In the case of woven plain structures, shrinkage is the result of a considerable decrease of spaces between fibres, but a simultaneous effect an increase of spaces between yarns. In other words, measured macro-morphological shrinkage is due to the contraction of yarns interior structure, that causes an increase of meso-porosity. These topographical changes are responsible for a higher spreading rate, and rapid and longer horizontal capillary penetration between yarns. As a consequence, a formation of larger, but superficial spots while soiling, that, in turns, leads to better soil release.

In all cases studied, the topographical characterisation and interpretation of results on different length scales contributed to a better understanding of the wetting phenomena.

Finally, a mathematical model to virtual construction and prediction of effects resulting from topographic changes on the behaviour of polymer and textiles surfaces was developed. Woven plain textiles and SMC surfaces were mathematically synthesized by a combination of various harmonic waves, i.e. Fourier synthesis. Topographic and technical construction parameters were taken into account to build their virtual topographies. In the case of textile surfaces, on the basis of the real topography of a given textile surface, it was possible to investigate the effect of wash-dry cycles for cotton fabrics and thermofixing for polyester fabrics on their meso- and
Conclusions

micro-morphology. The model allows to predict changes in the porosity of the resulting textile, its wetting and soiling behaviour. The use of additive Fourier series makes this method even simpler, faster and more topography-oriented than a numerical simulation of 3D-fabrics by an explicit Finite Element Method presented by other groups. Moreover, by using a directed random generation and/or fractal geometry, the way to a more realistic model of a given yarn or filament surface is open. The method presented also opens possibilities to simulate controlled changes in textile construction parameters and to study their effect on the resulting topography. For this reason, the model could be applied to design of functional textile surfaces. By applying the model to construct virtual SMC surfaces, it was possible to quantify and compare the influence of metallic mould surface and undesired adhesion during mould-sheet separation on the resulting SMC surface quality.
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